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Police entice murder suspect 
Promises of criminal 
career were made 
to gain his trust 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
UNDERCOVER RCMP officers used 
promises of a lucrative criminal future 
to gain Christopher Alexander's trust, 
court heard during lengthy testimony 
last week at the young man's first de- 
gree murder trial. 
They did so in hopes Alexander, 
now 20, would confess to murdering 
his next-door neighbour, Linda Le- 
Franc, on Dec. 9, 1998. 
The alleged confession took place 
just over one year after the 36-year-old 
Terrace woman was found dead in her 
Braun St. townhouse by her seven- 
year-old aughter. 
She had been stabbed 83 times. 
Details of how four RCMP under- 
cover officers handled Alexander in an 
extensive sting operation spanning 
three months were heard in court April 
26. 
One officer, whose name and physi- 
cal appearance is prohibited from 
being published by a court order, testi- 
fied he made contact with Christopher 
Alexander in Terrace in mid-Septem- 
ber 1999, 
Posing as a member of a criminal 
organization, the officer testified he 
enlisted Alexander to help him com- 
plete numerous bogus criminal activi- 
ties. 
"I tell him I'm going to be doing 
business in town here and I could use 
his hand," the agent said of a conver- 
sation with Alexander early in the 
sting operation. 
The officer testified Christopher 
Alexander agreed to work for him in 
exchange for money. 
As the accused listened to the ac- 
count of the man who had brought him 
into the bogus crime ring, Alexander 
at times hung his head and looked to- 
ward the floor. 
With his fingers interlinked and his 
chin resting on his hands, Alexander 
learned how police placed him in a 
position in the expectation of gaining 
a confession. 
Alexander was involved in several 
elaborate scenarios involving other un- 
dercover agents in which he would run 
errands, deliver packages, assist in 
collecting money from debtors and run 
vehicles between cities in exchange 
for money, court heard. 
"I tell Mr. Alexander at that time 1 
like the way he works. He's quiet and 
he doesn't ask questions," the officer 
testified about a conversation i Octo- 
ber 1999. 
By Dec. 1999 Alexander had been 
paid out thousands of dollars by the 
undercover agent for his part in the 
bogus criminal activities, court heard. 
The undercover agent then testified 
he told Alexander he wanted the 
young man, then 17 years old, to "run 
the north - the tiorthern part of the bu- 
siness." 
With promises of a $25,000 pay-out 
to Alexander for a job involving th~ 
trafficking of weapons, the agent tells 
Alexander he will be introduced to the 
crime ring's boss, "Mr. Big", the offi- 
cer said. 
But before that could happen Alex- 
ander must come clean about any past 
criminal activity that could jeopardize 
the crime ring, court heard. 
While in Vernon on Dec. 14, 1999, 
the RCMP officers develop a scenario 
where it is implied that a woman will 
be killed because of outstanding debts, 
court heard. 
After asking Alexander if "he was 
OK with this," the operative testified 
Alexander tells him that he stabbed a 
woman to death before. 
He testified Alexander told him he 
was drunk and entered Linda Le- 
Franc's home using a hidden key. 
According to the officer, Alexander 
said LeFranc woke up when he was in 
the aparlment. 
He said she came after Alexander 
with a baseball bat and that's when 
Alexander said he stabbed her with a 
knife. 
The officer testified he asked Alex- 
ander what he did with the knife he al- 
legedly used. 
"Chris states, 'I took it way out of 
town and I threw it in the river,'" the 
officer said. 
Alexander's defence lawyer cross- 
examined the officer earlier this week. 
Nisga'a take 
heat for visit 
by premier 
By JEFF NAGEL 
A HANDFUL of Nisga'a pro- 
testers condemned their own lea- 
ders for welcoming premier Gor- 
don Campbell onto Nisga'a land 
in the midst of the government's 
controversial treaty referendum. 
Ray Guno said the timing of 
last Friday's visit to New Aiyansh 
by the premier and attorney-gen- 
eral Geoff Plant sent the signal 
the Nisga'a are enjoying the 
benefits of their year-old treaty 
and don't really care what hap- 
pens to other aboriginal groups. 
"The fact we have a treaty 
doesn't absolve us of our moral 
obligation to support our brothers 
and sisters," said Guno, a Nisga'a 
teacher arid fisherman. "To do this 
When all other aboriginal groups 
are united and outraged - it's a 
slap in their faces.'" 
He said other aboriginal groups 
supported the Nisga'a in their 
drive for a treaty and now face a 
stingier government that will soon 
be armed with a 'yes' vote on its 
treaty-making principles. 
"If this referendum ts sueces- 
ful, they're going to be at the 
mercy of Campbell and Plant," he 
said. "We have turned our backs 
on our brothers and sisters." 
"I wonder if our president for- 
got these are the people who 
launched the lawsuit against the 
Nisga'a Nation." 
Nisga'a Lisims Government 
president Joe Gosnell never men- 
tioned the treaty referendum in his 
address to Campbell, although 
Nisga'a officials had in March is- 
sued a statement calling the refer- 
endum a bad idea and suggesting 
Nisga'a citizens boycott it. 
"We have our treaty and the 
referendum will have no effect on 
that," Gosnell told reporters later. 
"We have a treaty that states that 
we are going to work together, 
that we are going to rebuild the 
relationship. And that's precisely 
what we're doing." 
He did present he premier with 
an extensive list of grievances, 
requests and cash demands. 
Those ranged from cancelling 
.the closure of the legal aid office 
in the Nass to requests for money 
to support various joint commit- 
tees called for under the treaty. 
Gosnell also said the Nisga'a 
government may be denied money 
under a program that is to replace 
Forest Renewal B.C., threatening 
watershed restoration work. 
l-Ie also called for strict condi- 
tions on any offshore oil explora- 
tion Victoria approves, coupled 
with a multibillion dollar bond 
against environmental damage. 
"If the moratorium is lifted, we 
must be involved in the pre-plan- 
ning stage and in the post-drilling 
stage," Gosneli said. 
DISSENT: Ray Guno and a few other Nisga'a said Nisga'a leaders shouldn't have welcomed premier Gordon Camp- 
bell to Nisga'a territory during the treaty referendum. The premier ate traditional Nisga'a foods, including salmon and 
seal meat stew, at the lunch Friday with Nisga'a leader Joe Gosnell (bottom right). JEFF NAGEL PHOTOS 
The visit was aimed at repair- 
ing the rift between the Nisga'a 
and the Liberals, who in opposi- 
tion bitterly fought he NDP's pas- 
sage of the Nisga'a treaty and 
then launched a court challenge 
of the consitutional status of self- 
government provisions. 
The Liberals abandoned the 
lawsuit after they formed the gov- 
ernment because they were then 
effectively suing themselves. 
Campbell pledged Friday to 
honour both the letter and the 
spirit of the treaty, and spoke of 
reconciliation and rebuilding the 
relationship with the Nisga'a. 
The premter said he was wel- 
comed with "grace, respect and 
an openness that is a tribute to the 
Nisga'a Lisims Government and 
the people who are here." 
He said there was no signif- 
icance to the timing of his visit. 
"I wasn't waiting for the midst 
of anything," Campbell said. "I 
was waiting for a time when I 
could come and it would be ap- 
propriate for the Nisga'a Lisims 
Government to welcome us." 
Mills to gain beds, but lose jobs 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital will 
gain 10 beds and employ more nurses 
but will lose some administrative and 
other workers in a three-year plan an- 
nounced last week. 
Although the plan is vague in de- 
tails, it will push Mills closer to regio- 
nal hospital status in terms of speci- 
alty surgical services as the Northern 
Health Authority seeks to cut costs to 
avoid running a deficit. 
The addition of beds and services 
here comes at a cost to Kitimat which 
will lose 12 of its current 22-acute 
care bed allotment and to Hazelton, 
which will lose all but three of its 28 
acute care beds. 
The overall idea here and else- 
where in the north is to group more 
specialty services in larger centres, 
making them more efficient and cost- 
effective, says Peter Warwick, the 
chief executive officer of the Northern 
Health Authority. 
As it is, Mills now has 39 beds with 
10 of those located in the hospital's 
regional psychiatric unit. 
Another four beds are assigned to 
the hospital's intensive care unit. 
But between five and 10 of the re- 
maining 25 beds are occupied by el- 
derly people awaiting placements in 
more suitable long-term care facilities, 
leaving anywhere from 15 to 20 beds 
available for acute care hospital pa- 
tients. 
"You will see an increase in medi- 
cal surgical beds," said Warwick of 
the plan to add 10 beds at Mills. 
"There is also a need to enhance 
inpatient services in Terrace and to 
enhance OR [operating room] capa- 
city," • 
There will also be a greater cola- 
boration between specialists in the 
northwest and more sharing of surgery 
to the extent that Terrace residents 
may go to Kitimat or Hazelton for day 
surgery. 
Some of that will be made easier 
because the Terrace and Kitimat hos- 
pitals will be managed by one admin- 
istrative structure. 
It makes them, in effect, one hospi- 
tal over two locations. 
The Northern Health Authority has 
a budget of approximately $350 mil- 
lion, of which $270 million comes 
from the province, and employs ap- 
proximately 6,000 people. 
Although health care budgets are 
frozen around the province, the author- 
ity did get an additional $16.81 million 
from the provincial government to help 
with wage and technology cost in-  
creases. 
The authority now has 580 beds, but 
that number will drop by 91, or 16 per 
cent, within three years. 
Doing that will require more mea- 
sures such as day surgery and more 
providing more services to people in- 
stead of having to admit them, said 
Warwick. 
All told, the northwest will lose 31 
beds of the planned 91-bed drop. 
In addition to Kltimat and Hazel- 
ton, there will be six beds closed in 
Prince Rupert and four on the Queen 
Charlotte Islands. 
Smlthers, however, will gain six 
beds as. the authority groups more ser- 
vices there, 
The authority says it needs to cut 
$40 million over the next three years, 
driven by a provincial freeze on health 
care budgets, , 
It estimates It will cut $18 million 
in direct patient care and $22 million 
in non-patient care expenses to reach 
its target. 
Only hospitals in Terrace, Smithers 
and Prince George are to gain beds 
throughout he north. Prince George 
Regional Hospital will get an addi- 
tional 14 beds for a total of 185 by the 
end of the three year plan. 
The eventual goal for community 
size hospitals uch as Terrace and Ki- 
timat is to have one acute care bed for 
every 1,000 people they serve. 
Some communities uch as Chet- 
wynd in the northeast could lose all of 
its six acute care beds depending upon 
the results of a review that's underway. 
No facliities will be closed, sa id  
authority chair Gairns who character- 
ized the plan as one that was "made 
in the north." 
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Mills 
gains 
beds 
Gairns and Warwick 
did, however, release 
their phm in Vancouver, 
along with the five 
other heahh authorities 
as part of a marathon 
event put on by the pro- 
vincial health ministry. 
Speaking later, 
Gairas said he and 
Warwick had no choice 
about attending the 
Vancouver event. 
The Northern Health 
Authority plan was also 
approved by the health 
ministry prior to its re- 
lease. 
The authority still 
has to sign a perfor- 
mance contract with the 
ministry setting out 
standards of emergency, 
hospital and community 
care. 
Health care job losses start 
THOSE PEOPLE scheduled to lose their administrative 
and support jobs at Mills Memorial Hospital now begin a 
complicated process which could see them, depending 
upon seniority and union contracts, 'bump' others. 
The Northern Health Authority wants to shed the 
equivalent of 175 full time jobs throughout the north in 
the administrative and support category this year alone 
to stave off a deficit. Topping the list are Senior admin- 
the ones in housekeeping, for example, who will deter- 
mine how many square feet of floor can be cleaned by 
an FTE [full time equivalent employee], how many 
meals can be cooked or how many pounds of laundry 
can b~ done." 
Warwick adds there has been no fixed target dates set 
for job losses in housekeeping, food and laundry areas. 
The hospital in Kitimat already handles laundry for 
istrators brought over when the authority was created out Mills Memorial and the Terraceview Lodge extended 
of 15 smaller ones late last year. care facility. And now that the Kitirnat hospital has 
Although the authority is headquartered in Prince moved to new quarters, the new laundry facilities can 
George; it doesn't mean all of the administrative and handle more than the current workload between that city 
support services will be based there, authority chair audTerrace. 
Harry Gairns said last week. 
: "Our next objective is to talk to the union and define . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . .  
what we're looking at," added authority chief executive 
officer Peter Warwick. "There will be situations inv01: 
ving seniority and the mix of people." 
One fuzzy area involves cost savings in areas such as 
housekeeping, laundry and food services. This will hap, 
pen at the expense of 400 full time job equivalents over 
the next three years. : 
The authority so far isn't moving ahead immediately, 
as are other authorities, to contract out these services in 
the expectation of saving money. 
But the authority will only commit itself to its no- 
Health boss leaves 
THE NORTItERN Health Authority is looking for a per- 
manent chief executive officer. Peter Warwick, named 
interim head of the authority last December, is retiring. 
Warwick had been the CEO of the North Coast Com- 
munity Health Council in Prince Rupert from May 1999 
until it and 14 other health authorities in the north were 
merged late last year to save money. 
The Northern Health Authority started looking for a 
contracting out stance for this year, leaving open the permanent CEO nearly a month ago and there had been 
question of what will happen in the years after, some suggestions Warwick was interested. 
For now, Warwick refers to what he's calling ',best 'But  last week Warwick said his intention all along 
practices" with the authority's existing union workforce, was to stay until a permanent person was found. 
What that means is bringing in outside managers to Warwick's salary is $200,000, putting him into the 
set levels of job performance and expectations, mid-range of executive pay given the size - $350 rnil- 
"These are the experts," said Warwick. "They will be lion - of the Northern Health Authority budget. 
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Writers win awards 
TWO WRITERS from The Terrace Standard won 
awards at its parent company's editorial awards 
banquet April 20 in Williams Lake. The awards 
were for stories, features and editorials written in 
2001. 
Senior reporter Jeff Nagel claimed first place in 
the news writing category for a number of stories, 
including several on the ups and downs of the 
Skeena Cellulose situation. 
"The winners this year went further, dug deeper 
and asked more than the obvious questions. That's 
good journalism," commented the judges in this 
category. 
He also won second place in the feature writing 
category for a body of work, including an in-depth 
look at the Kitselas band's efforts to revive its his- 
tory in the Kitselas Canyon. 
"The winners this year stand out in the way they 
describe ssential parts of their stories, rather than 
relying on quote after quote after quote," the 
judges wrote. 
Nagel further won an honourable mention in the 
editorial writing category. 
Editor Rod Link won first place in the editorial 
writing category for an editorial criticizing the 
continuing existence of northern living bonuses for 
provincial and federal civil servants. 
The Terrace Standard is owned by Cariboo Press 
which has newspapers throughout he north and 
down into the interior. 
Its newspapers include The Northern Sentinel in 
Kitimat and The Interior Nelvs in Smithers down to 
The Morning Star in Vernon and Kamloops This 
Week in Kamloops. 
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Do you know what the BC government plans to surrender 
to forest corporations under the cover of a softwood deal? 
YOUR JOBS. YOUR COMHUNIT IES .  YOUR PUBL IC  FORESTS.  
The government's oftwood plan is a sellout. It increases the stranglehold that the big forest corporations 
already have over our public forests and our forest industry - at the expense of our communities and our natural environment. 
SAY NO TO THE SOFTWOOD SELLOUT• THERE IS A BETTER WAY.  
We propose a made-in-BC solution that: 
• gives control of public forests back to local communities 
• creates more jobs per tree cut 
• protects the environment, and 
• provides a lasting solution to the softwood trade dispute, aJ 
Send a fax to Premier Campbell with just two simple clicks - 
visit our website: (www. fores tso lu t ions .ca)  
For more information, call toll-free: 1-866-483-6873 
Tell Gordon  Campbel l  that  it's t ime for a win-win softwood solution. 
Premier Campbell, your softwood proposal is a sellout.There's a better way: take 
back at least half of our publicly owned forests from the corporations, Put control 
and benefits into the hands of communities, Get an honest price for BC's public 
timber in open, regional og markets. And give local business and workers a fair shot 
at value added development. 
name 
address 
signature 
Clip and mail to the Coalition for Sustainable Forest Solutions, 
RO. Box 8701,Victoria, BC,V8W 3S3. We will forward It to Premier Campbell, 
SPONSORED BYTHE COALITION FOR SUSTAINABLE FOREST SOLUTIONS 
Police seize 
cocaine here 
in drug raid 
Stolen property also found 
inside a Thornhill house 
By SARAH A, ZIMHERMAN 
FOUR TERRACE MEN have been arrested in connec- 
tion with an alleged province-wide conspiracy to traffick 
cocaine. 
Police said Frederick Gerald Mowatt, 36, Jeremy 
Philip McDonald, 21, and Edward Jarod McDonald, 18, 
,were arrested at Mowat's Dobbie St. home as police ex- 
ecuted ~ search warrant here April 21. 
A fourth Terrace man, Cheyenne Jason Mercer, 23, 
was arrested April 23 in connection with the raid. 
The search happened shortly before 10 a.ln., at the 
same time as searches in Vancouver and Prince Rupert 
where two other people were arrested, police said. 
The raids came as a result of a six-month investiga- 
tion tracking the alleged distribution of cocaine in the 
northwest, police said. 
Corporal JoAnn Pearson of the RCMP's Prince Rupert 
drug squad said police allege a group of individuals were 
bringing in large quantities of cocaine from Vancouver 
for distribution in Terrace, Hazelton, Kit•mat and Prince 
Rupert. 
The McDonald brothers, their brother-in-law Frederick 
Nowatt and the three others have been charged with 
conspiracy to traffick cocaine. 
Pearson said $32,000 in cash was seized from 
Nowat's residence April 21. 
Police also said officers seized various amounts of 
cocaine from different people and locations in both Ter- 
race and Prince Rupert over the course of a six-month 
investigation. 
Police seized a total of 45 ounces of cocaine through- 
oat the investigation. 
While executing their search at the Dabble St. resi- 
dence, police also seized in excess of $20,000 worth of 
property they believed was stolen. 
Found were fishing poles, power tools, snowmobiling 
helmets, chainsaws, electronics, ski gear, sets of golf 
clubs and other items. TERRACE RCMP Cnst. Brendan McKenna poses with fishing rods seized from 
Terrace RCMP are asking anyone who has had these a Dobbie St. residence during a drug raid Apr. 21. The rods and reels are 
types of items stolen from them to identify their goods at among in excess of $20,000 worth of property found at the home which police 
the Terrace RCMP detachment, believe was stolen. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO. 
Some of the items have already been returned to their 
rightful owners or to businesses which have had property 
stalen, said Terrace Cnst. BruceLofroth. Arsonists receive probation 
He said police here have launched a separate invest- 
igation into the suspected stolen property and anticipate THREE LOCAL teens recently pleaded fled the scene, police added. The building 
laying charges, guilty to burning down the CMO Carpet and its contents were destroyed. The 
Mowatt and the McDonald brothers ha~,e been re•an- building located downtown Terrace more owner had no insurance. 
ded to the Prince George Correctional Centre where they than a year ago. The first of the three pleaded guilty in 
will remain until their first court appearance Nay 8, said The March 26, 2001 fire erupted Terrace court Jan. 22 while the other two 
Cpl, Pearson. around 2:30 a.m. after the three youths set entered their guilty pleas April 8., The 
The remaining three people arrested - Jordan Daniel fire to a container of solvent in the build- youngsters received two years probation, 
J0hns0n, 27, of Vancouver and Dayna Lee MastLe,+33, .+of.....,ing which was uscd.+as a warehouse for must perform 100 hours community, ser- 
PrJg.~e;:Rupert and Terrace's Cfigyenne Mer.cei"- were,):;./carp~t,)2h~r*~l'~re",£2flooring, larninates and • vice and a curfew was imp0sed+~c0nfining ~ 
all char ed and released ending a May 31 court ap ~s019ents! olncevSatd'.r~r~ + ' "  th ' + /i" " g P " l ~ . . . . .  + r~'~* ' ~ ~+'  -- ~+'p  ' +" ' " t " '  ' " ~++'~:~ "r* " ' % "1' :'+~ ":~ . . . . .  emt0'thelr-h+i~me++'bet~%e'n"l'O +'"j£hi:+"/ifJ~l 
pearance. ' ........ "'The'fire'~l'(li+kl~"fpread ah'  the teens 7 aim. . . . .  
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News In Br ie f  
Bur ton  makes  more  
ALl. MEMBERS of Parliament, including Skeena 
Canadian Alliance MP Andy Burton, received a 
pay hike two weeks ago. 
The $3,550 pay raise increases the base pay of 
an MP to $135,000 a year in addition to an Ottawa 
living allowance of $15,000. 
The increase follows a new formula introduced 
last year which did away with an old system invol- 
ving a salary and a tax-free xpense account. 
The old system did~£t involve regular increases 
and sparked controversy whenever MPs gathered to 
discuss the need for more money ai ld set their own 
sahlry levels. 
Liquor store closures? 
PROVINCIAL OFFICIALS are downplaying sug- 
gestions from the B.C. Government and Service 
Employees' Union that the province will close li- 
quor stories in as many as 40 smaller towns. 
The 40-town list released by the union includes 
Stewart, Hazel,on and Houston in the northwest. 
BCGEU president George Heyman says as many 
as 200 jobs could be on the line if the closure plan 
goes ahead. 
Cruising along 
THE NUMBER of smaller cruise ships visiting 
Prince Rupert will increase to 30 this year, a 50 
per cent jump over 2001, reports the Prince Rupert 
Port Authority. 
"We are pleased with the continued growth we 
are experiencing in cruise traffic since constructing 
dedicated facilities for the small-cruise operators 
in 1998," said authority president Don Krusel. In 
1998, just four of the smaller cruise ships stopped 
in Prince Rupert. 
The ships will dock just below the Atlin Termi- 
nal in Cow Bay, a refurbished former fish packing 
plant set for an official opening next month. 
The terminal contains a large lounge area for 
cruise ship passengers which doubles as a tourist 
information space. There is also room for offices 
and retail outlets. 
The 30 ships will come from four companies and 
more than half of the stops feature passengers de- 
parting or getting on. That should spark land-based 
tourism opportunities and provide local businesses 
with an opportunity to sell supplies, Krusel said. 
Ports turned over 
FIVE SMALL docking facilities in the northwest 
and money to maintain them were turned over to 
local authorities last week. 
The small ports are in Alice Arm,. Telegraph 
Creek, Stewart, All•ford Bay on the Queen Char- 
lotte Islands and Masset, also on the Charlottes. 
All told 13 ports were turned over to local au- 
thorities and $9.2 million was allocated as the fed- 
eral government continues to download its port re- 
Spbnsi~iiii!i~s::i'1'nsiev¢'hrt/f6r example, the District 
of Stewart also gets $571,000 to take over its port. 
Question: Can AL-C's Glass 
i:!!;ii!~ i provide custom fit screens fc 
................. .............. windows and doors? 
:~+? +~ + Answer: Customer fit screen: ~ can be made for most , windows right here at our 
shop. For doors, we can 
~pply and install the Phantom Screen. For 
e window, we have the Vision window 
for an' :reen. Fit ~y room you choose- 
tchen, living room, bedroom or bath. It 
mains out of sight until needed. 
GLASS+. 
,Ut'E~ GLASS, WINDSHIELD It~J1~, INSULANCE, I~COA~,MIIIOI~,W1WD~,S~[D UNITS 
We will pick-up & deliver your car 
DOUG CLOSTER 
3720 River Drive, Terrace, B.C. V8G 3N9 
Ph: 638"8001 Fax: 638-8007 
TOLL FREE 888-638-8001 
Question: I have vinyl 
~i~;i+!i!~ ~ .... 
+ + , , + + + o + + + + +  .... . . . .  ..... 
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Call  
the 
IVben it comes to pet experts... 
//~__..All signs point to Petland! 
NOW OPEN 
SUNDAYS!  
12 NOON TO 5:00 P.M. 
I Petland 635-16OO 4706 Ko | th  Ave  Mol l  1-80@-633.7787 
I~+ilil 
Who Can I Trust With 
Solutions For My Water? 
"rmst the specialists at 
"SURETECH WATER 
~ I SYSTEMS"  
~!~1 ,,,t,=,, water riheratien and treatment 
~ I is our primary busilleSs. 
635-7410 
When it comes to lravel...experience counts. 
Elan Travel has served the nor/h west for over 26 years. 
ELAN 
4555 Lakulse Ave.. Terrace Be.  VSG 11'7 
. . . Td :  635-2281 • Fax: 635-7695 
'X~OC~ e4~i 0~iII~ ,Se~ , WWW/JkIrI|EHVC|AIL'I 
~@~,,/,-,  ~ -~.~,¢,.,;,,,o +++++++++,+~+;+++++++++,+++~:i+i 
+ ++++++:+in+in/:+:++ .....  r  
Only The Best For ++)++++;+el;P" I Xl Yo,,+w00+Jn+o+ ++++++p+ , ,  
It + : :  X I +*+*~"*+' Owner/Nonager 
[ I +06-4.7+6 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace • 635-8++8 
o,I site water le~'ling a, d co, vultation 
Best Western  
J ~  Terrace Inn 
II II iI 615-0060 ~ J 
Great Family Entertainment 
Spa Accessories & Chemicals 
-'1~1 Darts ~ Billiard Accessories 
Auto  
Deta i l ing  iiii + 
Take It To The Professionals [;++: ~+~+i+i~ 11 
With 12 Years Experience L___  
morn Call Paul for  a UN~ 
4818 HWY 16 635"6841 FREE ESTIMATE .~c~ 
TERRACE INTERIORS  
Friendly, Knowledgeable Staff ,+~ 
.+ i: • t ' ' ~ +  J General Paint Po,nts, S ares & Accesser,as 
~ 1  Custom Blinds Wallpaper & Borders / .~ 
B rue" ~1 Cabinet Hardware Plus Much More... I~"~'4 
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Northwest  hub 
SITUATED AS it is in the centre of the north- 
west, Terrace enjoys a privileged role as a provi- 
der of various business, recreational nd consu- 
mer services. Because surrounding communities 
treat Terrace as their regional shopping centre, we 
enjoy a higher level of services than would other- 
wise be justified or viable given our population. 
So that's why it is vitally important that this 
city take an active interest in outside events. 
Consider Kitimat which has one of the highest 
incomes per capit~i of any municipality in the 
country. It treats Terrace as its shopping suburb 
meaning that the health of Kitimat contributes to 
the overall economic health of this city 
Kitimat mayor Richard Wozney is now chal- 
lenging the provincial government totake a tough 
love approach to Alcan, the major employer of 
Kitimat residents. 
Alcan is showing every sign of being vitally in- 
terested in selling as much power as it can gener- 
ate from its hydro-electric generators. Good for 
Alcan, but not so good for the jobs now in place 
at the company's aluminum smelter. 
Mr. Wozney is insisting the provincial govern- 
ment hold Alcan to its 1950 agreement with the 
provincial crown that every watt of electricity it 
generates be used for industrial development in
the northwest. 
Given the constant parade of vehicles coming 
north from Kitimat every day to shop in Terrace, 
city council here should throw its complete and 
full support behind Kitimat's tand. 
Now look west to Prince Rupert. Hammered 
by economic bad news ranging from closures or 
ctits tO its grain terminal~:coal'~3o~t, commercial 
fishing and, of course, Skeena Cellulose, the city 
is attempting toclaw its way back. 
Specifically, Prince Rupert is focussing on the 
cruise ship industry. It is developing Cow Bay as 
a cruise ship reception centre backed by a core of 
shops and restaurants - a mini Granville Island. 
This year 30 small cruise vessels from four com- 
panies will dock at the refurbished Atlin fish plant 
in Cow Bay, up from just four in 1998. 
But Prince Rupert has its eye fixed on a large 
prize, a massive dock jutting out into its harbour 
to handle the big boys. The economic spin offs 
from this would be enormous and dollars bur- 
geoning cruise ship industry would be felt in Ter- 
race both from attracting those visitors to Terrace 
and from Prince Rupert residents themselves. 
Construction of this dock will cost an estimated 
$10 million. The City of Terrace would gain 
much by finding a way to financially assist Prince 
Rupert in this project. 
By taking a strong stance politically in Kitimat 
and economically in Prince Rupert Terrace would 
solidify its position as the hub of the northwest. 
Strong and healthy neighbours can only benefit 
us in the end. 
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t)rivate power is :)ad news for us 
VICTORIA - The Ontario gov- 
ernment's attempt o sell off 
Hydro One Inc. suffered a ser- 
ious setback two weeks ago 
when Ontario Superior Court 
Justice Arthur Guns ruled that 
the government lack the legal 
authority to do so. 
The ruling put on hold the 
largest privatization and pub- 
lic stock offering in Canadian 
history. 
I hope Gordon Campbell, 
British Columbia's Premier, 
will take a long and hard 10ok 
at the judgment before he de- 
cides to put B.C. Hydro on the 
auction block. 
The Ontario Court's deci- 
sion was hailed as a victory by 
a coalition of groups opposed 
to the province's attempts to 
sell the electricity transmis- 
sion company for as much as 
$5.5-billion and to deregulate 
its electricity market. 
Judge Gans ruled in favour 
HUBERT BEYER 
Hydro One sale completed. 
"We've asked the Attorney- 
General [David Young] to 
come forward to Cabinet with 
options," Mr. Eves told repor- 
ters while campaigning on a 
dairy farm for his May 2 by- 
election orthwest of Toronto. 
One course of action is a 
plan to recall the legislature to 
of a petition filed by two un- 
ions, the Communications En- 
ergy and Paperworkers and the pass a .law giving Ontario the 
Canadian Union of Public Era- legal nght to privatize Hydro 
,:plo3~ees:(eUPB);~th=it.,c~hiirnetl' ;,,oni~,a r"~ t,ei ,, ,i. ~,.~ . . , . ,  . .  -, ~..., .~ , -r. 
the province's Electricity Act "Well, that's an option I 
prohibited the province from suppose. I'll have to wait to 
privatizing Hydro One. 
The decision was the equi- 
valent of a bombshell on Bay 
Street, where bankers were 
looking to earn millions in 
commissions from the initial 
public offering (ITO). 
It also was an acute embar- 
rassment' for new Premier 
Ernie Eves, who said his gov- 
ernment will abide by the rul- 
ing for now but will appeal it 
and pass legislation to get the 
see which options the Attor- 
ney-General recommends," he 
told reporters. 
The initial public offering, 
scheduled for in June, will be 
delayed, Eves said. "I live in 
the real world and you're not 
going to get that changed in a 
matter of hours or even a mat- 
ter of days." 
The unions who carried off 
the victory, however tempor- 
ary it may turn out to be, were 
ecstatic. 
"We've made history. 
We've managed to stop a gov- 
ernment hat worships at the 
altar of privatization," said 
Cecil Makowski, a CEP vice- 
president. "We managed to 
stop them from selling the 
crown jewel of this province 
while they line the pockets of 
their friends on Bay Street and 
Wall Street." 
Dalton McGuinty, the On- 
tario Liberal leader, who op- 
poses the sale of Hydro One, 
said the decision was "a major 
embarrassment" for the new 
Eves government. 
" I 'm delighted with the 
court decision. It's a major 
victory for working families 
and all of us who are fighting 
the sale of Hydro One," he 
said. 
The Ontario government os- 
tensibly wants to sell Hydro 
One because it needs the roro- 
ceeds to help pay down a ~;21- 
billion debt accumulated by 
with his lopsided "mandate in 
the legislature, he probably 
thinks he can. 
Nor might he stop there. 
More than 90 per cent of the 
province,s forests are owned by 
the Crown, that is by us, the 
citizens. Some of my contacts 
in the forests ministry tell me 
they do not rule out a big forest 
privatization program. 
One government MLA told 
me that private forests in Eur' 
ope are well-managed and pose 
no threat o the forest industry's 
sustainability. 
What he didn't say or know 
is that no government in British 
Columbia or North America, 
for that matter, would have the 
guts to impose the rules and re- 
gulations private owners of for- 
est land in Europe are subject 
to. 
In Germany, for instance, 
one-third of all forest land is 
privately owned, but it is the 
government that tells the ow- 
the old Ontario Hydro monopo- ners which three they can cut 
ly. down. And I man tree by tree. 
Hydro One w~,Lqn.ei.p,~ : tvfO,r I,~ ~lealqq~t~tNe. ~ 9fte~ tlim.ited to 
companies that e~drg'~a' fro~: "%no:thirdof hfi acre.. ":7:? IL  ~ 
Ontario Hydro. Th~ dth'e'/-'~,as - """ We" shbiild v&tch Campbell 
Ontario Power Generation Inc. and his government like a hog 
(OPG). Financiers have said if 
the Hydro One sale was a suc- 
cess, the government would 
consider selling OPG , which 
could funnel between $8-bil- 
lion and $10-billion into the 
province's coffers. 
I 'm sure Campbell has been 
watching the battle in Ontario 
with great interest. He 
wouldn't hesitate a moment o 
sell B.C. Hydro if he knew he 
could get away with it. And 
and make sure B.C. Hydro re- 
mains where it is: in our hands, 
not those of private profiteers. 
The private sector's track 
record in the energy field is 
abysmal. Ask the Albertans. 
Ask the Californians. And think 
about Enron. 
Beyer can be reached at: 
E-mail: hubert@coolcom.com; 
Tel (250) 381-6900; Web 
http://www, hubertbeyer, corn 
Liberals 
WHEN OUR daughters were 
small, the older one often 
made up elaborate rules for 
their games. 
As the game progressed, her 
rules became more complica- 
ted. Having no say in the 
rules, the younger one would 
finally leave to play else- 
where. 
Gordon Campbell is making 
up education and health care 
rules as he goes along, without 
consultation or regard for the 
human toll. 
Not satisfied gutting our 
education system, now Camp- 
bell has closed community 
hospitals, expecting residents 
to drive miles while blood 
pumps from a severed artery or 
a clot clogs a heart. 
We're talking health care, 
not bank robberies. Four min- 
utes was enough for the Stop 
Watch Gang to rob a bank, but 
under adverse weather condi- 
tions, 50kms, to the nearest 
emergency room can take a 
lot longer than one hour. 
Has Campbell stop-watched 
for icy roads, washouts, ava- 
lanches, and other interior ha- 
need 
CLAUDEI'TE SANDECKI 
zards? 
Campbell expects patients 
to spend less time recupera- 
ting in hospital. So Iskut and 
Telegraph Creek patients 
won't be the only ones riding 
home prematurely over bumpy 
roads, tearing open surgical 
closures, and hemorrhaging 
along the roadside. Has Camp- 
bell factored in the cost of re- 
lapses? 
Campbell would have us 
believe these education and 
health "reforms" are necessary 
t:)etter glasses 
because the province is deep 
in debt. Yet a recent report on 
The National pointed out 
B.C.'s Auditor General found 
our financial debt to be no- 
where near the size Campbell 
claims. 
I suspect Campbell is exag- 
gerating our debt and slashing 
services o he can offer lucra- 
tive private contracts to 
friends, The amount of driving 
involved with the hospital clo- 
sures will certain!y enhance 
the bottom line of gas stations, 
ear repair shops, and road 
building contractors. Pharma- 
cies, too, should enjoy higher 
sales. 
So what if the environment 
suffers from more exhaust 
fumes. 
Campbell's hortsightedness 
and lack of planning is evident 
in his neighbourhood school 
closures. Bussing our kids to 
far away schools will promote 
obesity, leading to an increase 
In diabetes, heart disease, and 
even osteoporosis among our 
young. That will increase 
health care costs in future 
years, not to mention loss of 
work time. 
Last week Campbell cut 
funding for sign language inter- 
preters in college classes. He 
also ended the one support pro- 
gram for Vancouver's Chinese 
speaking seniors. Earlier he 
wiped out funding for talking 
books; the blind rallied and re- 
gained a year's partial funding. 
To realize Copper Mountain 
kids may be bussed to an over- 
crowded, musty portable; se- 
niors may be turfed out for long 
term beds to survive alone at 
home; and Kimberley, popula- 
tion 7,000, will lose its hospi- 
tal, all so Liberals and business 
can profit, sickens me. 
Doesn't business realize 
where its customers come 
from? And why would any bu- 
siness relocate to B.C. if we 
lack good schools and nearby 
hospitals for their employees' 
families? 
Even if Campbell restores 
funding minutes before the next 
election, he may find himself 
playing alone. 
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T ALENT only takes you so far. Hard work, determination and practice, practice, practice, line the true path- 
way to success, 
Just ask any one of the more than 1,300?? 
competitors skilled in a variety of disciplines -
from tap to trumpet and from piano to poetry -
who took part in the 2002 Pacific Northwest 
Music Festival. 
The following are the 2002 results. Congratu- 
lations to everyone who participated in this 
year's event as performers, volunteers or bene- 
factors. 
Original Composition 
Sarah Smaha: Highest Mark Original Com- 
position, Prince Rupert Rotary Club Award - $75. 
Piano Awards 
Anna Geller: Highest Mark (over 85) Junior 
Pianoforte, under 12 - Marylin Davies Trophy 
Jennifer Mackay: Highest Mark (over 85) 
Senior Pianoforte, 12 and over, Carlyle Shepherd 
& Co. Award - $100 
Katherine Boston: Highest Mark Bach. 
Grades I - 6. Frank Froese Memorial Award - 
$50 
Andrea Pedro: Highest Mark Bach, Grades 6 
- Open, Eugene H. Thomas Award - $75 
Alsandair Toms: Highest Mark Baroque 
Composers, Grades I - 4, Norton Family Award - 
$50 
Marlee Emery: Highest Mark Baroque Com- 
posers, Grades 5 - Open, Noteworthy Piano Ser- 
vice Award- $75 
Tianna Pedro: Highest Mark Mozart & 
Haydn, Grades I - 4, Ruth Edmondson Memorial 
Award - $50 
Michael Macmillan: Highest Mark Mozart 
& Haydn, Grades 5 - Open, Wightman & Smith 
Award - $75 
Tie: Frances Smith and Mar lee 
Emery:Highest Mark German Romantics, War- 
ner Bandstra Brown Award - $100 
Caitlin Keenan: Highest Mark Romantics, 
other than German, J. Coosemans Award - $75 
Caitlin Keenan: Highest Mark Beethoven, 
Prince Rupert Rotary Club Award - $75 
Katie Bakker: Highest Mark Chopin, Dr. H. 
Murphy Award - $75 
Rhianna Fitzpatrick:Highest Mark Sonati- 
nas. Grades 1 - 5, Terrace Rotary Club Award - 
$50 
Katherine Punnett: Highest Mark Sonatinas, 
Grades 6 - Open, Emerson Clinic Award- $75 
Heidi de Jager: Highest Mark 20th Century 
Composers, Grades I-3, Terrace Kinette Club 
Trophy 
Andrew Benson: Highest Mark 20th Century 
Composers, Grades 4-6, Terrace Kinsmen Award 
- $50 
Caltlin Keenan: Highest Mark 20th Century 
Composers, Dr. W. Redpath Award - $75 
David Norton: Highest Mark Canadian Com- 
posers, Grades 1-3, All Seasons Sporting Goods 
Trophy 
Andrew Benson: Highest Mark Canadian 
Composers, Grades 4-Open, Allan Dubeau 
Award - $ 100 
':~ Michelin Heighinl~ton:.' Highdst' Mark"Con~' 
servatory, lnii'6ductgi-~"" ,Gi'~'de 2,1~/~nei',~Feli~er 
Troph~; : .... . . . . .  ; 
Cassle Smith: Highest Mark Conservatory, 
Grades 3-6, Royal Canadian Legion Award - $50 
Andrea Pedro: Highest Mark Conservatory, 
Grades 7-Open, Ronald McDonald Award - $100 
Elizabeth Peters: Highest Mark Older Begin- 
ners, R. Lowrie Award - $75 
Sonya Widen: Highest Mark Sonata, Concer- 
to and Concert Group, Elan Travel (Kitimat) 
Award - $ 100 
Tie: Mar lee Emery  and Jamie  
Norton/Katie Bakker and Emilyn Stare: High- 
est Mark Piano Duets, L. Farber Memorial 
Award - $150 
Vocal Awards 
Graeme Linton: Highest Mark Vocal Solo, 
Junior, Ronald McDonald Vocal Award - $50 
Sarah Snmha: Highest Mark Vocal Solo, In- 
termediate, Ginny Lowrie Vocal Award- $75 
Pamela Bahr: Highest Mark Vocal Solo, Se- 
nior Totem Furniture and Appliances Award - 
$100 
Melia Stephens: Highest Mark Vocal Con- 
servatory Award, Dr. & Mrs. Appleton Award - 
$100 
Colby Cameron:  Highest Mark Music 
Theatre - 12 years and under, Steve's Salvage 
Award- $75 
Adam Kerby: Highest Mark Music Theatre - 
13 years to Open, Gemma's Boutiques Award - 
$I00 
Choral Awards (Adjudicators' 
Choice) 
Northwest Singers: Senior & open Choirs 
[not including school choirs] Omineca Medical 
Laboratories Award - $100 
Annunciation School, Prince Rupert: Ele. 
mentary School Choir, Brian Mitchell Memorial 
Trophy 
Caledonia Senior Secondary Concert 
Choir: Secondary School Choir, Bank of Mon- 
treal Trophy 
Speech Arts Awards 
Veritas School Grade 3: Highest Mark Chor- 
al Speaking, Kindergarten - Grade 3, Michael 
Strymecki Memorial Trophy 
Clarence Michiel School Grade 4: Highest 
Mark Choral Speaking, Grade 4-6, Royal Bank 
Trophy 
Kayla Brinkac: Highest Mark Spoken Poetry 
[Dramatic], 5-8 years, Terrace Rotary Club Tro- 
phy 
Tie: Jeffrey Straw and David Norton: High- 
est Mark Spoken Poetry [Dramatic], 9-12 years, 
Dr, Rebecca Counts Award - $75 
Jennifer Mackay: Highest Mark Spoken 
Poetry [Dramatic], 13 years - Open, A&W.  
Speech Award - $100 
Cassandra Robinson: Highest Mark Spoken 
Poetry [Lyric], 5-8 years, Robin McColl Morner. 
ial Trophy 
Rebecca Esau: Highest Mark Spoken Poetry 
[Lyric], 9-12 years, Misty River Books Award 
(Books)  
Jennifer Mackay: Highest Mark Spoken 
Poetry [Lyric], 13 years - Open, The Mike & 
Joan Brady Award - $100 
Laura Smith: Highest Mark Canadian Poe- 
try, Skeena Rent-a-Car Trophy 
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TUNING UP: pianists Amanda Chan, right, and Caitlin Keenan seen during rehearsa for their duet. both are students at Caledonia Senior 
Secondary. Keenan earned the highest marks in three categories of solo piano competition. She also received two awards of excellence, 
3resented to the most promising students in each discipline. JENNIFER LANG PHOTO 
Festival 
/ 
Th,e  e,cific Northwest,Music Fes;tival; 
combines competition with performance. 
Here are the 2002 award winners. 
Reuben Pedro: Highest Mark Bible Reading, 
Terrace Ministerial Association Award (Bible) 
Katherine Trotter: Highest Mark Storytel- 
ling, Gemma's Boutiques Award - $75 
Jennifer Mackay: Highest Mark Dramatic 
Scene, Terrace Little Theatre Trophy 
Nicole Pereira: Highest Mark in Prose, Vesta 
Douglas Award - $100 
Holly Derow: Highest Mark Public Speaking- 
I 1 years and Under, the Ella and Glenys George 
Trophy & Award - $50 
Nieole Pereira: Highest Mark Public Speak- 
ing- 12 years to Open, Comfort Award - $75 
Leigh Haworth and Lenay Smith: Highest 
Mark Dramatic Poetry Duos or Trio, Crampton 
Personal Law Corp. Award - $100 
Instrumental Awards 
Chris Boston: Highest Mark Classical Guitar 
Solo, Junior, T. Tchernoussoff Trophy 
Chris Boston & Daniel Glare: Highest Mark 
Guitar Duets, Trios or Ensembles, Davidson Fa- 
mily award - $75 
Ting-Ya Guizzo: Highest Mark Strings solo, 
Grades I - 4, Carters Jewellers Trophy 
Marlee Emery: Highest Mark Strings S01o, 
Grades. 5 - Open, Royal Canadian Legion 
(Ladies Auxiliary) Award - $50 
Jamie Norton: Highest Mark Strings Conser- 
vatory Classes, Canadian Tire Award - $75 
Leanne Voogd and F6ile Reidy: Highest 
Mark Strings Duet, Trios or Ensembles, The Ter- 
race Symphony Award - $100 
David Johnstone: Highest Mark Brass Solo, 
Junior and Intermediate, Adam Engineering 
Award - $50 
Katrina O'Byrne: Highest Mark Brass Solo, 
Senior and Open, Elan Travel (Terrace) Award - 
$ I00 
Katrina O'Byrne: Highest Mark Brass Con- 
servatory Classes, Terrace Rotary Award - $75 
Thornhill Jr .  Secondary Brass Quintet: 
Highest Mark Brass Duets, Trios or Ensembles, 
Dr. G. Linton Award - $100 
Staeey Zorn: Highest Mark Woodwind Solo, 
Junior & Intermediate. Bank of Montreal Award 
- $50 
Daniel Chapman: Highest Mark Woodwind 
Solo, Senior and Open, Dr. B.L. Phillips Award - 
$100 
Tracey Kumpolt: Highest Mark Woodwind 
Conservatory Classes, Acadia Northwest Mech- 
anical Inc. Award - $100 
Daniel Chapman and Tracey Kumpolt: 
Highest Mark Woodwind Duets, Trios or Ensem- 
bles, Terrace Concert Society Award - $100 
Tracey Kumpolt: Highest Mark Sonata, 
Concert Group or Concerto, Prince Rupert Ro- 
tary Club Award - $100 
Band Awards (Adjudicators' 
Choice) 
Skeena Grade 8 Concert Band: Grade 7 or 
8 Band with the most enthusiasm and musical- 
ity, The Terrace Community Band Trophy 
Thornhill, Junlor Secondary School Cen- 
"¢ert Band: Level B200 and B300, The McDo- 
Prince Rupert - $50 
E-Motion "Beetlemania": Highest Mark 
Song & Dance Duets, Trios & Groups, Dance 
Academy of Prince Rupert - $100 
Scholarship Awards 
Kimberly Truong: Dance, Terrace Water 
Polo Association - $250 - Junior Category 
Giseile Liu: Dance, Knights of Columbus -
$500 - Intermediate Category 
Pamela Bahr: Voice, Northern Drugs - 
$1,000- Senior Category 
Awards of Excellence 
Dance 
Shayna Scott: Flynn Classical Ballet Award - 
$100 
Joel Carlson: The Cote Award - $150 
Hans Seidemann: Prince Rupert Rotary Club 
Award - $200 
Vocal 
;:,i'J~ -, .... ;~ rJ . ~[a.y,le~,,Gip.PS.', potless C!eane.r,s A'~'ard.,-_, 
, ,,,$!0p .-= . . . . . . . .  
..~..~ r " ' / 'Me l ia  :Siephens: Medical Clinic A~ard "~" 
nalds Trophy 
Skeena Grade 9 & 10 Concert Band: Level 
B400, The Alcan Trophy 
Terr/ice 'Community Band: Level B500 and 
B600, The XI Beta Mu Trophy 
Thornhili Junior Secondary School Jazz 
Band: Junior Stage Band, The McDaniel Trophy 
Caledonia Jazz Band: Senior Stage Band, 
Dr. R.E.M Lee Award - $100 
Dance Awards 
Sarah Palahicky: Highest Mark Classical 
Ballet Solo, I 1 & 12 years, Prince Rupert Com- 
mumty arts Council Trophy 
Kristine Michieh Highest Mark Classical 
Ballet Solo, 13-15 years, Northern Conservatory 
of Dance Award - $75 
Christina Heslenfeld: Highest Mark Classi- 
cal Ballet Solo, 13 years to Open, The Woodd 
Family Award - $100 
NCD - "Sing Sing Sing": Highest Mark 
Classical Ballet Duets, Trios or Groups, Eleanor 
O'Boyle Award - $100 
Linda Nguyen: Highest Mark Variety Dance 
Solo, Northern Conservatory of Dance 
Award(S75) 
Andrea Heslenfeld: Highest Mark Tap & 
Jazz Dance Solo, 13-15 years, Central Flowers 
Award- $75 
Tie: Kelly Grainger and Hans Seidemann: 
Highest Mark Tap & Jazz Dance Solo, 16 years, 
to Open, Kitimat Concert Association Award - 
$100 
Hans Seidemann: Highest Mark Lyrical Jazz 
Solo, Sophia's School of Dance Award-$100 
Kelly Grainger: Highest Mark Modern 
Dance Solo, Northern Conservatory of Dance 
Award - $ 100 
Shayna Scott: Highest Mark Tap or Jazz 
Solo, Northern Conservatory of Dance Award - 
$50 
Kelly Grainger and Giselle Liu: Highest 
Mark Jazz or Tap Dance Duets & Trios - -  13 & 
Under, Spectrum City Dance Award - $ I00 
E-Motion "Name of Love": Highest Mark 
Stage Dance Groups, Junior, Rotary Club of Ter- 
race Trophy 
E-Motion "Lift Your Glass" Highest Mark 
Stage Dance Groups, Intermediate, Canadian 
Tire Award - $100 
E-Motion - "The Silence": Highest Mark 
Stage Dance Groups, Senior, Lindsey Mediation 
& Law Office Award - $150 
Kelly Grainger: Highest Mark Song & 
Dance or Music Theatre Dance Solo, Dance 
Academy of Prince Rupert Award - $75 
E-Motion "The Lion King": Highest Mark 
Music theatre Dance Duets, Trios & Trios, 
Theatre Alive Society Award - $100 
Hans Seidemann: Highest Mark Student 
Choreography, Terpsichore's Trophy 
Kayla Kowalczyk: Highest Mark Musical In- 
terpretation Ballet or Jazz Solo, Northern Con- 
servatory of Dance Award - $50 
Katherine Trotter: Highest Mark Classical 
Ballet Solo - 10 & under, Dance Academy of Band 
$150 
Katrina O'Byrne: Northern Motor Inn Award 
- $200 
Speech 
Kirsten Pereira: Emerson Clinic Award - 
$I00 
Jennifer Mackay: Dr. J.D. Zucchiatti Award - 
$150 
Nicole Pereira: Terrace Builders Do-It 
Centre- $200 
Piano 
Marlee Emery: Terrace Academy of Music 
Award - $100 
Andrew Benson: Terrace Freightliner Award 
-$150 
Caitlin Keenan: Tim Hortons Award- $100 
Caitlin Keenan: AI Lehman Award- $100 
Instrumental 
Marlee Emery (strings) Copperside Foods 
Award - $100 
Melissa Bahr (brass) Progressive Ventures 
Award - $150 
Jamie Norton (strings) Lyshaug Award - 
$150 
Chris Boston (classical guitar) Terrace 
Community Band Award - $ I00 
Jessiea Crawford (woodwind) Terrace Ro- 
tary Club Award - $150 Katr ina O'Byrne 
(brass) Alice Chen-wing Memorial Award - $200 
Tracey Kumpolt (woodwind) Order of the 
Royal Purple, Lodge 216 Award -$200 
Haley Sullivan Telus Award -$200 
Band 
Thornhill Junior Secondary Concert 
Band: Sight & Sound/Yamaha Canada Award - 
$500 
Recommendations to the B.C. Festi- 
val of the Arts 
Jennifer Mackay: Junior Speech Arts 
Nicole Pereira: Intermediate Speech Arts 
Marlee Emery: Junior Piano 
Jamie Norton: Intermediate Piano 
Katrina O'Byrne: National Brass 
Tracey Kumpolt: Intermediate Woodwind 
Melissa Bahr: Junior Voice 
Pamela Bahr: Senior Voice 
Sh ayna Scott: Junior Stage Dance 
Joel Carlson: Intermediate Stage Dance 
Kelly Grainger: Senior Stage Dance 
Northwest Singers, Caledonia Senior Sec- 
ondary Concert Choir, Knox United Church 
Choir: Choral (City of Lincoln Trophy) 
Sponsors: Telemedia Radio (West) Inc. - 
$1,000 and Vesta Douglas - $400 
Groups Invited to 
MusicFest Canada 
Caledonia Senior Secondary Concert Choir, 
Knox United Church Choir, Prince Rupert Rotary 
Community Choir; Northwest Singers, Chandler 
Park Middle School Grade 7 Band, Skeena 
Grade 8 Concert Band, Thornhill Junior Second- 
ary Concert Band, Skeena Grade 9/10 Concert 
Band, Caledonia Concert Band, Terrace Com- 
munity Band, Thornhill Junior. Secondary. Jazz 
Band, Skeena Sehior Jazz Band, Caled6niii Jazz. 
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Nurses really do care  HAWKAIR @ . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  Andy"°U' -°  °M "'Burton 
about their patients !n~!i~i!i!:O !h3i!!2i!i ~0447hilk31ii~i ConstituencyMem~r°fparliamentf°rSkeenaoffice 
; ! i i i : i i ? i  ~ E  i ; i i  A ~  iii(~! iO;::iil i i~  ~ i " ~  4654 LozeJ,e Ave. 
C N R D U I 5 Terrace, B.C, VBG 1 $6 
Phone: (250) 635-1601 
Fax: 250) 635-4109 Terrace-Kitimat Counter 635-8458 
E-moil: andy@andyburton.co 
letter to the the physical : .~ .~.~ . . . . .  ~~`.~::~:~:~:i~:~:~`':~:~:y~:~:~i:`~1~:~`~:~:~i?:~:~:~*~:i~ ...... I Website:www.and~,burton.ca 
editor, The  and psycho- 
Terrace Standard,  April 17, 2002. social needs of the clients and their fami: 
I was saddened to read the great bitter- lies in careful consideration. Most of us 
ness you expressed toward the nurses, choose and continue to stay in the nursing 
First, my regrets for the unfortunate inci- profession because we genuinely care. 
dent as you have described in your letter. Let me assure yoti that the days of 
You seem to have generalized your feel- "the lady with the lamp" continue on 
ings towards all the nurses, You may have 
had one unfortunate incident but please 
don't pass judgmen t on all the nurses at 
the hospital . . . .  
We pride ourselves in the good quality 
of care we deliver to our clients at Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
I agree that nursing is a very challen- 
with the same dedication, professionalism 
and respect as the lady who was given 
that name. 
We truly do care and we abide by the 
code of ethics set out by Registered 
Nurses Association of B.C. I hope this 
helps to diffuse your angry feelings. 
Kanwal Gill, RN., Terrace, B.C. 
NORTHERN TAEKWON-DO ACADEMY 
David Burk 
I.T.F. Certified 2nd Degree Black Belt 
Instructor 
Bus. 250-615-4770 
Toll Free 1-877-747-8080 
Present this card to receive one free lesson! 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers &Prince Rupert 
Monuments Concerned personal 
Bronze Plaques service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G lX7 
[/~ fo~ol ~ Phone 635-2444 • Fax 635-635-2160 
j [A As:s°dali°n 24 hour pager 
SCI transfer opposed 
Dear Sir: 
The Sierra Club of B.C. Coast Moun- 
tain Group opposes the change in control 
of SCI. 
Just recently, the president of NWBC 
Timber & Pulp Ltd. announced the first 
order of business was to take advantage 
of the provincial government's Order in 
Council and export logs. 
There was no mention of starting up 
any of the company's sawmills in the near 
future. Exporting logs removes not only 
the local resources but also the local pro- 
cessing jobs, which are vital to our com- 
munities and are the reason these large 
tenures were granted in the first place. If 
NWBC is so cash strapped that it has to 
kick-start its corporate agenda by export- 
ing resources rather than investing in our 
communities, what quality of forest man- 
agement can we expect from this compa- 
ny? Are our forests going to be high-gra- 
ded for the sake of quick, corporate pro- 
fits? If 35 per cent of the saw logs are 
exported, not enough saw logs will re- 
main for the various mills to process effi- 
ciently. 
What types of environmental conces- 
sions were granted to close this deal? The 
consequences of desperate decisions will 
result in economic and ecological ruin for 
our communities and our environment and 
destroy prospects for future economic di- 
versification. 
We also oppose this change of control 
because, the allowable annual cut (AAC) 
of all the tenures (approximately 2 mil- 
lion cubic metres) is too high and should 
be drastically reduced. This rate of cut is 
not sustainable. 
Aside from a substantial AAC reduc- 
tion, our organization favours a re-distri- 
bution of the various tenures to local 
community stakeholders and processors. 
There was also no mention of the 5 per 
cent take-back in A.AC for small business 
in this sale, which is what used to occur 
when there was a change of control. 
We find it unacceptable that the lar- 
gest shareholder in SCI (the provincial 
government) is handing over control to a 
company that has a poor economic track 
record in this geographic region, while 
denying local stakeholders equitable ac- 
cess to the timber supply. 
We also oppose this change of control 
because the provincial government and 
NWBC Timber & Pulp Ltd. have made 
no attempt o consult in a meaningful 
way with the First Nations in whose tradi- 
tional territories the various tenures oper- 
ate. We refer to a recent, unanimous B.C. 
Court of Appeal decision (Haida Nation 
v. B.C. and Weyerhaeuser) that indicated 
that a T.F.L. transfer and replacement was 
done illegally because the Haida Nation 
had not been consulted and their interests 
had not been accommodated. 
Had proper consultation taken place, 
the local First Nation would not have er- 
ected a gate on the forest road that goes 
through its reserve. 
Although the courts may have ap- 
proved the sale of SCI, along with most 
of the desperate creditors (except for the 
City of Terrace), the Sierra Club of B.C. 
Coast Mountain Group wholeheartedly 
opposes this proposed change of control. 
We view it as an ecological and econo- 
mic disaster in the making. 
Range Mikaioff, Conservation 
Chair, Coast Mountain Group, 
The Sierra Club, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Get money for wood 
Dear Sir: 
Existing policy covering tenure transfer 
is being ignored in favour of a special in- 
terest group, in this case NWBC. I object, 
most strongly, to the announced intention 
of the forests ministry to not implement 
the 5 per cent Annual Allowable Cut ta- 
ke-back that, by law, occurs when the 
ownership these types of licence tenures 
are transferred. 
That 5 per cent is supposed to be 
available for reallocation by an applica- 
tion from interested small business 
contractors and/or First Nation commun- 
ity development. I also strongly object to 
the Ministry of Forests allowing the con- 
tinued export of raw logs classified as 
pulp wood from SCI tenures. 
Any raw log exports should be auto- 
matical ly classif ied as saw log 
material, with the full stumpage rates 
being paid to the province as royalty. As 
far as I am aware, pulp wood stumpage is 
approximately 25 cents per cubic meter 
and saw log stumpage is between $15 and 
$20 per cubic meter. 
If the Ministry of Forests is going to 
export raw logs and jobs from this area, 
then at least some meaningful contribu- 
tions should be made into provincial re- 
venue to help pay for health care and 
education. 
Abe Bourdon, 
Terrace, B.C. 
ARE YOU AT RISK? 
Tired, Achy Legs? *YES NO 
Swollen Feet & Anckles? *YES NO 
Prolonged Standing? *YES NO 
Prolonged Sitting? *YES NO 
Varicose Veins? *YES. NO 
If you answered *YES to any of the questions, 
you should join us for our... 
Healthy Leg Day 
May 8th, 2002 
9:00 a.m.- 2:00 p.m. \ 
Northern Healthcare Drugs 
#100-4634 Park Ave., ~ ~  
Terrace 
250 615-5151 
call for APPOINTMENTS or DROP IN 
~1~ NORTHERN I~~7 HEALTHcARE 
P I~? t h~. P 1%R1 K A %E uNou EToN1 w E D I.C 8O%1. 6C651L..15Ngl % L H F_,A LT HC.~f  j 
' Se l f -P rope l led  
i Mowers  
uric-Up • Oil 
placement O 
2lean Air Flit( 
~harpen Blad 
Include Riding M 
N P IR  r ' | i T r ' r l l~ l ,  l l l~r ' l~,  i .'I'111 " " : "Your Recreati°nSpecipliSt:: ' ' 
P i l l  P I I I I P . I~ I~ I~I .~P? I  I I I I  4921 Ke i thAve . ,Ter race , :B .C . :  : 
L ' I I / . . I i l I I I l l  li-.:,ll-llli/Iml~l l=I  w'I Phone635:~3478.;i.FaxB35-5050 
.... "~ L~.~ 
h II t " . . . .  " Say  e o o Someday.  
That~ right. That mythical day you've been pining for is 
actually here, No more saving for a rainier one, It~ simply 
that day of days to get your very own German-engineered 
Volkswagen Jetta. But hurry, a deal this good could make it 
"someday" for a lot of folks, See for yourself at your 
local Volkswagen Dealer. 
©2002 Volkswagen.1.800 DRIVE VW or vw.com 
Drivers wanted: @ 
1"Whichever occurs first, tWear & tear items and adjustments excluded ahar initial 12 months/20,000 km (whichever occurs firsl). *Finance plans available through 
Volkswagen Credit on approved credit. 2.9% offer pertains to 24 month finance lerms onl'/on all 2002 JetlasV purchased Ihrough parlidpaling Volkswagen dealers. 
Purchase xample: $20,000 financed at 2.9% for 24 months, monthly paymenl is$858.74, cost of borrowing is$609.76 and total to be repaid is $20,609.76. 
Down payment may be required. Insurance and applicable taxes are extra. Offer ends May 31, 2002. Olher special rates apply. See dealer for complele details, 
¥Offer nolvalid on TDI and GLI models. 
At all participating Volkswagen Dealers including your local Dealer: 
Columbla Auto Haus . , 
4109 Substation Avenue 
(250) 635-5717 
I l l l l l l  I I  I I I  I t  I l l l l  t l l  t11111 i i i i  i l l l l  | i i q l  i I i I  i i i i i i I  i I i t  |1  I i  I I i  i i I  I i  i I i  I i I  i i l l l l  i t  i !1  i i I  i i  i i  i i  i i  t i l l l  i i i  i I I i  i i  t l  i i  i l l  
t 
Let ters  to  the  ed i to r  
Hockey over politics 
Dear Sir: 
I 'm writing in response 
to a recent letter from Ro- 
bert Baker in which ex- 
plained that he was in 
an intense discourse with 
some youth about the state 
of B.C.'s economy and that 
he had invited them to at- 
tend a meetLng at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre to see 
some democracy in action. 
Well, it turned out that 
the kids never showed and 
apparently MLA Roger 
Harris was also too busy to 
attend 
Robert, I hate to be the 
one to tell you, but those 
kids were right and you 
were wrong. 
The  government  
doesn't listen anyway. If 
we look back at the last 
few decades of campaign 
promises by both federal 
and provincial politicians lost what little faith I had 
il becomes quite clear that in our elected officials and 
politicians will say any- will be joining those 
thing to get elected even "somewhat cynical mem- 
though they have no inten- bets of the next gener- 
tion of following through, orion" as you so aptly de- 
Hey, I 'm still wait ing, scribed them. 
for Prime Minister Cretin Come election day, I 'm 
(my spelling) to get rid of watching hockey. 
the GST. Rick Schuimeister, 
As for me, Robert, I've Terrace, B.C. 
Budge!s, 
not claim 
caused 
job loss 
S 
Dear Sir: 
In response to the long 
awaited report on El staff 
cutbacks, it is definitely 
first time news to this ex- 
El staff member the El 
claims have decreased by 
half and this was the rea- 
son 10 contract employees 
were not extended. 
According to my recol- 
lection (and collaboration 
of ex-co-worker's memor- 
ies), we were advised we 
were not being extended 
due to budget restraints 
and not a lack of El 
claims. 
This avenue of reason- 
ing was not introduced in 
our conversation with 
management relating to 
cutbacks. 
Further, I believe it is 
imperative information 
that the public is aware of 
the organizational ages of 
thgse-of-us-.not further ex- 
te~tded (rangin~ from..10..  
months ::t~':~'6~'years). Tour 
article'would lead the pub- 
lic to believe our ages 
would range from 1 month 
to 1 year (with the excep- 
tion of myself). 
As well, management 
had indicated, "regular 
employees can handle the 
duties". I reiterate, at what 
wage level are these regu- 
lar employees that are 
maintaining the clerical 
workers' duties? 
It seems rather ironic 
that you explain your tar- 
diness in reporting this ar- 
ticle with reference to the 
reporting of the continuing 
unemployment in our area; 
yet accept the El claim 
load has decreased by half. 
Cavell Alyard, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Gas rate 
hearings 
useless 
Dear Sir: 
The recent headline 
"Methanex Natural Gas 
Deal will Cost Users 
More" leads me to believe 
what else is new. 
Whenever PNG and 
Methanex get their heads 
together, it is the consu- 
mer who pays. Methanex 
gets the breaks and the 
consumer gets to pay. 
Maybe somebody can 
tell me what Hethanex is 
supposed to be doing be- 
sides getting big rate cuts? 
The B.C. Utilities Com- 
mission is hearing argu- 
ments. 
Why waste the money? 
It is a foregone conclusion 
as to how they will decide. 
Lindesay Burnett, 
Terrace, B.C, 
E/ .arth. 
I our li~i~g room.. .  
 KEEPIT 
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A-G Plant insists treaty 
referendum is valuable 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
Oeoff Plant rejected criti- 
cism that the province's 
mail-in treaty referendum 
is far from a secret ballot 
and wide open to abuse: 
Some referendum cri- 
tics have pointed out a 
person merely has to sign 
their secrecy envelope and 
they can then give their 
vote -o r  even sell it - to 
anyone else. 
Plant said he finds that 
scenario unlikely. 
"I frankly think the 
number of people doing 
that will be very, very 
small in relation to the 
has the necessary degree 
of security and we're all 
going to get used to using 
it." 
He said having people 
vote in the referendum at 
actual polling stations 
would have cost at least 
twice as much as the ex- 
pected $9 million for the 
mail-in referendum. 
Plant stuck to the mes- 
sage he's used on a tour of 
B.C. towns - that the refer- 
endum result will be valu- 
able and criticism is over- 
blown. 
"There are people who 
are afraid of democracy 
total number o f  ballots sometimes,', he said. "We 
cast," he said at a stop in believe this is an issue 
Terrace April25. pre-eminently suited for 
He said mail-in ballots direct public input," 
are growing increasingly Plant said treaty talks 
popular, have largely failed over 
"The state of Oregon the past 10 years in part 
uses mail-in ballots for because the public hasn't 
everything," Plant said. "I been made a part of it. 
think it's a process that "I am very excited 
Geoff Plant 
about the fact we are hav- 
ing a very vigorous public 
discussion about treaty 
making." 
The principles connect 
directly to key issues of 
land, resources, taxation 
and finances, he said. 
"If a majority vote 'yes' 
to any of the eight princi- 
ples here, we will be 
bound to advocate those 
principles at the table," 
Plant said. "And we will 
do so knowing that the 
public supports them and I 
think that puts government 
in a much better position 
than it has been." 
He conceded that 
doesn't necessarily mean 
the government won't ulti- 
mately sign treaties with 
provisions that run contrary 
to the principles. 
The number of ballots 
returned was nearly 
600,000 as of last week. 
Plant said critics only 
hurt themselves by boycot- 
ting the vote. 
"If you stand on the 
sidelines and burn your 
ballot or do anything else, 
you are basically allowing 
others to make these deci- 
sions for you," he said. 
"And at the end of the day 
others will make the deci- 
sions on behalf of those 
who choose to stand on the 
sidelines." 
Locals wrestle over how to 
LOCAL RESIDENTS who object to the government's re- won't be made public. 
est 
You, BE THE JUDGE 
,upper, Me1,  ,ears 
At the lawyer's office, Lorraine and Martin /~-'7k"'4~i 
could barely face each other. ~ t::~#~ 
Lorraine gently rocked their baby. 'q don't /~i~'.'.~ 
want Martin in my life." , 
Martin signed the agreement. 'Fine. I pay 
$4000 and get my freedom," ~ IJ '~ = t,~, ~ ~; :, 7' ~ ~ . 
He kissed the baby's cheek. "Goodbye, 
Isabelle." Lorraine grabbed the newspaper. "Let's 
Eleven months later, Martin glanced at the try to find a used computer...." 
calendar. "May 8th...Isabelle's birthday. How Something caught Lorraine's eye. "It's a 
could I walk away?" picture of Martin! He's been promoted to 
He called Lorraine. "I've changed my mind. vice president in that company he works for. 
I want to see our daughter. I'll pay you Hmmm..." 
monthly support? . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lorraine called her lawyer. "1 know it's 
Lorraine refused. ,'No ex-boyfriend is going been a long time, but I need financial help 
to invade my life. If you figh t me, I'll demand from Martin. He's Isabelle's father and he 
$600 a month plus $5000 in other expenses." can afford it." 
Martin threw the phone down in despair. Martin was incensed when he got the let- 
"She knows I ea#t afford that:" ter from the lawyer. "She wants money after 
He stared out the window. 'I guess it's time 14 years? Forget it. I'll fight this in court." 
to move on." Lorraine pleaded with the Judge. "Your 
A few years later, Lorraine met the man of Honour, I didn't pursue child support 14 
her dreams, years ago because I thought it was best for 
"1 want to marry you and be a father to Isabelle not to see her father. But now he 
Isabelle,"Allen said. has a salary of $50,000. Make him pay 
After ten years, the relationship started to 
deteriorate and the couple decided to part. 
Allen hugged Lorraine and 14 year old 
Isabelle as they said goodbye; "Don't worry, 
I'll help you out as much as I can." 
But Lorraine struggled even with Allen's 
$500 a month." 
Martin balked. "Your Honour, we agreed 
to a final lump sum payment 14 years ago. 
It's unfair that after years without involve- 
ment in Isabelle's life that I have to pay. 
Lorraine's already getting money from her 
support payments, ex-husband who was more of a father to 
"Mom, I really need a computer for my Isaballe." 
schoolwork," Isabelle reminded her one day. 
Lorraine sighed. 'Tm sorry, honey, we can't Does Martin owe child support? You! Be 
afford it." the Judge. Then look below for the decision. 
Isabelle bit her lip. '1 understand." 
SPONSORED BY 
TERENCE WRIGHT LAW OFFICES 
ferendum on treaty principles are wrestling with how 
best to make their voices heard. Close to 50 people 
turned up at an April 22 meeting to discuss the mail-in 
ballot, which must be returned by May 15 to be counted. 
"A lot of people just want to throw them away," said 
Rob Hart, who organized the April 22 meeting at Knox 
United Church. "This is the closest hing I've seen to an 
evil thing in a long time," he said. "It's designed to raise 
fears and divide people." 
Hart said people inclined to protest the referendum 
are split between returning it to Elections B.C. as a 
spoilt ballot and sending it to other organizations for a 
protest. Ballots are being collected at the Kitselas band 
office here and forwarded to the First Nations Summit in 
Vancouver. They're also being collected at some other 
points, including Knox United Church. 
Kitselas negotiator Mel Bevan said the total ballots 
collected that way are to be formally counted by an au- 
diting firm and announced as protest votes. 
Those votes won't be part of the Elections B.C. offi- 
cial count, which is to tabulate 'yes' votes, 'no' votes 
and spoiled ballots that it receives. 
Hart said many people fear the rejected ballots some- 
how won't be counted by Elections B.C. or that number 
l/l ,:., JamesW, Radelet 
RADEI.ET & COMPANY Barristers a $oJicifors 
Tax low * Trusts • Corporate & Commercial  
1330 - 1075 West Georgia SITeet, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 
a proud sponsor of 
(:IUMI'  
Terrace Cr ime Stoppers  are asking for your  
help to solve a break & enter  to a business in  
Thornhil l  (Terrace), B.C. 
Somet ime between April 8th and  18th, 
2002, the Garden land store at 3092 H ighway 
16 E. near  Terrace was  broken into. Ent ry :  
was  gained through some insecure panels  in : 
a greenhouse.  
Four low-vol tage greenhouse  ights were  
stolen from the bui ld ing's  interior. 
Terrace Cr imestoppers  wants  your  
information, not your  name.  Any information 
is valuable and may lead to the  arrest and 
convict ion of the offenders.  
Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of up to $1,000.00 for 
Information leading to an arrest and charges being laid against 
an individual in this or other unsolvad crime, If you have any 
information call Crime Stoppers at 635-TIPS that's 635-8477. 
Callers= will not be required to reveal their identity nor testify In 
court, Crime Stoppers does not subscribe to cell display. 
Call 635.TIPS 
protection, They are designed to offer fire 
protection for paper contents only and are not 
adequate for protecting film or computer disc, 
There are many safes available that offer 
protection for any need you may have, including 
fire, burglary and computer discs or film. 
Consult a professional locksmith for advice. 
, Commert&l, Resid~n'; al, 
^utm~ive Ix:ckmithi~ 
. ~fct.~es & Senlce 
. EmerFmq Openi~ 
. I]o~ & luuml 
• A,t~E MR/A Ili# Se~i~ 
4624A ¢J~a~lG AVF~IUI~, Ti~lUlACE, B.C. V8G 1M9 
I~ION~ (250) 636-1i549 • Toil Free 1-88S-560-BS]ll 
The government says it will adopt each principle that 
gets a majority yes vote and anyone who spoils a ballot 
is allowing the decision to be made by others. 
"This government is going to do whatever it damn 
well pleases," said local resident Gall Murray. "It 
doesn't matter how many are 'yes' and hoxv many are 
'no'." 
The question that asks voters to agree that private 
property won't be expropriated unreasonably raises fears 
of something the province has always said won't be up 
for negotiation, said Nisga'a Terrace local spokesman 
Martin Adams. "There's no good reason for that to be in 
there except o suggest o people there's going to be a 
threat here," he said. 
"When I look at these questions I hurt," said Nell 
MacLean, a Nisga'a living in Terrace. "I hurt for the 
older people. I hurt for the younger people. I hurt for the 
ones who wrote them." 
"It's affecting the unity of this community. It's affect- 
ing the unity of this province," MacLean said. "We 
don't want to let eight questions divide us and conquer 
US," 
"These questions are calculated to incite the old pre- 
judices," added Larry Guno, a Nisga'a lawyer. 
TRIAL LAWYER SINCE 1985 
Serving the Pacific Northwest 
TERENCE WRIGHT 
Cr imina l  and  Fami ly  Law and Civ i l  L i t igat ion  
F ree  In i t ia l  In terv iew fo r  I .C .B .C .  and  
Persona l  In ju ry  C la ims  
201-3219 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R3 
Phone: 638-0354 Fax: 635-2919 
YOU] BE THE JUDGE • DECISION: "Martin has to pay," held Judge Mlchaela. "The coud can override the 
original agreement since it's in Isabelle's best interests. She shouldn't suffer just because Martin hasn't 
had access. Martin has to pay even though Lorraine's ex is also paying." 
3"oday's cohmm is based on a C~Lse front Ontario. If you have a simil:tr problem, pleiL~e ¢omult a Wright & .Xlardiros in Terrace. B.C. We 
are proud to britlg you some of tile curretlt legal i~tl(5 from across tile country for discussion and debate. To provide c0rrqlelling etlter- 
talnment, v.'e have ficti0nalizcd tile names, the characlet~ and tile scelmrios in the cir. Any resemblance to re:d people is purely coin- 
cidental. In the inte r.,.,st of daft v alld brevitT, the legal Ksues in tile ease have been greally reduced and sitnplified. CMre Bermtein is a 
la,.,ffer and rtati0nally St, lldicat~ coh,nnist.Copydght 2001 tlaika Enlerpri~. 628-8 
2 
13 e.., 
W 
Broccoli Crowns 
U.S. Grown, 1.74/kg 40606-6  
save foods 
, .  SO MUCH 
Prices effective Wednesday to Saturday, May 1 to 4, 2002. 
~ ,~'q~:Iv'! lit i! 
i! 
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Woman injured in crash 
A LOCAL WOMAN es- 
caped with non-life threa- 
tening injuries after her 
vehicle plummeted own a 
25 foot embankment April 
19, 
Police said the woman 
was heading east on 
Hwyl6 when she drove 
straight off the roadway 
approximately 24krn from 
Terrace shortly after 1 p.m. 
that day. 
Four members of the 
Terrace Fire Department 
highway" rescue crew re- 
sponded to the scene to 
help get the woman out of 
her vehicle which was par- 
tially submerged in Chim. 
demash Creek. 
She was loaded into a 
specialized basket stret- 
cher and pulled up the em- 
bankment using ropes, said 
deputy fire chief Fred Bur- 
rows .  
The woman was trans- 
ported to Mills Memorial 
Hospital by ambulance 
where she was treated for 
non-life threatening injur- 
Ies. 
Police said the woman 
has been issued a violation 
ticket for driving without 
due care. 
Killer 
sought 
SURREY RCMP remain 
stymied in their attempts 
to investigate the murder 
of former Terrace busi- 
nessman Mark Twyford, 
Investigators are getting 
limited information from 
the public in their attempt 
to piece together Twy- 
ford's movements leading 
up to his death earlier this 
year, said Surrey RCMP 
Constable Tim Shields last 
week. 
"He was rather a loner 
and didn't associate with 
people or have a large 
number of friends," said 
Shields of Txvyford who 
was found by a mountain 
biker in the Nicomekl 
River in February. 
T~yford Was not identi- 
fied ~ti l  March 8. 
"We have received ex- 
tremely limited tips from 
the public," said Shields. 
"That's probably what's 
going to solve this case for 
us is a tip." 
Anyone with informa- 
tion about Twyford's death 
or his activities in recent 
months are asked to con- 
tact Cpl. A1 Ross at the 
Surrey RCMP detachment 
at (604) 533-7622. 
Anonymous tips can 
also be made by calling 
Crimestoppers at 1-800- 
222-TIPS. 
Twyford lived alone' in 
an apartment in a com- 
mercial area in Langley 
and police said he kept 
pretty much to himself. 
"Not many people knew 
of his activities or who he 
spent time with," Shields 
said. 
Police hope someone 
from the public will come 
forward with information 
that could be helpful to the 
case. 
Police did say Twy- 
ford's body was found 
wrapped in a material 
which made it difficult to 
see his body, but they will 
nol release what that ma- 
terial is. 
tthem 
Ltd. 
DIVIDEND NOTICE 
NOTICE is hereby given 
that the 9oard of Directors 
of Pacific Northern Gas Ltd, 
has declared the following 
dividends on the issued and 
outstanding shares of the 
Company: 
6-3/4% CUMULATIVE 
REDEEMABLE PREFERRED 
SHARES: A semi-annual 
dividend of 84,375 cents 
per share payable on 
July 1,.2002 to shareholders 
of record at the close of 
business on June 10, 
2002; and 
CLASS A and CLASS B 
COMMON SHARES: No 
quarterly dividend to ha paid, 
By Order of the Board 
EJvid G, Unruh 
Secretary 
Vancouver, B,C., April 23, 2002 
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RESCUE WORKERS clambered down an embankment to rescue a woman 
from her vehicle after it 'left Hwy16 east of Terrace April 19, The woman suf- 
fered non-life threatening injuries, TERRACE FIRE DEPARTMENT PHOTO 
Smile and Whitening 
By Dr. Zucchiatti 
ADENT DENTAL CLINIC 
Phone: 635-2552 
4623 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
Mon-Fri • 8:00 am - 5:00 pm 
BEAUTIFUL SMILE 
By 
Dr. Joe Zucchiatti 
20 years of mercury-Free dentistry 
Founding member and treasurer 
oF the Western Canadian Academy 
of Cosmetic Dentistry 
General Practitioner 
Providing services in: 
Mercury-Free white fillings 
Teeth Whitening 
Porcelain Veneers and Crowns 
Microabrasion Dentistry 
(No drilling, no freezing) 
Hygiene and Preventive Care 
Intra-oral camera assisted Diagnosis 
For your comfort, we have 
overhead televisions and headsets. 
We welcome patients 
of Dr. Gtlstavsen 
And All New Patients 
V/:~¢ 
m 
What you get when you drive away 
a new GM vehicle without paying. 
,,;~\~f~,~t~qF ~ :.. 
1. 
What you usually get when 
you drive away without paying. 
~2002 CHEVROLET CAVALIER VL SEOAH 
2.2 Litre 115 HP Engine • 5-Speed Getrag Manual 
Transmission • 4-Wheel Anti-Lock Braking System 
• PassLock Theft-Deterrent System 
• Electronic Trunk Release 
$0 Drive Away Lease' 
month/ 
48 months 
OR Cash Purchase Price s1~,~95! 
ncludes lleight odd PDI 
CERTAIN TAXES AND ADMINISTRATION FEES APPLY 
2002 ALERO GX COUPE BY OLOSHOBILE 
2.2 Litre DOHC ECOTEC Engine • Air Conditioning 
• Standard Getrag 5-Speed Transmission • AM/FM RDS 
Stereo CD with &Speaker System • 5-Year/100.O00 KM 
Powertrain Warranty. 166.000 KM between Tune-up Intervals 
NO-CHARGE ALUMINUM WHEELS** 
$0 Drive Away Lease' 
S298',-, ~nonth/ 
48 months 
OR Cash Purchase Price s19,998z 
Iocludes Freight and P91 
2002 CHEVROLET HALIBU 
3.1 Litre V6 170 HP Engine • 4-Speed Automatic 
Transmission • Air Conditioning • Power 
Windows/Mirrors • Cruise Control 
$0 Drive Away Lease' 
S328 
$ l OR Cash Purchase Price 20,998 
includes Freight and PDI 
~--~ 2002 CHEVY TRACKER LXT 
LXT Appearance Package • 5-Speed Manual 
";r,nsmiseion, Aluminum Wheels • 2.0 Litre 4-Cylinder 
DOHC 127 HP Engine, Shift-On-The-Fly 4WD System 
SO Drive Away Lease' 
s338 month/ 48 months 
OR Cash Purchase Price $Z1,128; 
~'  2002 CHEVROLET IHPALA 
l a~I IF .~UID I [  Moat Fuel-Efficient Full-Size Car" 
I ~Z ~"~,' 3~' ~' FIVE STAR SAFETY RATING" i [ 
3400 3.4 Litre V6 SFI Engine 180 HP,  4-Speed Automatic 
Transmission • Air Conditioning • 6-Passenger Seating 
• Power Door Locks/Windows/Mirrors/Trunk Release 
$0 Drive Away Lease' 
 318 per month/ 
48 months 
OR Cash Purchase Price s23,998t 
Includes fieighl and PDI Includes Freight and PDI 
OR GET 0 % PURCHASE FINANCING 
Terms Ul~ to 48 months on Cavalier, Impala and Venture,? 
Drive Away Without Paying Offer also available on Intrigue, Silhouette and Monte Carlo. 
II 
FOR A L IMITED TIME. ONLY AT YOUR LOCAL CHEVROLET • OLDSMOBILE  DEALER.  
• ~:~.,~ 2002 CHEVROLET VEHTURE VALUE VAH 
ENIF .~UIDE Most FueI-Effident Van" 
~'~'~ FIVE STAR SAFETY RATING" I 
3.1 LItre V6170 HP Engine • 4-Speed Automatic 
Transmission • 4-Wheel Anti-Lock Braking System 
• Air Condit ioning, Standard Integral Child Seat 
$0 Drive Away Lease' 
 352 month/ 48 months 
s ! OR Cash Purchase Price Z~,500 
Iodudes Freight nnd POI 
• Based on 48 month lease for Cavalier VL Sedan R7A, Nero GX Coupe R7A. Mambo RrC, Tr~:ker RrJ, ImpaJa RrA. Venture R7A. Total obligatioo is$10,849, $14,303, S15,741. $16,224, $18,143, $16,884, Annual ktlometre 
limit 20,O00 kin, $0,12 per excess kifometre, ptk)n to purchase at lense nd is $5,353, $8,919, $9,52 r, $9,575. S10,271, s10,051 (Phm ~pPlicable taxes). Other lease obtione avai~le, t "Fro!ght Includ~, Llcefl~, Insurance 
I ~ and tz, xes not included, truanting on apProved GMAC ¢redil only, Example: $1a,o(J0 al~* APR, thr monthF/payment is S277'78 for 36 months and $208'33 I°N8 monlhn' ~sl°f b°rrowing *s ~'  rolm °l~101ni°n is 
I ~ I SlO.000. Down payment and/or trade (nay be required, Monthly payment and cost of botmwlng will vary de~ding on amount borrowed and down payment/t.rade. ~eneral Molars will pa..y firs.! m~h's GMAC lease 
| ~ I 1 payment upt~$5~in~uoive~fapp~icabIetaxes~Ucenc~.inourance.~ndtaxesno1ioc~uded~Do~nUxesimdedm~nist~i~nt-eea _may~plY.'O oA.w'ayLe~ 'onerdoesno!aPPlY!oPumr~.~!mannngonor~t~:T.he 
I m I SmadLease monthly payment and the GMAC purchase finance rates ere not available with ~o are not selCUtated on me "~sn Pamnase" pnce shown, lee omerence between toe price for me i~natllease/UMAt~ 
L.....,,....,.J ,~, purchase finance offer and the "Cash Purchase" pdce offer Is deemed under provtlX:iel disclosure lawsp be a cost of borrowing, w.hether or not the same ,repre,~,,, s ac!ual thleras!~ a~l. IsJeq.ulr~lo ~ expr .essed ~,an 
(~p~,. ,, ~ .L,O" actual petcefllapa r te which IS 9,45%, 5,37%, 8.03%. 6.12%, 4,37%, 4,08%. Offers apply only to ~ new or damonatrator m~e~ .usa appfles to qualified fl~Itl CUSlOmerl _1~1 lira uu it e~ro .nal r ,~ng ~sso)))))))~. ~on . 
AdkllHitEqOconouc~ooWmoNatK)nglHianway/ranlc~a16tyAomn151fanofl HPI/bA}. ~en~rafM~row"~pr~.~mear~j~rw~macnmneq~n~u~mm~vam~emammmmvm~nv~ux)~m~em~`~uup~t~u~ 
General Motors will also pay the Dee er the equivalent GST on those crodlts, These tfedits have a ready been applied o the Cash Purchase Pdces" end SmartLease payments contained in his advertisement. ¸¸/ '4 J - - 
? 
t 
,. IL ~, 
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B USINESS REVIEW 
B Bubble magic 
GAYLE HOLTOM of the Family Place wows kids at the Terrace Women's Resource Centre booth at 
the Terrace Trade Show last weekend. Thousands passed through the booths at the arena. Booth 
winners were Terrace Tourism Society for best commercial/government service and also best overall 
booth; Terrace Redi Mix for best industrial, Nelson Homes for best commercial, Central Flowers for 
best retail and Northwest Llama Ranch for best service. 
B.C., feds may cut oil deal 
A COMBINED federal-provincial 
approach to examining offshore oil 
and gas drilling makes sense, says 
Skeena Liberal MLA Roger Harris. 
Each government has its own 
moratorium on drilling, meaning 
both have to be lifted to open the 
way for exploration. "It has to in- 
clude them," said Harris of the need 
to involve the federal government 
with the provincial government's 
plans. 
His comment follows talks be- 
tween Premier Gordon Campbell and 
federal officials in Ottawa and the 
growing anticipation of a joint feder- 
al-provincial examination of offshore 
drilling. 
Combined federal-provincial en- 
vironmental reviews are not without 
precedent. They've been in place for 
mining projects and, more recently, 
to examine Alcan's plans to dredge 
the Tahtsa Narrows so water flows 
more freely into its Nechako Reser- 
voir. 
"He believes and I believe there 
is a recognition there [in Ottawa] of 
a significant hardship in the north," 
said Harris of talks Campbell has 
had with federal officials. Part of 
Campbell's anticipated announce- 
ment includes releasing two reports 
prepared for the Liberal government 
which it has so far kept to itself. 
One was written by northern Lib- 
eral MLAs based on a tour of the 
area last year and the other is a 
scientific analysis of offshore drilling 
prepared earlier this year. 
Harris is the chair of the northern 
Liberal MLA caucus but declared a 
conflict of interest because of a past 
business relationship. 
While he hasn't read the scienti- 
fic report he has read the caucus re- 
port, saying it raises issues by a 
number of groups. "There's a lot of 
concern ranging from environmental 
sustainability to no jobs for local 
people or benefits to local communi- 
ties and First Nations," Harris said. 
What he hopes will happen is a 
logical way to ensure that north- 
westerners are included in any lifting 
of the moratorium and subsequent 
drilling. 
That inclusion would ensure 
northerners are well prepared to work 
in an offshore industry should one 
develop. 
"There are logical ways to do 
these things," Harris said. 
replacing Ken Ve ldman-  
who has moved to Prince 
George. 
"The natural beauty is 
incredible," says the 34- 
year-old from Newfound- 
land. 
Baker has an extensive 
BRIAN Baker gets geography lesson from assistant Glenda Lamarche. 
background in economic 
development in Newfound- 
land. He's a graduate of 
Memorial University of 
Newfoundland and the 
University College of 
Cape Breton. 
He said he's confident 
his skills and experience 
there will transfer well to 
northwest B.C. 
Baker arrives at an eco- 
nomically troubled time, 
but that's almost a remin- 
der of home as well. 
"It's going to be a thai-. 
lenge, but it's what I 've 
been looking for," he said. 
WITHOUT A TRAVEL AGENt, 
YOU'RE ON YOU'RE OWN 
INTERNET VS. @ ELAN, , , _ , , ,  
Employ local st:tff 
Purchase goods & services locally 
Pay City and School taxes 
Support local charities 
Always seeks the lowest fare 
Talk to a human being 
The exper ienced  staff  at Elan Travel  give you: 
Vahte: 
We search fox" the best cleal regardless of airline or tour 
company, and give a wtriety of options and quotes from 
competing companies. 
Persot~al service: 
We live in your community, you can deal with us face to face. 
Tittle savings: 
Our friendly and experienced staff have lnformatiort at our 
finger tips. We will spend the time to cto research while you 
spend your time on other things. 
After sales service: 
If you experience a problem before, during or after your trip, 
we're here to straighten things out for you. 
ELAN TRAVEL INTERNET TRAVEL SITE 
YES NO :: 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES Sometimes 
YES NO 
Talk to a local person if you have a problem YES 
Is my credit card number secure YES 
@ELAN 
travel 
Terrace: 4553 Lakelse Avenue 635-2281 
NO 
Usually 
Kitimat: 231 City Centre 632-2135 
FISHERIES & OCEANS CANADA 
orEn  n0usel 
ilI  1 *'''ma'"°d bitat and and Gun C lub 
{Enhancementl Saturday,  May  4 
II " tBranch | 9 a .m.  - 4 p. l t t ,  
II \ r  ac,.,o 
Infi)rmation on various Fislwrics & Oceans programs and policies, 
including Canadian Coast Guard, C, onscrl,ation and Protection 
(enforcement), Habitat Enhancement, Canada's Oceans Act, and 
the Kitimat Hatchery. 
~J~:o  nservat io  n & 
~~, ; ,  Protect : ion  
Also participating are Mount Elizabetl~ Senior Secondary Sclmol Fish 
and WiMlife program, and Tl~e Kitimat Sport FislJ Advisory Board. 
Kitimat Marlin Swim Club will be hosting afitndraising event with 
r~freshments beivLq sold. 
~Canad ian  Coast  Guard~ 
Coast Guard Auxiliary Ivill be prot,iding courtesy cxaminations Jbr 
any trailerable vessel. 
Admission is free. 
For further information phone 639-2086 or 615-5~50 
River Industr ies (Terrace) Ltd. 
4602 Keith Avenue 
Terrace, BC V8G 4K1 
(250) 635-7383 
STIHL standards are tough: only about one-third of [ 
all dealer applicants qualify to carry the STIHL ] 
product line. I 
Some won't stock a complete inventory of [ 
spare parts. Others simply don t provide the level I 
of after-purchase service we demand. But we re 
proud to offer STIHL products through the select I 
dealers that meet our uncompromising standards. 
Get to know our newest dealer. He's another I 
good reason for choosing STIHL. 
L° i 
THOUT ADV~RTI$11fG YOUR BUSINESS, 
MAY NEVER MAI~E IT TO FIRST 8,~$E.- 
011tl OUR TEAM AND COME IN FOR A 
HOME RUN THIS YEAR! 
~corne an advertiser in the... 
ERRACE STANDARD 
2002 VACATION GUIDE 
Things To Do In 
/ The North West 
As summer starts in Terrace, our area comes alive with plenty of sights to 
See and things to do, 52 of which we've listed in this publication. You can 
i hike around Ferry Island; bike, walk or jog our new Millennium Park; go 
.~/ZWater-skiing o  Lakelse Lake Red Sand or even Kalum Lake if you're 
brave enough. There s fishing galore as well as many beautiful mghts for 
'tourists andresldents alike to behold the beauty of our great North West. i 
~ARD~ . . . .  " ,  - ' "  " "  " ;, L./ 
Groups oppose gov't softwood plan 
A COALITION of environmental, native and 
other groups opposes the provincial govern- 
ment's plan to put more wood on the open 
market. 
While the province says the plan is meant 
to establish a market price and avoid Ameri- 
can claims that the current tenure system of li- 
cences acts as a subsidy, the Coalition for 
Sustainable Forest Solutions says it will actu- 
ally put more wood and control into the hands 
of large corporations. 
"The government is using the softwood dis- 
pute as an excuse to get rid of measures that 
require forest corporations to support local 
economic development," said Hazelton mayor 
Alice Maitland, a member of the coalition. 
The coalition says an open market for logs 
should encourage regional development. 
It wants at least half of the publicly-owned 
wood in B.C. removed from the control of large 
corporations. 
Doing that will do away with American 
claims of corporate subsidies which has lead 
to tariffs on lumber exports, says the coalition. 
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Dr. P. A. 0kimi 
General Dentistry, Orth0d0ntics T#~ " 
Office Hours 
Mon- Thurs 8:00 a,m,- 4:30 p,m, 
II 
II 
200.4619 Park Ave "' 
Terrace, B.C, V8G IV5 II 
ii 
(250) 635-7611 
Great  Se lec t ion -  
• Perenials .~ :'~ 
Shrubs  
® Trees ~> :L~:I:!~:,~!{!:",,,,,,,=~,,~. 
• " ,!] a }=; 
. . . . . . .  = - .,~a, 
Mom's - Choose I ~gul 
priced item and reCeiv 
20 Yo Off.t.,, 
Gemma,s locations!', 
'&  ' ~Mother~ 
!:~:,.: ~ Day Prize 
 MOTHER'S DAY 
'i'b 7., PACKAGE 
PAMPERING 
~ ~ r = ' ~ ($170agesValue.CourteSYBy Kar Of 
e '  ~ ' i  
~i~' •:• ii((~ i/ii •/~ii:,, i ,~i~~~~~~~~~~~ I!I141 I I;:/ ! • 
. hance to show morn how much you 
' " . :, ::~ le "Mother's Day Entry Form" below 
,~ , : :~ .~ .~. .  . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . .  . . ,  . fax to The Terrace Standard at 3210 
!?'!": :.~ Terrace, or fax to 638.8432 and your 
• . . , - , , ,~  ',~ ,. :=,;,:~:, mom becomes ehmble for our Mother s Day Draw • :. ~, .' ? ,~ . . . . . . . .  4~-  tel 
};) *~1, Mother's Day Entry Form 
I 
'~ ; I  
:, Mother's First Name: 
t '  I ~.~,~:~',!~R~a~::~:/~:~:::: ~ ~{ Mother's Phone Number: / . . . . .  . ,  :? ;, :~,, .~,~ 
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Trident Knives 
The Original Mason 
Cash Cookware 
hZELLE :AVENUE, TERRACE " 638 '0300 
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for years: a stunning, gold-trimmed 
teacup and saucer graced with the artistry of 
the beloved painter Thomas Kinkade, For delivery almost 
anywhere in Canada or the U.S., just call or visit our shop, 
Sunday, May 12 
Grace  Fe l l  F lo r i s ts ,  
4603 Lakelse Ave, Terrace Ph: 635-6939 
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Union sounds 
forest policy 
reform warning 
THE IWA says the pro- 
vince should now consider 
alternatives to drastic for- 
est policy reforms that 
could devastate towns 
across rural B.C. 
More than 80 people 
turned out to a public 
Minimum cutting rules 
were designed to ensure 
some degree of logging 
consistency. 
"This is the single most 
detrimental impact on 
community stability or the 
workers who work in the 
meeting April 23 in Ter, forest  sector,,! Haggard 
race to hear union presi- 
dent Dave Haggard lay out 
the IWA's proposals on 
forestry change. 
He said Victoria seems 
intent on proceeding with 
forestry reforms it presen- 
ted in December as part of 
softwood lumber talks, 
even though negotiations 
with the U.S. failed. 
The most contentious 
proposals would end the 
decades-old policies de- 
signed to maintain com- 
munity stability and pro- 
duce jobs in the same area 
the timber is cut. 
Companies wouldn't 
have to process timber 
from an area at a specific 
mill under the proposals, 
nor would they be pena- 
lized if they fail to cut a 
minimum amount of tim- 
ber from their licences 
each year. 
said. 
He said such a policy 
could let forest companies 
cut their entire five-year 
cut in one year and then 
abandon an area for the 
next four years. 
Haggard said that can 
lead to "cut and run" oper- 
ators and revolving door 
ownership. 
Instead, Haggard sug- 
gested, if a licensee 
doesn't cut its full allot- 
ment the timber should be 
sold on a local log market. 
City councillor Val 
George said some of the 
province's policy changes 
are potentially devastating 
and the union has come up 
with innovative counter- 
proposals. 
"I think the IWA has 
some pretty good sugges- 
tions that should be talked 
about," he said. 
Engine damage 
to be a mystery 
MECHANICS MAY never find out exactly what was 
sucked into the engine of a Fokker F-28 Air Canada jet, 
forcing its pilots to shut it down while landing here 
March 3. 
The engine is now in Vancouver but because Air Ca- 
nada Jazz is retiring the ageing aircraft this year, it 
doesn't make sense to fix it, says company official Den- 
nis Erickson. 
"We have plenty of spare engines on hand as it is," 
said Erickson. 
"And we have quite an inventory of F-28s, 30, but 
have only 12 in operation right now," he added. 
All mechanics know, said Erickson, is that a foreign 
object was sucked into one of the F-28's two engines. 
The F-28 was stranded at the airport here for almost a 
week until it could be outfitted with a new engine. 
Air Canada spokesmanDennis Briekson said it's un- 
determined whether the object sucked into the engine 
was a bird or something else. 
Erickson said it's not clear whether the object was 
sucked in after the plane had touched down or while it 
was still in the air, adding either was possible. 
"The engine was immediately shut down immediately 
after touching down ba the runway," he said. 
And there's till no decision on what will replace the 
F-28s, Erickson said. 
"We continue to look at what's out there; there are 
new products all the time," he continued. 
One aircraft under consideration is the newest gener- 
ation Dash 8, called a Q400. 
The 'Q' stands for quiet and it can hold 70 passen- 
gers, 20 more than the largest of the Dash 8's Air Cana- 
da Jazz now has in service. 
COMINGS AVAILABLE AT: 
GENERAL PA INT  
Terrace I n te r io rs  
5610 Laze l le  Ave .  
Phone:  635-6600 
Terrace Builders 
3207 Munroe  
Phone:  635-6273 : |1111 :!~ i  : ! !1  ID l~! !  : ! !1  ; 
University Credit  Courses 
Hislory 106 (Canada since 1867) * April 29 - May17 • 
9am - noon * Monday - Friday. Instructor Dr, John Hart 
English 224 (Women & Literature) • May 7 - June 20 • 
7pm - 10pm • Tuesday & Thursday 
Instructor Dlna van Hahn 
Math 101 (Calculus)* May 21 -June14 • lpm-4pro  • 
Monday - Friday. Instructor Dr, Eric Turner 
Geography 1 I0 (Environmental Sludles) 
May 21 - June 10 • 9am - noon.  Monday - Friday ° 
Instructor Dr. Norma Kerby 
English 209 (Creollvo Writing) , 
June 24 - June 29 - 
F u,! DaYs. Monday- ~ NO~EST 
N ews n B]:iez 
City eases stance 
on RCMP cutback 
THE CITY has retreated from its demand that one 
city-paid RCMP officer position be eliminated. 
Instead it has agreed to withdraw the demand to 
formally eliminate the wtcant position on the un- 
derstanding it remain unfilled, said city admin- 
istrator Ron Poole. 
Getting approval from Victoria and the RCMP to 
eliminate a position is a lengthy procedure, he 
said. Forgoing that and treating it as a frozen posi. 
tion means $70,000 will be saved this year; 
Meanwhile, city council has decided other 
RCMP support staff positions eliminated last year 
- now up for review - won't be reinstated. 
Stolen van takes a dive 
POLICE in Terrace are trying to figure out who 
stole a 1991 Ford cube van and deliberately sent it 
off Hwy 16 into the Copper River. 
Terrace search and rescue teams along with the 
RCMP were called to the scene of a van sub- 
merged in the Copper River near the Copper River 
Bridge shortly before 7 a.m. Apr. 20. 
The vehicle was pulled from the water and po- 
lice said an investigation indicates the van was 
deliberately sent into the river from the landing 
north of the bridge. 
The van's owner reported it had been stolen from 
the parking lot at the Northern Motor Inn overnighl, 
police said. Anyone with information about this in- 
cident is asked to call the Terrace RCMP detach- 
ment at 638-7400 or Crimestoppers at 638-TIPS. 
College hires exec 
AN ADVANCED education ministry official has 
been hired as the Northwest Community College's 
Dean of Instruction. Denine Marasco is to oversee 
instruction and curriculum and the health, trades, 
career and college preparation, literacy and adult 
special education programs. 
She was a faculty member and department head 
at the College of the Rockies in the Kootenays 
prior to her job with the provincial government. 
Fallen workers mourned 
LAST YEAR 168 workers in B.C. died because of 
a workplace injury or occupational disease. On 
April 28 workers around the province remembered 
their fallen colleagues as they recognized a Day of 
Mourning. 
This year's event is the 19th year the Day of 
Mourning set for April 28 has been recognized in 
B.C. 
One third of workplace deaths occur due to oc- 
cupational diseases uch as bladder cancer, Hepa- 
titis B and C, Hantavirus, tuberculosis and as- 
bestos exposure, says the Workers' Compensation 
Board. 
There are over 40 workers memorials located 
around B.C. including one in Terrace near the 
arena. 
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"DON'T HIDE FROM SUMMER, 
BASK IN IT." 
Sarah, Duchess of York. 
Are you ready for summer? With our Winning 
Points plan, you can eat the foods you love, stay 
satisfied, and still lose weight. Don't walt for . I  
shorts weather. Join now and get "Today's i 
Special," our new guide to satisfying meal ,~,~ 
JOIN NOW FOR 
SAVE 
1/2 PRICE AND 
$22 CALL 1-800-682-8011 
Knox  Un i ted  Church  (Ter race)  4907 Lazelle • Tuesday 7:00 prn 
rea l food :  real  l i fe .rea resu l ts ,  
International Day Of Mourning 
April 28 
Remember the Canary 
The tiny canaw was once the only safeguard 
mine workers had against danger in the 
workplace. If the canary died, it was a signal to 
evacuate the mines...fast. 
Even now, although modern warning systems 
and safety measures are meant to ensure 
worker safety, approximately 1,000 Canadian 
Workers are killed on the job each year. 
Htmdreds of thousands are permanently 
disabled or die from work-related iseases. 
April 28th...a day to remember those workers. 
THE KITIMAT-TERRACE & DISTRICT LABOUR 
COUNCIL asks you to take a moment o honour 
them and to rededicate yourself to the fight for 
h-n~,-nxz~rt hPMth  "and ~.qfPl-v" in  nil wnrl<nlaces. 
hard-earned  money  = tonight!  
Invest onight in a fi'ee 
seminar with the B.C. 
Securities Commission and 
the Better Business Bureau. 
What you'll learn will help 
you protect your money 
fi'om Ii'aud artists and 
unscrupu Ious  advisers. 
Investigate 
before you 
invest 
Coast  inn  o f  t i le  West  
Banquet  Room 
4620 l .ake lse  Avenue 
Wednesday ,  May  I st 
7 - 9 p .m,  
Reg is l ra t ion  at 6:45 p .m.  
BRIT ISH COLUMBIA  
BCSC SECURIT IES  COMMISS ION 
rq-t;s enters: 
Steve Wilson. Executive Directm' 
B.C. Securilies Commission 
Valerie Macl.eun 
Vice President, Consmrler A flairs 
Belier Business Bureau el: Mailtland ILC. 
F @'" ,..
Terrace & Disldct 
Credtt Union ~ NORTH£RN SA V INGS 
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Around Town 
Hikers hit the trail 
MEMBERS of the Terrace Hiking Club are. la- 
cing up their boots for another season. 
The group started off with an easy to mod- 
erate hike April 28 along the Kitimat shoreline 
trail, an outing that winds through the dark 
cedar forests and past salt water vistas of the 
Douglas Channel. 
Other hikes planned for this spring include 
the Black Sister Trail near Cedarvale, which 
takes hikers to a glacial moraine, the Clear- 
water Lakes south of Terrace near Onion Lake, 
and the intriguing-sounding Insect Lookout, a 
hike that's described as moderate. 
A schedule of the hikes planned for May 
and June are available at the Terrace Public 
Library, All Season's Source for Sports, Val- 
halla Pure Outfitters, the Terrace Standard, or 
by calling Chris at 635-5996. 
Hikes take place on Sundays. Participants 
are expected to come prepared with proper 
clothing and footwear, and should bring their 
own water and food supplies. 
HAMMING IT UP: acting students seen 
during last summer's Drama Days. 
Young actors hone 
dramatic skills 
DO YOU wanna be a STAR? It's that time 
again. Springtime. And that means that just 
around the corner, is summer vacation. Which 
means, what's there to do for two whole 
months in Terrace? For 22 years, kids have 
been enjoying Terrace Little Theatre's Sum- 
mer.Drama Days. 
And this year's no different.., or is it? TLT is 
taking to heart what their summer instructors 
told them: get proactive and design the pro- 
gram to fit the kids. 
So this summer you can sign up for morn- 
ings or afternoons, regardless of age. Your 
child can take drama for eight weeks, if de- 
sired. Kids go four days a week, and instructors 
spend one day a week tailoring the program to 
the kids. 
If your child has a dramatic streak or untap- 
ped talent, or you just want him to have a fun- 
filled, extra-special summer activity, call TLT. 
Each parent has the opportunity to provide 
input prior to the start of the first session! Ses- 
sions run July 2 to 26 and Aug. 6 to 30. Choose 
either mornings (9 a.m. to 12 p.m.) or after- 
noons (1 to 4 p.m.). To register, please call 
Nancy at 635-1329 or Marianne at 635-2942. 
.Contributed 
A Girl Guide classic 
poised for change 
YOU MAY want to freeze those Girl Guide 
cookies you just bought during the recent 
spring campaign, if you're a big fan. 
After nearly 40 years with the same cookie 
company, Canada's Girl Guides are switching 
suppliers, ending a partnership with 
Nabisco/Christie Brown. 
In the past three years, Girl Guides of Ca- 
nada had only 
been able to ne- 
gotiate one-year 
contracts and the 
current one ends 
this year. The 
company owns 
.the cookie recipe 
for the classic 
Girl Guide cookie 
and the chocolate 
mint. 
Starting in 
2003, Dare Foods 
Ltd will make the 
cookies. 
That makes 
this spring's coo- 
kie drive the last 
time the original, 
iiii, 
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The 'Classic' 
or "classic", Girl Guide cookies will be on 
sale, 
The new cookies will be made in a similar 
style - spring's chocolate and vanilla sand- 
wich and the chocolate mint sold in the fall - 
but it's not yet known exactly what the new 
cookies will be like. 
The annual cookie campaignlbrings in 
about $14 million for programs and events. 
Guides started selling cookies 1927, Over the 
years, maple, peanut butter and other varieties, 
were sold, 
Play time 
SIBLINGS Brandon, 7, 
and Stephanie Venus, 
9, join their older sister, 
Christine, 11, and family 
pooch "Grannie" for a 
short rest break from a 
spirited game of base- 
ball fetch. Grannie is ac- 
tually too small to fetch 
the baseball, but she 
earns full marks for ef- 
fort. The group was 
spotted racing around 
the field at George Little 
Park one sunny after- 
noon last week, while 
dad Eric Venus pushed 
youngest daughter Ma- 
deline, 2, on the nearby 
swing set. 
° 
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Survivors and supporters get 
ready for Relay for a Friend 
By JENNIFER LANG 
IT'S AMAZING what people can 
accomplish when they take up the 
battle against an enemy that 
doesn't discriminate. 
Take the participants at last 
year's Relay for A Friend, a 
marathon event that raised more 
than $45,700 for the Canadian 
Cancer Society in just 12 hours. 
Teams of cancer survivors, 
their friends and family, and other 
supporters, gather pledges leading 
up to the relay. 
On relay day they walk, run, 
or use wheelchairs to complete 
laps around George Little Memor- 
ial Park in downtown Terrace. 
Teams are required to have at 
least one member on the track at 
all times. 
It's suggested each member 
suggested each member spend 
about an hour on the track each. 
But just try telling that to 
people like Rita Hall. A member 
of last year's Team CUPE local 
5052, she walked for seven and a 
half hours in memory of her hus- 
band. She'd wanted to complete 
DETERMINED: MacKenzie Lindsay, seen during last year's 
relay, completed 80 laps around the park. FILE PHOTO 
the full 12 hours. 
And then there was Clarence 
Michiel Elementary student Mac- 
Kenzie Lindsay, then aged 9, who 
completed an awe-inspiring 80 
laps over the course of the day. 
He ran most of them. 
With determination like that, 
it's little wonder last year's event 
was such a success. 
"I think it's very important 
people are more aware," says 
Diane Chritchley of team Pizza 
Hut, one of more than 27 teams 
that have already signed up for 
this year's relay. 
"When cancer hits close to 
home, it's an eye opener," she 
says. "Every contribution counts." 
The countdown has begun for 
this year's relay, slated for May 
.12 Mother's Day - at George 
L i t t le  Memorial Park. It starts at 
~10 a.m. 
.... The first lap is led by survivors. 
The 12-hour elay concludes with 
a candlelight service. 
It's just one of the relays taking 
place in communities all across 
Canada, including Kitimat and 
Prince Rupert, supporting re- 
search, programs and services for 
cancer patients, says organizer 
Lynda Fagan, a volunteer with the 
Canadian Cancer Society. 
If you'd like to become a team 
captain, call 635-9276. If you 
can't get enough people together 
to form a team, space will be 
found for you on an existing team. 
Hot shots 
bring trophy 
to Terrace 
By JENNIFER LANG 
MEMBERS of the Terrace Ranger Patrol are 
the proud winners of this year's Skill-At-Arms 
trophy, wrestling the title away from Port 
Hardy after three years. 
The award, now in its fourth year, is presen- 
ted by the 4th Canadian Ranger Patrol Group 
to the patrol that demonstrates outstanding 
markmanship. 
The Terrace Patrol was originally tied with 
two other Patrols in the Pacific Coastal Militia 
Rangers, leading to a timed tie-breaker shoot, 
Patrol Commander Greg Harris says. 
Terrace Patrol's best marksman, Pierre 
Cote, completed the final timed shoot, break- 
ing the tie, and putting Terrace in the lead. 
The Terrace Patrol has 25 members. 
They're issued 303 rifles, which date back to 
the Second World War, Harris says. 
Members preparing for the skill-testing con- 
test practice by hitting targets. 
Once they're confident, they fire off 10 
THE START of a tradition? Terrace Patrol Commander Greg Harris with the Skill-At- 
Arms trophy. Terrace takes the fledgling award from three-time winners Port Hardy. 
rounds each at a target from a standing, kneel- 
ing and finally from a prone position. 
Individual scores are then compiled into a 
patrol average and sent in for tabulation. 
The patrol with the best average wins. The 
Terrace Patrol keeps the trophy for one year. 
Judges pick Terrace's Cleanest School 
IT WAS a difficult decision, but in the end 
the judges realized there was only one 
choice. 
Copper Mountain Elementary School has 
been named the Cleanest School Yard, bea- 
ting 17 other schools inTerrace for the 
Greater Terrace Beautification Society's an- 
nual award. 
"There is so much improvement, it is ab- 
solutely amazing," past president Betty 
Campbell Said after she returned from jud- 
ging the'schools Friday morning. 
i 
"You can really tell these kids care," she 
said, pointing out the staff are to be congra- 
tulated as well. 
Proud Copper Mountain students Andrea 
Bennett, Amy Martinson, Hannah Dale and 
principal Phillip Barren happily posed for 
pictures with the judges. 
The panel of judges - Campbell, city: 
councillor Marylin Davies and Erica Sterner 
- found it very difficult to chose just one 
The school will receive a commemorative 
plaque in the near future at a special as- 
sembly. 
Because so many schools did so well, 
runner-up certificates will be awarded to Up- 
lands Elementary, Parkside Elementary, 
Veritas, Centennial Christian, the Seventh 
Day Adventist School, PACES and Lakelse 
Jr. Higl~.School. 
Schools were judged on amount of visible 
winner after visiting 18 schools, but Copper trash, covered containers with lids in use, 
Mountain was spotless, extra effort, and size of the school yard. 
i i i i  
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BAR SCENE 
GATOR'S PUB: Live party music nightly. Ladies 
night Thursday. 
BEASLEY'S MIX: Tasha plays the smooth soulful 
sounds of today's pop and country hits Fridays and 
Saturdays. 
HANKY PANKY'S: The northwest's largest dance 
night club. No cover. Karaoke Sundays and Mondays. 
GEORGE'S PUB: Lo Man Louie to May 4, 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION: Karaoke contest 
March 8 to June 7 every Friday from 8 p,m, to mid- 
night. Two qualifiers chosen by audience per week. Fi- 
nalists judged by selected judges, Door prizes and 
cash prizes for winners. Members and bona fide 
guests. New members welcome. 
CONCERTS 
Sophia's Dance Studio presents Dance for a 
Friend. Friday, May 3 at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre at 7 
p.m. Jazz dance performances. All proceeds will be 
donated to the Canadian Cancer Society. 
Northwest Singers present Music and Memories, 
a delicious dessert concert. Join us Mother's Day, May 
12, for music and sweets. At the Skeena Valley Golf 
and Country Club at 7:30 p,m. Tickets at Erwin's Je- 
wellers or by calling 635-5312. 
Singer-songwriter Mae Moore presents a benefit 
concert 7:30 p,m. June 16 at the R.E,M, Lee Theatre 
in support of the Terrace Transition House building 
fund. Tickets at Elan Travel, Sidewalkers and Misty 
River Books. 
THEATRE 
Terrace Little Theatre is holding a reading of William 
Inge's play, Bus Stop, on Tuesday, May 7 at 7:30 p.m. 
at Skeena River Players (in the Lazelle mini mall, next 
to Images by Karlene). Come on out and read (or just 
listen) to this well.known play, which is under consid- 
eration for TLT production. Call Nancy at 635-1329 
or Marianne at 635-2942 for info. Bring a friendl 
Terrace Little Theatre presents Traffic, the final 
show of the season. Anything can anything can happen 
when a roommate goes AWOL with his share of the 
rent and a stranger shows up with a mysterious bag. 
Four 20-something friends ha.re insight and a dose of 
black humour in this dark comedy, directed by newco- 
mer Jason Marshall. May 17-18, 24-25, May 31 and 
June 1 at the McCall Playhouse. Tickets $8 at Uni- 
globe Coudesy Travel. 
VISUAL ARTS 
Walk-a-bout, an exhibit featuring the works of 
Terrace artist Peter Dickson, continues at the Ter- 
race Art Gallery until May 12. Art Gallery Hours: 
Wed. to Sat. from noon to 4 p,m, Friday from noon to 
6 p.m. and Sunday from 1 to 4 p,m. 
The Terrace Art Gallery's Spring Arts and Craft 
sale is May 25. Entry forms are available at the art 
gallery.Deadline is May 17. 
Make the SCENE: Call 638.7283 or fax to 638. 
8432 to add your event to the Standard's free 
entertainment listings. The deadline is 5 p.m. 
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culturalism Diversity PrOject. E,veryorie welcome parking lot behind City Hall. In conjunction With . Crab CakEs-Appt. 
• Nisgabob . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . .  to attend. For more information call Vivian or the Terrace Beautification Society Plant Sale. I ~  . Shrimpin Love 
TEIRe-t,,.~c ,.,r, rR_.,S.O~_E Amber at 638-6394, or at 635-3850 evenings. For info call Avril at 635-7349 after 6 p,m, .° ShrimpChickenFettucineCUrry Pon Airedo 
~.~ [.,:,:*'~'~,=i:/ C3;~ I ~  ERIDAY, MAY 3 Huge garage sale May 11 from 10 a.m, to 2 ~1 :erlifiedB/ockAngds he, 
i nfo @terraceautomal l .com p.m, inside the Curling Rink, Concession open for 
coffee, burgers and hot dogs, Find out about Desserts 
how to rent a table by calling Keith at 635-5233 • Variety or decadent pies and cheese cakes [ STAN== ARD The Terrace Standard for more information, t 
advertlslng@terraoestandard.com i: 
Free to Be - a FREE conference for girls, 
Organized by the Terrace Women's Centre, the ~ i  ~ 1  I 
Northern Health Authority the Family Place, 
K'San House, Child/Youth Mental Health and 
community volunteers. Workshops on dance, 
yoga, self defence, fitness, belly dancing, dating 
Your  webs i te /emai l  address  dos and don'ts and much more! Drop off real. The "BI" Steak & Seafood Grill 
a • " C C • stration forms at the Family Place. The confer- :.~eJh,,, ,~,,m,f,4. ,~a,,t$~,'/ 
could be here! once takes place at Skeena Junior. For info, call Bavarian Inn 
Contact  us  at  638-7283 638-1863, 
This month at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
_Ma__y 
May 2 - School Board Information MeeUng. 7:00 p,m. 
May 3 • Dance Performance or Sophia's Dance Studio 
Call the REM Theatre for times 
May 9 & 10 - Skeena Junior High presents 
"Funny Bone - SUence of the Hams" 
A play of laughter and crazy characters 
• 8:00 p.m. Admission by donation 
May 22 & 23 • Skeena Theatre Arts 10 presents 
"Variety Night" - monologues, scenes and clowns 
• an evening with somethlng for everyone 
- 8:00 p.m. Admission by donation 
May 24 • Vlckl Parvlalnen's 27th Annual Oance Revue 
Always a treat. 7:30 p.m. 
Admission $7-$6 Students (12 & under) & Seniors 
May 30 & 3'1 • "the Hobblt" • presented by Centennial Christian 
School. See next week's paper for more details. 
Terrace Concert [ Terrace Little 
Society Tickets I Theatre Tickets 
Available at 
Erwln's House of Available at 
Fine Jewellery Unlglobe Courtesy 
in the Skeena Mall Travel 
SATURDAY, MAY 4 
Annual Women and Development Spring 
Garage Sale from 8 a,m, to noon, Walsh Ave,, 
All proceeds to women's projects in developing 
countries, For info, to arrange drop off, or to 
have your donations picked up, call Alisa at 635. 
0935 or Brenda at 635-0040. 
SUNDAY. MAY 5 
Concert of prayer for Christian Unity, At St, 
Matthew's Anglican Church, at 7:30 p,m. Pre• 
sented by the Terrace Ministerial Association, 
Call 638-1336 for Information. 
Terrace Drag Race Association's Annual 
Swap Meet Sunday, May 5 from 10 a,m, to 
4:30 p.m. Inside and outside at Off Road Spe- 
cialties, 4925 Keith Avenue, All parts, tires and 
other automotive vendors welcome, Bring your 
parts - (new and old), automotive memorabilia, 
and complete cars such as projects, race cars, 
hot rods, classics and collectables. No registra• 
tieD fee, Set up to start is @ 7 a.m, same day, 
If you plan on setting up a table please call Boyd 
McCann at 635-5210, 
TUESDAY, MAY 7 
Ladles' Auxiliary Monthly Meeting at the 
Royal Canadian Legion, May 7 at 7:30 p,m, 
Terrace Breastfeeding Support Group for 
morns and morns•to-be, Information, sharing, and 
snack and juice, Next meeting Tuesday, May 7 at 
the education room at Mills Memorial Hospital, 
7:30 p.m. Children welcome, Call Nancy at 635• 
5607 for more information. 
THURSDAY, MAY ~t 
Are you struggling to make ends meet? If 
so, you are Invited to help plan a commun- 
Ity response to hungry children and youth. 
Our committee is made up of community service 
agencies and individuals who are committed to 
finding long-term solutions to hungry kids in our 
community. Join us in addressing this growing 
concern, Our next meeting is May 9 at the Ter- 
race Churches Food Bank, from 10:30 a,m, to 
noon, Kids welcome. For Info call 638-1863. 
FRIDAY, MAY 10 
Mother's Time Off hosts its 5th annual garage 
sale from noon to 4 p.m, at the Knox United 
Church on Laz.elle, weather permitting, Dona- 
tions are needed. Call 635-4147 for info. 
TUESDAY. MAY 14 
Celiac Support Group meets at 7 p,m, at Save- 
On-Foods Meet at the service desk and join us 
for a tour with a nutritionist to give you new in- 
sights on a gluten.free diet. Bring your Save- 
On-More card, Call Freda at 635-4018 for more 
information. 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
The Terrace Hiking Club is launching its spring 
and summer season, The group meets Sunday 
mornings for moderate to difficult day hikes aU 
summer long, The hiking schedule is available at 
the library, All Season's, Valhalla Pure, and the 
Terrace Standard, For more information call 
Chris at 635-5996, 
Terrace Little Theatre presents Summer 
Drama Days 2002° A summer drama youth 
program for ages 6 to 13 years, July 2-26 or 
August 6-30 Tuesdays through Fridays, morn- 
ings (9 a.m,-12 p,m.) or afternoons (1-4 p.m.) 
To register, call Nancy at 635-1329, Marianne 
at 635-2942, or drop in at Uniglobe Courtesy 
Travel or at 4720A Lazelle Avenue, 
Is your child starting kindergarten this 
year? Prekindergarten immunization clinics at 
the Terrace Health Unit, 3412 Kalum St,, May 9, 
10 and 16, By appointment, Call 638-2200. 
If you're Interested in forming a Men's 
Group, send an emil along with your phone num- 
ber to Terracemensgroup@hotmail,com 
May Is Hospice Month. The Terrace Hospice 
Society is a non.profit organization offering 
support o terminally ill people and their fami- 
lies, Local activities Include a raffle, displays in 
the Skeena Mall, Misty River Books and the Ter- 
race Public Library, garage sale May 25, and the 
Hike for Hospice on June 2, Call 635-4811. 
Southslde and downtown residents - are 
you interested In Joining a community gar. 
den? A community garden is for individuals, 
kids and families who plant, grow, and harvest a 
garden together, Share the work and harvest a 
bounty, Interested? Sponsored by Terrace Anti 
Poverty Group Society. Call Jennifer at 635- 
4631 and leave a message, 
The Greater Terrace Beautification Society 
needs donations of perennial plants and pots 
(preferably 5" in diameter or larger) for fun. 
dralslng plant sale, Call Judy or Howard at 638. 
1237, 
Baby's Name: 
Emily Elizabeth 
Date & Time of Birth: 
April I0, 2002 at 4:14 a.m. 
Welght: 7Ibs. 12 oz. Sex: Female 
ParenL~: Mike & Teresa Gunn 
Little sister for Matthew 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Francesco Giovanni 
Date & Time of Birth: 
April 21, 2002 at I hO0 a.m, 
Weight: 8 lbs. I 1 oz. Sex: M:de 
ParenL,~: Owen & Lara Fewer 
¢, 
Baby's Name: 
eDdy Joseph Darrel 
Date & Time of Birtlu 
April 4, 2002 at 8:31 a.m. 
Weight: 9 Ibs, 15 oz. ,~#..x: Male 
ParenL,~: Joey & Ro~ Longpm 
Little brother for Jesse 
Baby's Name: 
Bmnson Adam Lloyd 
Date & Time of Birth: 
April 17, 2002 at 9:12 a.m. 
Weight: 9 Ibs. 7 oz. Sex: Male 
ParenL,~: Andrew Nisyok & 
April Parenteau 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Tomak Oylan Arnold Edward 
Date & Time of Birth: 
April 13, 2002 at 4:26 p.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 8 oz. Sex: Male 
PareaLs: Roxanne McLeod & 
John Sampson 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Ceanna Kaylee 
Date & Time of Bh'th: 
April 19, 2002 at 9:35 p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 5 I/2 oz. ~x: Male 
ParenL~: Wendy Niemi 
Sister for Meeka Rowat 
~;,~l~i!~o:rthern Drugs' Baby Club and 
i~d inewborn  will receive their first 
Skeena Zones 
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II Think red "@ 
MAYOR JACK Talstra New Opportunities For  
(left), volunteer Linda 
Harris and Salvation TODAY 'S  g iRLS!  
Army Captain Dave 
Moulton kick off the Red • SHARE ADVENTURE 
Shield Campaign, On = DEVELOP LIFE SKILLS 
May 6, canvassers for 
the Salvation Army will 
be knocking on your 
door seeking financial 
support. Money raised 
helps pay for local ser- 
vices, including a sum- 
mer camp for disadvan- 
taged children in the 
northwest, an addictions 
centre in Prince Rupert, 
and family service pro- 
grams. More canvassers 
are needed. Call 635- 
6480 to get involved. 
Sign-up sheets are loca- 
ted at the Thrift Store In 
the Keith Ave, mall, 
Plays fro across the region 
compete Aluminum City 
McCall Playhouse May 
16, where it will be pre- 
sented Friday and Satur- 
day nights to June 1. 
Ter race 's  newest 
theatre company, Skeena 
River Players, is entering 
its sophomore production, 
Someday, in the zone 
drama festival. 
Someday, directed by 
Marianne Weston, is a 
funny and powerful play 
about an aboriginal woman 
who wins the lottery and 
reunites with her long lost 
daughter - stolen from her 
and raised with a white fa- 
mily. 
The play stars Nedra 
Lee Prisk, Carolyn McNa- 
mara, Annette Krause and 
Dale Sebastian and was 
presented at the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre April 26 and 
27. 
Someday is poised to 
tour other northwest com- 
munities following the 
drama festival. 
By JENNIFER LANG 
TERRACE theatre compa- 
nies are sending two plays 
down to Kit,mat next week 
for the regional drama fes- 
tival. 
Traffic, the Terrace Lit- 
tle Theatre's final play of 
the season, debuts in Kit,- 
mat a week before its run 
at the McCall Playhouse 
here. 
Cast and crew of the 
darkly humorous play are 
now preparing for the 
Skeena Zone Drama Festi- 
val, hosted by the Alumi- 
num City May 8 to 11 at 
the stately Mount Eliza. 
beth Theatre. 
Traffic, directed by 
newcomer Jason Marshall 
and starring Kim Hewgill, 
Michelle Eisner, Kieran 
Leach and David Belan- 
ger, is a quirky and some- 
times tender exploration 
of the relationship between 
four twenty-somethings. 
Traffic returns to the 
Beautif ier says: 'bye 
The Terrace entries are 
up against plays from Kit,- 
mat and Prince Rupert. 
The festival opens May 
10 with Sinners, presented 
by Kit,mat's On Cue Play- 
ers, and concludes with 
Harbour Theatre's farce, 
What he Butler Saw, May 
11. 
The festival adjudicator 
is Martin Kinch. Awards 
will be presented on the 
final night, following What 
the Butler Saw. 
From here, a play will 
be chosen to represent the 
Skeena Zone at Mainstage 
B.C., the provincial com- 
petition. 
TERRACE:  
GirlGuides 
of Canada 
Guides 
du Canada 
• BUILD SELF EgTEEM 
• ENJOY FRIENDgHIP 
• HAVE FUN[ 
Progrsms for girls of all ages: 
Sparks 5-6, Brownies 7-8, Outdes 9-1o 
Pathfinders 19-15, Senior Branches 113+ 
REOIgTER NOW: 1-800-565-8111 
;i:i:iiiiiii:i:i!iiil !!i l  . . . . . . . . . . . .  U: :i 
Jimmy and Lia formerly of Wedges Pizza, 
invite you to the opening of their new venture 
"Samos By Night Greek Taverna" 
ENJOY OUR DELICIOUS 
TASTES OF GREECE! 6REEK TAVERNA 
By JENNIFER LANG 
IT'S NOTHING personal 
Terrace. 
Chris Hanson, past pre- 
sident of the Greater Ter- 
race Beautification Socie- 
ty, has left town. 
Earlier this week she 
moved to the Fort St. John 
area of northeastern B.C., 
where she'll join her hus- 
band, Trevor. 
They have been married 
for 32 years and have 
spent the past year apart 
due to the economic situa- 
tion. 
Her husband is a lumber 
chip hauler. When Skeena 
Cellulose scaled back and 
then halted its operations, 
he was forced to head far 
from home to find work. 
"You can't be in bus,- 
Terrace, the chamber Of 
commerce and Terrace 
Tourism will help deter- 
mine the fate of Terrace's 
entry in the contest. 
Chris Hansen 
I :  Greek Rib • Spinach Pies • Pastichio '~ 
Homus& Pita • Grilled Chicken • Greek Fries | 
..,plus other taste Greek SpedalUest ) " 
OPEN DAILY - Mogday - Thursday 11 a.m. - 10 p.m. 
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. 12 a,m. 
Enjoy lunch on the patio 
- Fu l ly  Lkensed  - 
I Lakelse Avenue,  Terrace ~ .......... ~:::~ .............. ;:::<~:::~,,,a~:~:~,~,,, 
D inner  menu served at 4 p.m. ~ ~ ' ' " ~ " ' :  ! :' '~' ~* ' " '  ~'" • .. ,,,r-. : . ,  " .o;,.. "~:~ " 
Reservations Recomended ' : : ....... ~':* " 
(250) 615-2077 
Photo  T AN: D'ARD-. . 
!Aghn~t ~;. " 7 . ~  BCI probe 
town's 
• vibrant Did you see a photo m the paper that ,,,..,o~ unde.~ay 
you want a copy of?. The Terrace i!;'~-7~"i~ i " ~ i  ~77':"-::~r'-.:~'."~.~ 
S c:-.:.. ::,. ~ ~f2~?::t ~?#;"--=, Standard along with . . . .  '~i;:;::}t-.:.,Li I 
Northern Photo Ltd . . . .  ::"i i ~ ' ! ~  
now provides tJiis:se~ice. ~ ~ ~ { ~  
Come into our office located :!:~::!~{:k~.:' iL.:~- -~! city to altO- 
at 3210 Chnton Street and ,nd,cate ..~: ...... ,,:,:=.:, .,,:{,~,.~;f,~!,~'<~,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,&~-.':_-,,-: 
;~,77:.'::. 7 ... ,~;.,-g ,~, ,~ ,a, . ,'==-.a:~= 
the photo of your choice and size. ~.4!:=:"/~ x ( t~"~, : ,~~g~ 
AI Iv~U ~Uv7n Other sizes available. ~{~,~ ~ ~ ' ~ ' ~ = = . : ;  
" I '  AV  *J  A /  o -e  ¢ - r - - ; - i - -  i. \~f ~'~-~..': ~ "~'~i~.~'\"!'-"~k~ill~t~"~" ' - " "  Ph , ,u p;.~ ,g. ,, ,,r,..**9,,~ ~ - ~  ~,.um. ........................... 
Price ,ndude, prmhng ~ from Northern Photo and E~.. ~ .~.  ~ . ~ ~ ; . = 5 7 - ~  
purchasing fee from the Terrace Sl~n~ard. ~i ::~' I '{  ~ ~ ' ~ ' " ~  
All pholographs ore copyrighted to the Terrace Standard. ~'~d, ~ '~ ~ ~ . ~ = : ' , ~ t ~ . : 7 . =  
,-,,,,~. ~ ~o~;~; ' ; ; ,  ..... " ,1t f ~,1~" e~ p Dr ram {Nole: 90% of photos taken are digital photos brd~: ~ ~ ~  
of h gh quo ty peg Bock aM while pri.ls ~ i ~'=L4=~'-~, ~,\'~ ~ -  ~. '~ , . '~  
also available [ram block and while negollve,.) ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ' : 1  
STANDARD northem photo 'Your Headquarters For Digital 
Cameras And Dig!tal Imaging Services" 
4-4736 Lokelse Avenue Ph: 638-7283 Fax: 638-8432 
ness and not keep ~,,- -;,~£ ............ ~ . . . . .  - ~  . . . . .  7 ~f~' ,~'~ ' ~  
wheels going," she said~ he ~ ~T~.>,::TERRACE~,ST~D~(I~D~i~,,>~~~;~,>~I~ , ~.~a.:.',/"*.-:o~,./' " - .': . . . .  - ; ~ / .  • .:...-.:. :.~ '. ::., : ".~;?:.°,,::-. L.:.: . . . . . . . . . .  
He's currently working ~ C d nC S tys 
St. I0  a r l ceP  OCle the Fort rout:Ohn-Rycroft, 
Alberta, . ~,~ i'~i! 
"I feel like a mail order I~i:~ ~ ~ • • i~. 
bride, heading out to the 
frontier ofFortSt .  John," }~ 3.7,£ I - lour  
Hanson said. i~m ° ": ii~ 
.a . ,oo ,  Relay For selling their h use in Ter- STARS ON ICE  ~ 
race. They hope to return 
tion°nCeimproves.the economic situa- Kitirna,, _H°ckey Town, BC :o~"' ' !  F r iend  
Her absence will leave "k MAY 2 5, 15 GAMES * * in" < : 
a big hole at the Beautifi- 
cation Society. CCM BEST EVER UNDER 17 HOCKEY i!' Sunday. May 12th, 2002 i~' . 
She's been a tireless t~!~ George Little Memorial Park, Terrace i~  volunteer with the society (~ 120 of BC's Best Hockey Players 
for the past seven years. 0 Looking for a Professional Career ~- . ;!~] 
During that time she ;~ Join your fr iends and ne lghbours  as they ! 
worked on a number of 0 Vying for a position on BC's 2003 WinterGames Team ~,z walk ,  jog, run or bike,  whi le having fun ,~ i  
highly visible landscaping ,. "~:,'O1 
the B¢ NHL Stars from Best Ever Program. rais ing funds for the bat t le  aga ins t  cancer.  !~,~{ projects, including 
Saan Store project and the 
development of the Grand 
Trunk Pathway. 
Hanson was also instru- 
mental in having Terrace 
join the Communities in 
Bloom contest last year, 
when. Terrace took part in 
the provincial version of 
the contest. 
This summer, the town 
is supposed to compete in 
the national version of 
Communities in Bloom. 
But Hanson said that 
plan may be in jeopardy. A
meeting tonight between 
the society, the city of 
I 
~""~" ' ; " * " ' " " " " " " I  
l i D I  | ['1 l i [~  I [L I  b lq l  , ,H I I IN~!  [ 
BRtnS. cew~ml* LUng ,uso(:)kn0t~- | 
" n~.~uno.O.~0o.,~<un, o' ' r 
Joe Sakic from Bumaby, Colorado / Mark Fitzpatrick from Kitimat, Tampa 
Bay / Wade Flaherty from Terrace, NY Islanders, Cliff Ronning from Bumaby, 
LA Kings / Ray Ferraro from Trail, Atlanta Thrashers / Russ Courtnall from 
Victoria, LA Kings/Doug Badger from Chemainus, New Jersey/Joe Murphy 
from North Vancouver, St. Louis / Mark Recchi from Kamloops, Philadelphia / 
Tony Twist from Prince George, St. Louis / Dallas Drake from Trail, Phoenix /
Kent Manderville from Victoria, Carolina / Brad Bombardir from Powell River, 
Sponsors :  
BC Amateur Hockey Assoclation, Kitimat Minor Hockey Association, 
BC Cup 95 Committee, District of Kitimat Recreation Department 
FOR INFORMATION CALL 632-8955 
Make sure you p ledge!  
el-- 
in "  
,!< For More information call: Lynda Fagan 635-9276 
"-"Jo , 
• 5 .  
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ROB BROWN 
Trout Travels 8 
K enny was on autopilot. His subcon- 
scious dealt with the demands of the 
road while his conscious mind skip- 
ped from the tenets of Morris 
Thorn's pugnacious philosophy to 
cerebral snapshots of the Vedder. 
He thought of fish too. There were always 
trout and salmon swimming around in his brain, 
rising from the depths for an inchoate fly, or 
grazing the stream of consciousness for newly 
hatched nymphs or ephemeral crustacea. 
And now, after a stopover to browse the bins 
of the tackle shop in Vedder Crossing, the sal- 
monids were fleeing before cruising leviathans: 
giant cartilaginous phantasms shaped like Fra- 
ser River sturgeon. 
As he slid some hooks and a spool of nylon 
and the money to pay for it across the glass 
counter of the tackle shop, Kenny's eye caught 
on a faded fiveby seven colour photo taped to 
the cash register. It showed a fish in a pickup 
truck. 
The fish's head lay atop the cab; its bony. 
body filled the box; its tail draped over the open 
tailgate. 
"Caught in a net?" he stammered. 
An older man on the other side of the counter 
deftly pulled Kenny's change from the drawers 
and placed it in his hand. 
"I caught it," he said matter-of-factly, "with 
a rod and reel." He handed Kenny the bagged 
tackle then added, 
~ ~"Hooked it at the mouth of the Vedder Canal, 
Damn thing pulled me and my tin boat do~'n the 
Fraser past Nicomen Slough; then way past that 
to where I could see the Mission Bridge. Then it 
towed me all the way back to the Vedder again 
before it was done. It was midnight by the time 
we had him ashore." 
The man didn't need much persuasion to talk 
about he sturgeon fishery. 
Prompted by Kenny's gentle interrogation he 
revealed a lot about stalking sturgeon, but 
Kenny noticed he stopped short of the kind of 
fine details that might remove the challenge of 
contacting the great fish for his avid listener. 
As he drove inland the sight of the Fraser 
made him think of all the extraordinary things 
the clerk had told him. 
Everything about the giant mustachioed pri- 
mitives that once inhabited the lower reaches of 
the Fraser in such numbers that they supported a 
large commercial fishery, spilled over from the 
real world into some magic realm; everything 
about sturgeon was built on the grand scale. 
There was, for example, the huge, shallow 
inland lake, now drained and turned to the fer- 
tile farmland now known as the Sumas Prairie, 
where large numbers of sturgeon spawned. 
"My grandfather told me that farmers were 
still digging them up months after the lake had 
been drained," he recounted, explaining that 
sturgeon have an uncanny ability that enables 
them to slip into a state of suspended animation 
for long periods of time. 
And, there was the unbelievable strength and 
endurance the great fish required to push 
through the rugged canyon water, through the 
mountains then past Prince George, and up the 
Nechako to Vanderhoof. 
Kenny could picture the Fraser Canyon 
giants, leaving the bottoms of the vast pools 
they dominated, and climbing majestically 
through the ferocious currents to suck in the. 
tumbling carcasses of Chinook salmon whole. 
And, there was the tackle used to catch 
them: the oversized reels and rods, the irons 
more gaff than hook, the weights as heavy as 
railway spikes that enabled fishermen used to 
sink their baits deep down to sturgeon lairs. 
And, there were the epic battles. 
"Sturgeon jump," revealed the tackle shop 
proprietor. 
"Like tarpon?" inquired Kenny. 
"Maybe better," replied the sturgeon hunter. 
Kenny contemplated the notion of a fish 
weighing hundreds of pounds slurping a mouth- 
ful of eel then taking to the air like a twelve 
inch rainbow trout does after feeling the sting of 
: the hook. 
Sturgeon were magnificent. 
This was why men, lured and held there by 
the faint hope of an encounter with one of those 
granite coloured ancients, made awkward casts 
with cumbersome tackle then endured the tedi- 
um of staring for hours on end at the points 
where their taut lines entered water the eolour 
of pea soup, 
It was raining in Hope. It was getting dark. 
Kenny drove over the watery reflection of a yel- 
low shell and pulled up to the pumps. 
To be continued.,. 
Track clu b spri nts ahead 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
FILLING a void left by 
teachers who yanked their 
involvement from coach- 
ing junior and senior high 
track and field teams this 
season, a newly formed 
association is making sure 
Terrace youth get to com- 
pete. 
The Terrace Track and 
Field Association was re- 
cently formed in part to 
promote track and field 
among Terrace's youth. 
While most of the tea- 
chers who in the past coa- 
ched track and field have 
pulled their services, two 
local teachers are stepping 
in to coach the nearly 30 
students in the club. 
"We've got a pretty 
keen group," said head 
coach Dighton Haynes. 
"We have somewhere 
around 30 young people in 
the club right now and 21 
firmly registered." 
Haynes is an admin- 
istrator at Thornhill Ele- 
LEIGH HAWORTH, 13, Jennifer Elkins, 12, and Hanna McRae, 12, are sprinting into action as track and 
field season gets under way. SARAH A. ZlMMERMAN PHOTO. 
mentary school which 
means he does not take 
part in teacher action. 
Having been actively 
involved in organizing 
sporting events for the Ter- 
race Elementary School 
Sports Association for sev- 
eral years, he's got the ex- 
perience and the know- 
how to take on his new 
role as head coach. 
The team is also coa- 
ched by Gord Buxton, a 
teacher at Centennial 
"We were in track last The track once located overall conditioning for the 
year but they didn't have a adjacent o Skeena junior young athletes. 
school program this year school ~s no more. "It 's a short season," 
so we joined this," said It was torn out last Haynes said "If they get 
club member Leigh Ha- month to allow contractors out to three or four meets 
worth, 13. to begin work on the new we're going to see some 
The club is operating in school, improvement on their 
two different capacities. Without a track, prac- times" 
It brings athletes to tising for certain running To further exacerbate 
school sponsored meets events has proven challen- the situation, the long 
such as one in Smithers ging. jump and triple jump pit at 
last weekend and the "It's difficult," said Skeena now has a fence 
school zone champion- Leigh Haworth. "I don't across it as construction is 
ships May 17-18 also in like•running on pavement." underway. 
Smithers. Teammate J nnifer Elk- And the alternative 
Christian school who i s  But~it,.,i,s. also?=!akhi~ ins agrees..;',,:~:,;:i,,i~,.~;:./:~,.,~;.~/sand pit  located: a t  Up- 
also 'tiriaffe'ct~d"by iih~, .... some ~i~ ~ '~e~i . ;% :"': re s n'iti'~ "~h~i# Ffi~ne":'~%has ~~h35i "~Vag'c6vered" 
continuing teacher's job non-school events Such as 
action in the public an inter-club meet in 
schools. Kamloops May 11-12. 
The students registered The team has been 
in the club are relieved practising for more than 
they will be able to corn- three weeks but has faced 
pete this year. some serious challenges. 
ning on flat ground." she 
said. 
Coach Haynes conce- 
ded it's not possible to get 
accurate times for events 
such as the 400 metre race 
but says he's focussing on 
with snow until late last 
week. 
The team went to their 
first meet of the year with- 
out ever having practised 
long or triple jump. 
Despite the setbacks 
Dighton Haynes 
the athletes are just happy . 
to be on the team this year.  
and have the chance to 
corn pete. 
THE TERRACE Northmen are preparing for another fast-paced season of 
rugby competing in tournaments and inter-city play. FILE PHOTO. 
Rugby season 
kicJ(s off here 
By DAVID D. HULL 
THE TERRACE Northmen 
Rugby Football Club kicks 
off the 2002 season with 
the first practice of the 
• season Thursday, May 2 at 
6:30 p.m. at their home 
grounds on the campus of 
Northwest Community 
College. 
The Northmen are get- 
ting set to play their rival 
the Prince Rupert Seamen 
attempting to recapture the 
North Coast Rugby Union 
championship snatched 
away last season. 
In addition to playing 
the lads from the City of 
Rainbows, the Northmen 
will play the Smithers Ca- 
mels and the Prince 
George Gnats in a series of 
home and away matchups. 
Touring is a big part of 
rugby tradition and the 
Northmen plan to travel to 
tournaments including the 
Cont'd page B10 
Sports 
Scope 
Auto parts 
swap set 
CAR enthusiasts in 
the Terrace area are 
getting set for the Ter- 
race Drag Race Asso- 
ciation's annual swap 
meet. 
The event is a sure 
sign that the summer 
motor sports eason is 
revving up. 
The swap is set to 
go Sunday, May 5, 10 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at 
Off Road Specialties 
4925 Keith Ave~ 
New and old parts, 
automotive memora- 
bilia, and complete 
cars such as projects, 
race cars, hot rods, 
classics and collect- 
ables are welcome. 
To set up a table 
please call Boyd Me- 
Cann at ,250.635-52 ! 0
Game winner 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
JOSH MURRAY may only 
be in his rookie year of ju- 
nior B hockey but he knew 
exactly what to do in the 
biggest game of his career 
so far. 
Playing for the Sica- 
mous Eagles, Murray, 17, 
scored the winning goal in 
the final game of the 
Western Canadian Junior 
B Championships Apr. 16. 
Defeating the Spruce 
Grove, Alberta Regals 2-1 
earned his team the cove- 
ted Keystone Cup. 
The win was especially 
sweet after suffering a 5-3 
round robin loss to the Re- 
gals before meeting in the 
final. 
The young Terrace for- 
ward admits he wasn't the 
the Eagles' top scorer in 
regular season play and he 
didn't expect to score the 
winning goal, 
"I wasn't really much of 
a scorer because I was just 
a rookie this year," Murray 
says. "It was kind of sur- 
prising;" he says. 
But one of Murray's for- 
mer Terrace minor hockey 
coaches says the teen de- 
serves to get a bit of the 
spotlight. 
"lie was always one of 
the better players," says 
former coach Scott Smyth. 
"l ie's just a good kid off 
and on the ice." 
Playing junior B hockey 
is a whole new experience 
for the Terrace teen. 
Playing for a team 
which not only topped 
their league but went on to 
win both the provincial 
and western Canadian 
championships is a bonus. 
"It's a lot of fun," Mur- 
ray says. "Definitely it's a 
lot more fun when you 
win." 
Playing his favourite 
sport at a high level is a 
great opportunity, says the 
young man. Game scores 
tend to be closer and it's 
much faster-paced. 
"The hockey was just 
so good - really intense 
hockey," says Murray. 
Now Murray's set his 
sites one notch higher, 
He's hoping to play junior 
A hockey next season. 
JOSH MURRAY just finished playing his first year of 
Junior B hockey. SARAH A, ZIMMERMAN PHOTO, 
Over  
ACTION AD RATES 
638,-7283 
10~000 ads  -. ~pdated  daily 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, May 1,2002- B5 
• ~ i  
, BC *Newspaper Group i 
I 1 
DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 4 P .M.  
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadllne is 
Thursday at 4 p.m. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 www.terracestandard.com 
All classified and classified isplay ads MUST BE PREPAID by 
either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
have your VISA or Mastercard number eady. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
1Week (Standard & Advertiser) $14.4~*(,n¢. gS GeT) 
3 weeks  {Standard & Advertiser) $26,75"(~c ~,75 GST} 
*Additional words (over 20) 25¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
per column inch ' Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(BIRTHDAYIANNIVERSARWCARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES I 
IN MEMORIUM/CHURCHES/NON PROFIT GROUPS) $8.40 c.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $14.98 oer column inch 
WORD ADS ON ACCOUNT 
Word Ads charged on account are subject o a service fee of 
$4.75 per Issue, plus GST ($10.17 per week). 
For regional coverage place your display ad In the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
Clip & Mail This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. ¢8G 5R2 
Classifications! 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 616 COMMERCIAL 
los ANNOUNCEMENTS ~,2B FOR SALE OR RENT 
I 1O ANNIVERSARIES 636 HOUSES FOR RENt 
120 BIRTHDAYS 640 MISC FOR RENT 
125 CHURCH 644 MO~ILE HOMES 
30 COMING EVENTS 648 ROOM & ~OARD 
135 ENGAGEMENT/ 656 SHARE 
WEDDINGS ACCOMMODATION 
145 IN MEMORIAM 660 STORAGE 
150 LEGAL NOTICES 668 TOURIST 
155 OBffUARIES ACCOMMODATIONS 
160 TENDERS 676 WANTED TO RENT 
165 THANKS 680 WAREHOUSES 
PER~ONAt REAL ESCAPE 
210 BUSINESS PERSONALS 7as ACREAGES/tOTS 
230 LOST & FOUND 715 COMMERCIAL PROPERTY 
240 PERSONALS ?30 FOR SAtE BY OWNER 
735 HOUSES 
MERCHANDI~ 745 MOBILES 
31S AUCTIONS 755 OPEN HOUSE 
330 COMPUTERS 770 WANTED 
3SS FURNITURE 
360 GARAGE SALES AUTOMOT/YE 
~6S MISC FOR SALE al o CARS FOR SAlE 
380 TIMBER 81S TRUCKS FOR SAtE 
395 WANTED 820 VANS FOR SALE 
PEIS j FAJIM RECREATIONAL 
410 FARM EQUIPMENT 854 AIRCRAR 
425 LIVESTOCK 
435 PETS 858 AIVS 
862 BOATS/MARINE 
INDUSTRy 866 MOTORCYCLES 
460 EQUIPMENT 870 RW5 CAMPERS 
470 LOGGING/TIMBER 874 RV'S 5TH WHEELS 
480 MACHINERY B78 RV'S MOTORHOMES 
EMF~OYMENT BB2 RV RENTALS 
510 BUSINESS 890 SNOWMOBILES 
OPPORTUNITIES 
520 CAREERS SERVICES 
530 EDUCATION 910 BUILDING SERV)CES 
540 HELP WANTED 912 CARPENTRY 
570 TUTORING 914 ~'HILD CARE 
580 WORK WANTED 920 CONSTRUCTION 
RENTAL 932 HANDYMAN 
604 APARTMENTS 936 JAINITORIA[ 
608 BASEMENT SUITE 944 MISC. SERVICES 
612 CABINS/COTTAGES 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page Iocalion. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against he provincial Human Righls Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can stale a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum :>aid for Ihe advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents o avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In advertisemenls must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the firsl publication. 
It is agreed by Ihe advertiser requesting space thai the liability of the Terrace Standard in the even1 of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect Insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that here shall be no liability Jn any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address• 
Phone Start Date # of Insertions _Terrace Standard g__Weekend Advertiser 
CLASSIFICATION. Credit Card No. Ex piry Date 
r...LI V ISA  ~1 MASTERGARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
e 
11 
£ 
7 
:~2 
17 
8 
13  
le  
,4 
: 9 
14  
16  19  
14 .71  14 .98  .. 15 .25  15 .52  
27 .02  27 .29  27 .55  27 ,82  
16 .05  16 .32  16 .59  16 .85  
28 .36  28 .62  28 .89  29 .16  
~'arJ In Loving Memory of Ted Phillip Johnson 
IB "~,,.,.~..,~.,,-.~,a,,,..~,a,~,.~,,,.~th,,s,~.as./;,~s,:~.. ~11 
I l l "  ~ ~ s . ~ d ~ ,s Illl 
i l~ " " "~ v,, . f , , ,  ottr.¢o,$...th¢'l, are sacl., a g i f t  It, me... ~i I 
I I~ A , ,d  , , ,g,. ,  1 t , , ,~ at them. tt ts ),,,,, tl,at ! can  See. ~l | 
IIII TI,ephar~,~,,t,ra,,,racte,:..a,,d,,,a,,pqf)wrtrtralts... Ill 
Illl z~,,'v ,.~.,,',, ~,~ ,,,...,,a~e rh  pal,t abate. ~11 
I II ~t ,,,,t,. ,,,t,~.,...~., ,hat, c,,,td ~,a,,,. t,,.,.,,~,,~.,,,: HI I 
In Lavlng Memow of 
W 
S IAf IDA] :D 
5 
10  
15  
14 .45  
8q,7~ 
15.78  
28 .09  
17 ,12  
29 .43  
For longer  ~o, oleaso USe ~ sepnr~to shoot  
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 
• 1451N i 
i i MEMORIAM ' :  
GOLD DIGGERS Flea Market 
GRAND OPENING May 1st. 
Open for business 6 days/week. 
Closed Mondays, 4444 Lakelse 
Ave. New used and consign- 
ment. Old Salvation Army build- 
in.cl. 
LDSS BURNS Lake Class of 
1972 Reunion. July long wee- 
kend. For more into and to help 
call Louise 1-250-692-7479 or 
Doucl 1-250-692-7240 
LOG SCALING and log grading 
course @ Valemont, B.C. May 
6to  15th. 84 hours. Contact 
Learning center. 1-250-566- 
4601 
ROCKFEST IN Vaitderhoof, 
B,C, August 2-4. Tom coch- 
rane, Kim Mitchell, Doucette, 
Stampeders, Glass Tiger, Ooug 
and slugs and morel Toll free 
information 1-877-762-3378. 
www.rockfest,ca, Ticket infor- 
mation 1-250-614-91 O0 
~ NIRVANA METAPHYSIC i & HEALING CENTRE ! 
Reflexol0gy, Aromatheraphy, Massage, 
Polarity Theraphy, Crystal Healing, S0ul 
Retrieval, Shamanic Healing, Pranic, 
Reiki, Healing Touch, Qualified 
Practi0ners 'Maiden/M0the~/Cr0ne-We 
Are Life W0rksh0p'-May 4 
Oelails Available, Register Now 
120 BIRTHDAYS,: 
FUNNY HOW THE 
BIG 3 -0  SN~KS UP 
ON YOU! 
Hoppy B i r thdoy  Ev!  
Love family & friends 
Ik  Tif fani and fami lv  
111 Cottonwood Cres;, Thornhill ' 635-7' 
135 ENGAGEMENTS/WEDDINGS 
r 
WELCOME~ 
• yK c ,Oo  
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostess for 
Terrace, B.C. is: 
Cathy 
615-9286 
If you are new to 
Terrace or having a 
baby, please call Your 
Welcome Wagon 
hostess for your free 
To the  los t  
and fal len 
in battle 
Love forever 
h'U WM 
Unda Wagner 
Oct. 27, 1951 -April 30, 2001 
My condolences to the 
family. A ,year, has; goned?Y =. 
• and I, ~iss .l)eP..~early;.,.~e .... 
meant he world to me ~ii 
I met Linda in the first years 
of High School and have been 
friends with her ever since. 
Through the years we've 
laughed, cried and even 
partied hard together. Linda 
and I made a pack no matter 
what we did, we would never 
stay mad at each other, if we 
had differences. That is what 
made our friendship so 
sincere. 
In some way Linda and I 
experienced the same things. 
Llnda had one child named 
Todd, and I had one child 
named Shelley. We also had 
a dream that we would go to 
Hawaii together and we did. 
I'll always cherish that 
memory. 
I'm glad Linda came into 
my life and made me a part of 
hers. She was a kind, loving ~ fls and informatio~ person who had a heart of 
gold. She was always helping 
others. Linda, I love you and 
will never forget you, until I 
see you again. 
i ~ 4  ..~i YoruLBe:atFrbe:d Always, 
~1 DOLL ,  Gordon  I1~ 
IIII Anton  I I  
jill passed away t I  
I I  suddenly ~ I  
J i l l  April 21, 2002, at l l  
i l  Terrace, B .C . , ,  " i ~ ~ ~  
HI  Born Jan. 20, 1924 t l  
i l l  Survived by sisters l ib  ' ": 
IHI Virginia Jones, l ib  ~ ~  
Igl Quesna, B.C., I l l  
i l l  Mar orie Mackay and I l l  
~]  DorielKinneard, 1~ 
i l l  Victoria, B.C., nieces I1  ~ ~ ~ L J i  t; 
Ig l  and nephews and a l i  
i l l  Iffetimeofrelotives I l l  
~! I and friends" L~ i ne) and Daryl Malcolm David 
of Calgary; one daughter, Lisa 
Ann Marie of Medicine Hat; the 
father of her children, Douglas MacPhail; 
her companion, Lynn Fade and his children, Amber and Tyler 
of Medicine Hat; four brothers, Donald (Sharon) Daumont, 
David Daumant, Douglas Daumont and Danny Daurnont; and 
one sister, Diane (Ken) Pipe all of Terrace, BC. 
Darlene was predeceased by her parents; Charles and Ann 
Daurnont; and one sister, Denise Daumonl. Special thank you 
to DrJ. A. Viljoen, Dr. Jensen, Home Care Nurse, Doris and 
the nursing staff of 6 west. Those wishing to pay their respects 
may do so at the SAAMIS MEMORIAL FUNERAL CHAPEL, #1 
Dunmore Road SE, Medicine Hat, Alberta, on Friday, April 
26th, 2002 from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. 
The Funeral Service will be held in GLENViEW NAZARENE 
'I;CHURCH, 4235 Black and White Trail, SE, Medicine Hat, 
" Alberta, on Saturday, April 27th, 2002, at 1:00 p,m. with 
Pastor John Moore, officiating. In lieu of flowers, expressions 
of sympathy in remembrance of Darlene MacPhai/can be 
made to the Children s Wtsh Foundation, Box 1148, 
Medicine Hit, Alberta, T1A 7H3. Expressions of sympathy 
can bee-mailed to soamisfc@telusplanet.net, Funeral 
J ~ arrangements are entrusled to SAAMIS MEMORIAL 
I ~ FUNERAL CHAPEL AND CREMATORIUM, "The Chapel in 
;"~., the Park," Mad clne Hat, Alberta • : 
i ~_,,~ ~ Should you wish any additional information, 
~ , .e~- .  i. please telephone 1 '800-317,2647 
Land Act 
Notice Of Intention To Apply For A 
Disposition Of Crown Land 
Take notice that The Reqional District of Kitimat-Stikine )f 
Terrace, B.C., occupation Local Government intends o 
make o plicalion for a Lease of land generally, situated 28 
km sou i of Terrace, B.C. and more specifically described 
below: 
Commencing at a past planted 885m North of the 
Northeast corner of District Lot 2684 thence 567m North; 
thence 666m East; thence 691m South and; thence 667m; 
and containing 41 ha more or less. 
The purpose for which the land is required is landfill. 
The Lands File Number that has been established for this 
application is 6406343. 
Written comments concerning this application should be 
directed to the Senior Land Off car at Land and Water 
u, r0.tsh',.CblUml0~a I.nc., Skeena Recjion,, P.O. Box 5000, 
Srriithers, B.C., VOJ 2NO Telephone (250) 847-7334. 
Comments will be received by LWBC until June 13, 2002. 
LWBC may not be able to consider comments received after 
this date. 
Be advised any response to this advertisement will be con- 
sidered part oF the public record. For inforr~ation, contact 
the FOI Advisor at Land and Water British Columbia Inc., 
Skeena Re, ion, (250) 847-7352. 
? , , .  CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING [TERRAC 
ZONING BYLAW AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been mode to amend 
Schedule "A" (Zoning Map) ~f Zoning Bylaw No. 1431-1995. 
THE SUBJECT LAND: 
The application affects the land, within the City of Terrace, shown 
hatch~l on the accompanying mop and described as: 
Lot B, District Lot 369, Range 5, Coast Disltlct, Plan PRP41812 
[3110 Kalum Street] 
THE INTENT: 
To amend Schedule "A" (Zoning Map) of Zoning Bylaw 1431- 
1995by changing the zoning classification of the properly shown 
hatched on the accompanying map: 
;Rc?M: M~. (2i?Mh~xl:dUuS:ial)wntown) 
~..-..-,..7- .-cT°~br'in'gi~ef"ubject property into conformance with ,he Official 
BYLAW INSPECTION: 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW AND RELEVANT 
BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS MAY BE INSPECTED in the receo- 
Lion area at the City of Terrace Public Works Buildinq at buo3 
Graham Avenu~ Terrace, B.C., between lhe hours of B:'~0 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m. ea( day from Wednesday, May 1st, 2002, 1o 
Monday, May 1 I{1, 2002, excluding Saturdays and Sundays. 
PUBLIC HEARING DETAILS: 
Any persons wishing to voice their opinions regarding thls appli- 
cation m ~, do so in writing, and/or m person, AT 11"1E PUBUC 
HEARIN( 1'O BE HELD IN THE MUNICIPALCOUNCIL CHAMBERS, 
AT 7:00 P.M. ON MONDAY, MAY 1311-1, 2002. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT ACT, R.S.B.C., 1996, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
RaN POOLE, Chief Administrative Officer 
I 
B6 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, May t, 2002 
-'-,~ ~ -"'~i~:" "~,.:~ -'-'~.~ "-'~'~.".:. ~ "",-@ ~ ~ 1 -  ilia Kyllikki (Rasi) "~"/~ 
~'1 passed away peacefully in Victoria, B.C. on April 20, "7 ~ Spe¢iaITbanks ~ | I 2002, Predeceased by her beloved parents Martha nd 
The.rn/~aer Fmntty would like Io thank Anselm, and sister Lila and brother Otto. Survived by her 
i60 TENDERS 160 TENDERS 
',~ r. Lee & the nurses at the h0spilal lhat cared for Dad, ='4~ 
1"he Heahhcare nurses, the Salvation Army, Capt, Moult0n, ' /  
:~MacKays Funeral Sarvlces, Chorhe Meek, The Leglonalres, and all ~ 
..r of the many wonderful friends and relatives ~'om far and near, '/'- 
:,~thal have shown their kindness Ihrough, thought, deed and Support ,~  
during our time of sorrow 
Ocl. 29, 192(? . Mar. 24, 2002 
Charles R. Inksler look the tourney to heaven 
to be wilh God, Sunday Mar. 24/2002 
in Terrace, B.C. He fought a long barlle wilh 
C.O.P.D. & cancer lhat weakened his body but strenglhened 
his Soul & Spirit, He is survived by his Loving wife Marjarie, 
Three Children: Daughter, Maureen [David[, Son, Raymond [Nan], 
& Daughter Louise [Brian]. He also left behind 6 grandchildren, 
7 greal grandchildren, 4 Sisters & many, many, Friends. 
Dad, You always made us Laugh. We will miss your 
jokes and laughler that you brought into so many 
peoples lives. You are Our Hero, Our Guiding Lighl, 
Our Inspiration, Your memory will serve as our Example: 
You are free now fo Run & Brealhe. 
You will be forever emembered inour Hearts!! 
" i ;  ' . . - i  :-". ' L  ANDALr  ~: " : :;; i :  ;: 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPLY FORA: 
:DISPOSITIONOFCROWNLANDL: ~i L . . . . . . .  . . . 
beloved son Allan Rosi (Jean), sisters Laura Williamson, 
Emma Johnson (Ed), Martha Boyce (Alex), Pearl Peden 
[Brian), brother Tony Nieml (Florence) and many nieces 
and nephews. 
Eilo was born in Finland and came 1o live in Canada 
• when she was three months old. Eila was a school- 
i teacher. Starting wlth teaching in one room schoolhouses 
in Northern Onlario, she then took her Masters in EngliSh 
at Queens ond moved to B.C. with her late husband 
Ernle ond son Allan. Ella was a high school teacher in 
Victoria for several years and then moved to Northern 
B.C. where she taught in Hazelton and Terrace. Taking 
early retirement, she then had time to do the things she 
enjoyed most - the outdoor activities that fhe North offers 
and particularly, travel to places such as the Far East and 
the Mediterranean. 
Our heartfelt hanks to the wonderful stoff and volun- 
teers ot Gorge Road Hospital 4ECU who cared for Ella 
during the last Iwo years of her llfe. 
There will be no service in Victoria. A memorial serv- 
ice will be held this summer in Thunder Bay, Onlario. 
Donations Io the provincial Heart & Stroke Foundation 
would be most appreciated. 
FIRST MEMORIAL FUNERAL SERVICE 
250-658-5244 
NOTICES • , , . : . , 
, ,  ' ' .  - %L  
'3 
| 
i: ; 7150 LEGAL- ;  
, i  ' . . . . .  ' . 
: : :: NOTICES ~ 
Request for Proposals 
NWCC is o f fe r ing  a T imber  F rame course  
in Terrace f rom July 2 to  August  9 and  is 
seek ing  proposa ls  for a bu i ld ing .  The 
bu i ld ing  o f  bent  style const ruc t ion  will be  
bui l t  by  an  in t roductory  class so a barn  or  
garage  that  a l lows  for four bents  is 
p re fer red ,  
The owner will be responsible for: 
• overall engineered drawlngs (s2000 eporox.) 
• transportation costs 
• timbers 
• completion of foundation of building 
Appropriateness and acceptance of any 
proposal will be made by the College. 
~!i;:,'~ !  NORTHWEST 
Lx ' :  ~ ,  : : :  (OMMUNIrY  COLL I~J .  
Take a c/oser /ook. 
FLOORING COMPANY needs 
to sell inventory, laminate 
$.75sq/ft: oak unfinished 
$1.49sqft; oak/maple floating 
$3.50sqfl; oak or maple prefin- 
ished. $2.49 sqff. tons morel 1- 
800-631-3342 or 604.888-8175 
FOR SALE Place your word ad 
in The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for1 week 
and pay only $t4.45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & 3(WA) $26.75. Addi- 
tional words over 20 25t/word 
plus GST; Phone 638-7283, 
Fax 638-8432 or email to adver- 
tising @terracestandard,com 
We accept VISA, Mastercard o~ 
cash; 
GREEN HOUSES for sale. For 
more information call Kevin. 
250-635-3067 
LOGGING TRUCKLOADS of 
firewood. Mixed Hemlock, AI- 
der, and Birch, $800 to Terrace. 
250-638-7290 
TIRED OF fighting the late 
frost? Grow your garden in a 
greenhouse. Various Sizes to 
suit your budget and space. 
Also bedding planls, hanging 
baskets, trees shrubs, and 
more. Honeysuckly Garden 
Centre. 1-250-698-7337 
Take notice that Porlland Canal Aggregates Corporation 
c/o Suite 410 - 688 Hastings Street, Vancouver, British 
Columbia, V6B 1P1 intends to make application for a 
Licence of Occupation over unsurveyed land and foreshore, 
being part of the bed oF Portland Canal. The land is gener- 
ally situated at Swamp Point, north of the mouth of 
Donahue Creek, along the shore of fhe Portland Canal, and 
more specifically described below: 
Commencing at a post planted approximately 500 mefres 
NNW of the mouthof Donahue Creek, along the foreshore 
of fhe Portland Canal, fhence 700 metres in a 327 degree 
direction; thence 100 metres in a 237 degree direction; 
thence 700 metres in a 147 degree direction; thence 100 
metres in a 57 degree direction; and containing 7 hectares 
more or less. 
The purpose for which the land is required is for loading 
facilities for a sand and gravel quarry proposed on fhat 
part o! the surface of District Lot 2024, surveyed as Never 
S~veat Mineral Claim, fogether with that part of District Lot 
1314, Cossiar District, confaining 51. hectares more or less. 
The Lands File Number that has been established for this 
application is 6406887. 
Written comments concerning this application should be 
directed fo the Senior Land Off icerat Land and Water 
British Columbia Inc., Skeena Region P.O. Box 5000, 
Smithers, B.C., VOJ 2N0 Te ephone (250) 847-7335. 
Comments will be received by Land and Water British 
Columbia Inc. until June 3, 2002. Land and Water British 
Columbia Inc. may not be able fo consider comments 
received after this date. 
Be advised ony response to this advertisement will be con- 
:sidered part o'~ ihe public record'. For ~nfor'motion',' ¢:ontact 
FOI Advisor, Land and Water British Columbia Inc., Skeena 
Region, (250) 847-7352. 
STEVE BUCHAN 
File No: 6406887 Name of agent 
Dated April 15, 2002 
Land Act:  
Notice of Intention to Apply for a Disposition of Crown Land 
Take notice that Gunter Zweifler, Western Canada Outdoor 
Adventures of Smithers BC, occupation licenced fishing guide, 
intends to make application to the Land and Water British 
Columbia, Inc Skeena Region for a Iicence of occupation for the 
purposes of building temporary spike camps to be situated on 
the Kildala River, Bonny Lake, Kiteen River and Port Arthur Bay, 
Babine Lake. 
The lands file number that has been established for this 
application is 6407316. Written comments concerning this 
application should be directed to the Senior Land Officer at the 
Skeena Region, PO Box 5000, Smithers, BC VOJ 2NO. 
Comments will be received until June 3rd, 2002. LWBC may not 
be able to consider comments received after this date. 
Be advised that any response to this advertisement will be 
considered part of the public record. For information, contact 
the FOI Advisor at Land and Water British Columbia, Skeena 
Regional office. 
360 GARAGE~ 
SALES , ,..,BI~BH Min isWol  ( ~  LOLUMBIA CALLING FOR TENDERS FOreStS 
Sealed "lenders for the following Small Business Forest Enterprise Program Free 
Growing Survey contract will be received by the District Manager, Ministry of 
Forests, North Coast Forest District, 125 Market Place, Prince Rupert, B,C., V8J 
1B9. 
Contract SB2003-13, covodng 309 hectares 
Located: Princess Royal Island, Gardner Canal, Banks Island, Pitt Island, Cuthbert 
Creek 
Bidders must have: 
• previously completed atleast one Free Growing Silviculture Survey contract in the 
Coastal Western Hemlock BGC Zone, and 
- previously completed atleast one Multi.layer Silviculture Survey. 
Potentiat bidders hould note that all work units in this contract are in isolated loca- 
tions, requiring access either by boat or aircraft, and are encouraged toensure 
familiarity with logistics and costs of fieldwork ofthis nature prior to submittin~ bids. 
Tenders must be submitted on tha form and In ~ the: envelope ~pPiied'~l~lcfi~ with 
paalculurs, may be obtained from the Minlslry of Forests. Oietdct Manager, indicate 
above. The lowest or any lender will nor necessarily be accepted. All inquiries 
should be mada re the contract coordinator, Glenn Piggot, by telephone 250-624- 
7460. 
Deadline for receipt of tenders i  May 23, 2002 at 3:00 p.m. et which time all ten- 
ders will be opened. Fax lenders will not be accepted. 240~ PERSONALS , • , ! 
. . . . .  365 . ..... 
MISCELLANEOUS 
. .  _ :- . : • . . . . .  • 
-:.' I FOR:SALE .  " 
• . < . . . . . .  : ,  
PACIFIC NORTHERN GAS LTD. 
Revised Application for Approval of 
2002 Revenue Requirements 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
Date: 
Time: 
Locations: 
Monday, May 27, 2002 
9:00 a.m. 
BC Utilities Commission Hearing Room 
6th Floor, 900 Howe Street (at Smithe) 
Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 2N3 
o,o<% 
" ~",",9 CO~ gN 
sn~. Ftooa, ~.owE ST,m; sex =SO 
VANCOUVER,  B .C .  V6Z 2N3 CANAOA 
we6 a l l * :  h@: / / '~ Jxuc .com 
TELEPHONE:  [6041 660.4700 BC 
TOU.  F ILE | :  1 .e00-663.1385 
MCS~IL~:  1604) 660-1102 
THE APPLICATION 
I'acific Nt)rthern Gas Lid. ("I)NG '') ;ll~plied itr the British Colurnhi:t Utilities Commission ("the Commlssit)n") for approv:tl iF) 
:ltlittst rates, efl'uctive J:lnu;try [, 2002. 'File Aprfliciltion s(tught to recover increased revenue requirements associated with 
delivering n;itural gas. "File Ar~plicatkm requested an increase in the gas delivery charge in residentiid rates nf ahnut 16 per- 
cent :tnd :111 increase In the gas delivery ch:irge in snlall commercial rates t)f ;:bout 14 percent o be effective Janttary 1, 2002. 
The pr¢)l~r)sed incre:tsc.,, in the g;ls delivery ch;trge were t)ft~4et by decreases in the gas comnlndity costs on Janu;try 1, 2002, 
which resulted ill a net decrease in rates to s:ties custt)mers. A t'Lirther gas cost decre;tse was approved efi"ective April 1, 
2002. 315 AUCTIONS 
A l'~ttblic hem'ing int(t PNG's ar~l-flic:ition c(mcluded on Murch 11, 2002, PNG has ;ipplied to resume tile ptfblic hearing t(} 
review :u Mern(intr~dunl of Agreement between PNG and Meth:tnex Cnrp(tr:ition ("Methanex") th:tt would take efl'ecl on 
N()vcn'ther 1. 2002. The revised Apl}lic:ition requests an increase in the gas delivery charge in residential rates o1" about 19 
l~et'cerlt and :m increase in the gas delivery charge in small commercial rates of :tl'~(lut 17 percent to) he effective J:muary 1. 
2t) 02. 
THE REGUIATORY PROCESS 
) "l'hc Ctmlruissitm has scheduled the I)uhlic hearing rc)r tile 1 NG Aprfllc~lti(m to resume in Vancouver, B.C. on blfmd:iy,/Vlay 
27. 2002. m lbcus Cltl the revisions to the Ar~plicution resulting ['ronl Ihe Memt)randum of Agreement hetv,'een PNG :rod 
Muth~inc× 
PUBLIC INSPECTION OF TIlE DOCUMENTS 
The Api)licalion, tilt' March 27, 2U02 t'evisitlil ttl the Apl)liclittoi'l lind supporting malerhll will he nl:ide ;Iv:iilal)le r(tr inspec- 
t iitm :it l~uhlic lihrarit, s in I rhlce llupert, Terrace, Kliinlat. Itousion, Snlilhers, Burns Lake, Vanderhoof and Fiu'l St, J:inles, al 
die Head Office ifl' PNG at Stiitc 9:$0. 111.t5 \Vest Getlrghi Street, V'mcouver, B.C., V6E 4E6, and at tile BrliLsh Ctflunlhhl 
Utilities Ccnllnlisshli'i. Sixth Fl(iol'. 900 HttWe Street, 7~lnCtlLiver, IJ.C., V~Z 2N3. 
INTERVENTIONS 
l)et's()ns v,'ht) e.xpeci in ;ictively i);trlicilxite in lhe PNG proc'eedlng, :lnd wht) fire not currently registered, shc~tild write or 
era:ill tile C(mlinissit)n retltieslirtg It) be registered ifs lnterventtrs hy Mtinthty, May 6, 2002, Intervelaors will receive ct)pies or 
tltc Apl~licatii)n, :ill c(trresptlndet'lce und filed dt}Ctlnlentatlctn, 
I)t'rs¢)ns nt)i exlx.'cling It) :ictively i'l:lrlicil'~a!e, hut who have :in tnleresl in the PNG pr(tceeding aild wh(t are riot currently 
rc'gislerc'd, sh()tild write, fir utnuil tile Cilmnlissit)rt requesting i(i he registered Its Interested p:lrties, by 3,ltinday, May 6, 2002, 
Interested P:trtles will receive It Ctlpy ()r the Al'~l'~liciithtrrs Executive Sunlnlary find till Orders issued. 
PARTICIPANT ASSISTANCE 
I Interverttws inter~din.q tt~ ttl'~l'fly fcu. I:irticil~ant Assistmace must submit il budget estlirtttte consistent With the Crmm'dsshm's 
l+at'ticirnint Asslstmace/Cosl Awm'd Guidelines. Copies are avtillithle Lil')ttn request or on the Ctlmrnlsshm's web site: 
hit !~://www. ht'uc.ct ml/bcuc/!~u¢:l.htllll 
FURTtlER INFORblATION 
) i  For rurther blfornJatkm, please ctmtacl Mr. Rtfl'~ert J, Icll;ttt, Commissitm Secretary, or Mr, l+htlll ) N:ikoneshny, Senior 
l:inanci;ll Analyst, Rates ;.Ind I~intmce its Ibll(lws: 
'reler)h(tne: (60,1) 660-4700 
I:acsimile: (604) 660-1102 
E-Mall: Ctlmmissiort,Secretary@l)cuc.com 
Teleph(me: (.B,C, Toll Free) 1-800-663-1385 
BY ORDER 
R(tbert J, I elhitt 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592 
HAVING PROBLEMS with your 
computer? 24 hour tech support 
line 250-638-7277 Computer 
support. 
LOST 
REWARD OFFERED 
Border C011ie/Doberman, hername 
is Missy and is very friendly. She 
was six months old at the time she 
went missing. Sh6 is black and 
while, she Is mostly while on her 
right side and has a faded black 
sp01. She was last wearing a bur- 
gundy collar. She went missing from 
the Gilaus/Kleanza Creek area. She 
was last seen March 21, 2002. 
She belongs to a little boy who 
misses her very much. (For the last 
two years, all he wanted was a 
puppy and that Is what he got for 
Christmas), He is very heartbroken, 
so we would appreciate it very much 
to have her returned. There is a sad 
little boy who misses his Christmas 
present. 
Please call 635-4467 or 635-1458. 
i Your help Is greatly appreciated. 
Tftanky0u. 
*INTRODUCTIONS* ARE you 
single? Visit the newest meet- 
ing place: www.Dream- 
• Mates.corn 
CANADA'S BEST 24 hour. 1 
on 1 (18yrs+)1-888-913-8122 
from $2.40/min. Credit card bill- 
ing. 1-900-870-7647. (all new 
girls) $3.99/min. New manage- 
ment 
GET BACK on tracktl Bad cred- 
it? Bills? Unemployed? Need 
Money? We lendN If you own 
your own home - you qualify. 1- 
877-987-1420 www,pioneer- 
west.com Broker/lender fees 
may applvl 
NICE LADY - 50 - likes out- 
doors, prefers to meet single, 
well to do gentleman, Please 
reply to Goldie, Box 933, Ter- 
race, B.C., V8G 4R2 
OLDER SINGLE man would 
like to meet an attractive single 
lady. Between 60 - 65 years 
old. For a companion and 
friend. Reply to File #138, The 
Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton 
St. Terrace B.C, V8G 4R2 
~' .  : -  .~- :• .  - ;  . • .  • . .7  • ••  • 
:~355 FURNITURE • 
: - :  L j . : . '  : • : , .  , " . ; .  
ANTIQUE FURNITURE extrav- 
aganza, 150+ pieces, side- 
boards, wardrobes, tallboys and 
more. Something for everyone. 
Aldermere Antiques, downtown 
Telkwa. May 4 +5, lOam- 6pm. 
250-846-9788 
KENMORE WASHER & dryer. 
Good condition. $300 for the 
pair. Call 250-638-1245. 
MOVING MUST sell asap. 
Queen size bed, matching end 
tables and coffee table. Enter- 
tainment center. Blue sofa and 
a new beige sofa with matching 
Ioveseat also a new papasan 
chair (black), freezer, No rea- 
sonable offer refused. Phone 
250-639-2454 or 250-615-2308. 
HUGE GARAGE sale May 11, 
10 am- 2 pm inside the Curling 
rink. Don't want to take a 
chance on the weather? We will 
rent you a table inside the Curl- 
ing rink for your garage sale on 
the same date. Contact Keith 
Melanson @ 250-635-5233 for 
info. 
10' COMPOUND mitre saw 
$100. Pasload brad nailer like 
new $100. Children play center 
with wave slide $150. Call 250- 
615-0333 after 6:00 pm. 
DISCOVER A NEW YOU! 
Healthy, inexpensive, guar- 
anteed, risk free, proven, natu- 
ral weight loss. Call toll free 1- 
888-373-5357 Visit www.4e- 
verslim.eom (access code 
27993) If nothing else has 
worked for you. 
EQUIPMENT: HARD/SOFT ice 
cream freezers, pizza, hot dog, 
nacho, slush machines, coun- 
ters and shelving, complete op- 
eration $29,000. Phone or fax 
250-638-6889 
EVENFLO DULUXE stroller. 
Shock absorbing suspension. 
Removable car seat, Snack 
tray, canopy, storage basket. 
$250. Phone 250-635-3662 
FACTORY DIRECT kitchen 
cabinets - countertops, We ship 
throughout BC. Visit our web- 
site www,kitchensbc.com. For 
further links and complete Infor- 
mation. Tel 1-800-336.1639 fax 
1-250-561-2250 
FIDDLE HEAD buyer. T.C's' 
shroom shack. Located on Riv- 
er Drive. Call 250-635-0111. 
Top prices! 
WANTED FREEZER burned 
meat, bones or fish for sled 
dogs. Will pick up 250-635- 
3772 
5 YEAR OLD registered sorrel 
- paint Quarter horse. 15 hh, 
well built, well broke. For ex- 
perienced rider. $2800 firm. Call 
1-250-694-3526. 
GELBVIEH BULL, 2 years old, 
registered, proven sire. Very 
well mannered, $2500 obo. call 
250-635-3018. 
LONE FIR Ranch Polled Here- 
ford bulls. Good selection of 
beefy 2 year olds. (easy calving 
proven genetics, excellent dis- 
position and affordable.) tel: 
690-7527 Ft Fraser 
TOO MANY good bulls. Selling 
either a 2 year Black Angus 
(Popular Meadows Equalizer) 
or 3 year Red Angus (Red 
Deep Creek Heavenly). Both 
registered. Both proven. Both 
with calves on farm. $2000 - 
your choice. 250-846-5138 for 
detail/appt. 
CKC REGISTERED Black and 
yellow lab pups, tatooed, first 
shots, wormed, $350/$500. 
25-d-8~t2-64~7": - ' : :  i: :-'.;';,-~':. : 
PUREBRED JACK Russell 
puppies. Tails and first shots 
done. Ready to go end of June 
$400ea. 250-635-4362 
WANTED STANDING TIM- 
BER. All species including hard 
woods Competitive prices. Ref- 
erences. Glen 250-638-0214 
30' MOBILE first class all sea- 
son concession. Complete with 
2 fridges, freezer. 36" grill, deep 
fryer, stock. Updated suppres- 
sion system, health inspected, 
turn key operation, reduced pre- 
ice 250-804-6123 or 250-832- 
4827 
ARE YOU tired of your job, 
boss. wages? Then work at 
home online in comfort. Huge 
incomes, continual training, 
Visit www.encireledreams,com 
todavl 
FITNESS FACILITY, 18 years 
in business. 5600 sqft, Serious 
inquiries only. Days 250-635- 
6146 
FOR SALE Place your word ad 
in The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for 1 week 
and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & 3(WA) $26.75. Addi- 
tional words over 20 25c/word 
plus GST. Phone 638-7283, 
Fax 638-8432 or email to adver- 
tising @terracestandard.com 
We accept VISA, Mastercard or 
cash. 
QUESNEL'S "ORIGINAL" Ex- 
otic Fur & Feather Auction. May 
4 - 11:00 am. Alex fraser Agri- 
Rex, Auctioneer Brian Ellis, 
Contact: 747-3212. Consign- 
ments welcome, 
AUCTION SALE 
SATURDAY MAY 04 AT 10:00 AM 
TOOL,  TACK,  SADDLE & GENERAL MERCHANDISE  
PREVIEW FRIDAY MAY 03, 6:00- 8:00 PM & SATURDAY MAY 04, 9:00-10100 AM 
ELECTRIC & HANDHELD TOOLS: Angle Grinders, Hydraulic Jacks, Wrenches, 
Drills, Saws, Ratchet Tie Downs, Measuring Tapes, Plier Sets, Screwdriver Bets, 
Socket Bets, Camping Shovels Clamps, Pry Bar Sets, Bench Grinders, Drill Bits, 
Come Alongs, Cutting Torches, Blades, Compressors, Sandblasters, etc Pony 
SaddM 15" Western Saddle, 16" Western Saddle, Horse Blankets Saddle 
Blankets, Halters, Head stoles, etc. OFFICE FURNITURE: Desks, Vertical Filing 
Cabinet, Bookshelves, Tables, Drafting Table and Small Computer tables...Pool 
Table, Colour TV 391/2" x 48" Twin Seal Slider Window (NEW), Vacuum, Picture 
Frames, Stepper, Ikea Chair & Laundry Hamper, Single Speed Bike, 
10% BUYERS PREMIUM WILL BE APPUED TO ALL PURCHASES 
METHOD OF PAYMENT: CASH, IHTERACT, MASTER CARD OR VISA 
Subject  to additions and deletions 
M ~. I I I=  3031 Kofoed, Terrace, B.C, 
~ ,~_v '~~' l '~ / l~  Phone: 250-635-9452ri H ~! ~'-~.~.~  For complete listing go. to', 
...., www.rna, ,onauc~,ons.com 
, i f  
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5i0 BUSINi=SS • 
OPPORTUNITIES 
We're Looking For Winners! 
Chevron 
V 
/ 
Chevron Canada L imited is current ly  looking for people 
with a w inn ing  attitude. If you have it, we have excellent 
retail opportuni t ies  available in Smithers. 
You'll be part of the #1 retail gasoline network in Brit ish 
Columbia,  Your outstanding leadership qualities, exceptional 
People skills, and proven business experience wil l  ensure 
success on our team, 
Your investment wil l  vary f rom $45,000 to $55,000, 
Don't let these opportunities pass you by, For an application 
or more informat ion,  please contact the Chevron Market ing 
Department  at 1-800-663-1650 or visit our website at 
www.chevron.ca, 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS, grants 
& loans information. For all 
business & farms, Call 1-800- 
505-8866 
INTERNATIONAL CO. expand- 
ind, Put your PC to work. 
$1500+pF$3500+FT, Free info. 
online or Call: 1-888-407-5573 
wwwsuperdreaminq.com 
PAYDAY LOANS & cheque 
cashing. Turnkey - since 1992. 
Franchise available. 
www.checkstationcanada.com 
or 604-522-7999 
RESTAURANT OPPORTUNI- 
TY. Retiring after 20 years. Wil- 
liams Lake 90 seat restaurant 
catering room licensed for 150. 
Owner finance, reasonable 
lease, good equipment. 250- 
398-2242 
SET YOUR own hours, be your 
own boss, earn what you de- 
serve. Call to find out about the 
network marketing opportunity 
at Avon Canada. Call Linda 
Carlson your Avon independent 
sales leader at 250-635-9138. 
TEST DRIVE! Unique opportun- 
ity to own and operate a 2002 
Pete with zero down. You must 
have min, 2yrs flatdeck highway 
experience, able and willing to 
run Canada/USA and possess 
good references. Tom or Andre. 
80a-663.0099 
TOASTED SUBS! Canada's 
fastest growing franchise. Spe- 
cially toasted sub sandwiches. 
Great locations currently oper- 
ating on Vancouver Island + 
new turn key stores. Call John 
1-250-592-1302 eve. www.quiz- 
nos.com 
VERNON: Private. se nior's.care 
home. Beautiful OkanagaH'Set- 
ting, 1 acre. Turnkey, fully occu- 
pied, 5 seniors. Home based 
business with steady income 
and excellent reputation. 
$210,000, Call 250-379-2567. 
WELL ESTABLISHED truck 
and trailer repair shop, includes 
inventory. In business 9 years 
wilh quality customers. Leased 
premises, On TCH, Sicamous. 
Owner retiring. More info: 
Phone 250-836-3999 
ATTENTION: PROFESSIONAL 
driver Training programs 
including long haul and moun- 
tain driver training. Career 
counselling and job placement 
available, Call Harry 1-877-763- 
8040 to start your new career 
today. MJ Bloomfield & Okana- 
~an Univorsitv Colle~le. 
TRAIN TO work in the comput- 
er industry. Network Techni- 
cian, Computer Technician, 
Programmer Analyst, Office Ad- 
ministrator. For program or 
student can information, from 
our CDI College (Abbotsford 
Campus) Call toll free today 1- 
808-229-1555 
MICROSOFT CERTIFIED Boot- 
camp, MCSE/MCSA, A+, Net- 
work +work alongside systems 
engineers. Custom Hi-tech lab 
and classroom. True hands-on 
training on IBM Servers. 
www.kamtex.com or 250-828- 
0419 
H0tthern Hearing & Safety Training 
WCB OFA Level 1 
Wed., May 8 Thur., Mny 9 (Full) 
Sat., June I Thur., June 6 ............................................. $8S 
WCB OFA TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT 
Fri., May 10 (Full) Sun., June 2 Fri., June 7 ................... $85 
WCB OFA Level 3 CAREYBOGART, Instructor 
May 21-June 3 ('rues Start) June 17-28 .................... $659 
Adult  Care c/wLevel I 
Thur., July 4 ............................................................ $95  
WHI~/tlS -- Anytime via computer ................................. $50  
Red Cross CPR Level "C" 
May3 o Fn o 9:00am-4:00pm 
$69 
Map & Compass Reading $79+gst 
May 4 o Sat • 9:00am-4:00pm 
MS Excel 2000 - Level 3 $169 
May6-15 • Mon/Wed , 7:00pro-lO:00pm 
lntro to Windows 2000 $169 
May7-16 • TuesfFhur • 7:00pro- 10:00pro 
Intro to Accounting $79 
May 7-9 • Tues/Thur o 7:00pro - 10:00pro 
S-100 Fire Suppression $199 
May9-10 • Thur/Fri • 8:30am-5:30pm 
OFA Level 1 $89 
May 11 • Sat • 8:30am - 4:30pm 
Greek Cuisine $80+gst 
~.May 13:~14-Mon~ues  o 6:30pn9 ,- 9:00pm . 
Worksafe~ Supervisor Safety'Mgmt. $99,:~;~t 
May 16 • Thur • 8:30am- 5:30pro 
People Pictures $49+gst 
May 16-30 • Thur • 7:00pro- 9:00pro 
OFA Level 1 $89 
May 17 • Fri • 8:30am - 4:30pro 
Adult Care Component $25 
May17 • Fri • 4:30pro - 5:30pm 
Take a closer look. 
store is looking for a self- 
outgoing, team member• 
. and interest of fishing/hunting 
an asset• Wage dependent on 
Please submit resume with hand 
er letter and references to: 
File 118 
Standard, 3210 Clinton SWeet 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2. 
A COMPUTER is a tool. Work 
from home. $ 25 - $75/hr.. Pt/tt 
log onto www.vandican- 
dream.com 
AMEC EARTH & ENVIRON- 
MENTAL requires summer 
student Engineering Technolo- 
gist for Smithers, Contact: 
ernily.davidson @amec,com. 
Call 250-847-8783 
CASUALS REQUIRED - Home 
Support Workers. Caring de- 
pendable individuals who have 
a Home Support Worker/Nurses 
Aide Certificate or a nursing 
background and enjoy working 
with cllents n their homes. 
There is also weekend employ- 
ment available, Vehicle re- 
quired. Apply at Terrace Home 
Support Services, 4720 Hau- 
gland, Terrace, &C. 250-638- 
4013 
CONSTRUCTION SITE super- 
Intendent required for renova- 
tion project in Kitimat, Fax re- 
sume to ELI Contacting, 1-604- 
325.972g 
EXPERIENCED AUTO glass 
installer required immediately 
for Abbotsford business, Salary 
and benefits plus company ve- 
hlcle. Mail resume to #2 1733 
Riverside mac, Abbotsford. 
B.C. v2g-4iS. 
Northwest Comnmnily College, Terrace Campus is seeking applications to
fill telnporaD' part-time instructor positions in lie I'raclleal Nnrsing 
Program Salary ~ill he in accordance ~dlh die Collective Agreement belween tile 
College and Ille &C.G.I!.U. Instrector scale. 
a) INSTRIICTOR(S) required [or May 13 to July 12/02 and August 26 to 
October 25/02 (up to 9 brs/u'eek) with the possibility of clinical 
supervision I Nursing Arts. 
Qutdiflcations:/~ill,~; 
Registered Nurse; expertise in Gerontology and/or Acute Care; current 
reglstralion wilh RNABC; ex )erience in program developntent and teaching 
adehs Is desirable, The Ideal candidate ~tll he adaptable, and have xcellent 
organizational, comatnnlcaUon a d Interpersonal skills, Please Indicate 
as~ilahiliD', asper time frames ondined above. 
b) SUBSTITUTE INSTRU£TORS/CI.INIEAL SUPERVISOILS/CLINICAL 
SUPPORT N~'CC is currently accepting resumes from licensed Practical 
Nurses, Registered Nurses and those with a BSN interested In doing 
occasional substitution artd progmm strpport tn the Practical A'ttrslng 
Program. Mlnimem 3 years experience In a professional selling and 
teaching experience wonld be an asset. 
Respond In confidence, quoting competition #02,016g to: 
Director, Iluman Resources, Nt)RTII~I~ST COMMUNITY COLLEGE, Box 
7Z6, Terrace, B,C, V8G 4X2, FAX (ZS0) 638-5475, Email: ~;r¢~olds@nwcc,bc,ca 
Applicants, please Identify/hepexlllon(s) you are applflngfor and 
your area of expertise relal/ng to lhat posltlon. 
We,thank all applieant~ for their interest; however, only Ihose selected for ao 
interview'atll be contacted, NORTHWEST c osi. Date: g  0o, 
The Northern Motor Inn Ltd. is currently 
accepting applications t~or a cooking position in a busy 
full service kitchen. Experienced cooks should fill out an 
application and leave a resume at the Northern Motor Inn 
front desk. 
We are also accepting applications for other departments. 
Please apply at the Northern Motor Inn front desk. 
' -~- ,  Northern Motor Inn Ltd. 
~.,~ 3086 Highway 16 East, Terrace 
AcceptingResumes for 
Salesperson 
The successful applicant must have sales 
experience, should be a self-starter, able 
to communicate effectively with the 
public, have a positive attitude and desire 
to earn an above average income. 
Please apply with resume to 
Sales Manager, 
Box 400, Smithers, B.C., V0J 2N0 
or phone 250-847-2237 
The City of Quesnel has an excellent employment opportunity for a 
progressive, highly motivated team player for this key managemenl roll in our 
Corporate Services Department. You will provide leadership in a public service 
organization lhat is going through significant change, driven by technology, 
process changes and expectations ol enhanced public and customer services. 
For more information visit our web site; h~p:flwww4ity,auesnel,bc.ca 
(under City Hall, Employment). • 
The City of Ouesnel oilers a competitive and comprehensive 
compensalion package, 
Qualified applicants are invited to submit resumes in confidence, by 4:00 PM, 
May 10, 2002 to: 
Deputy City Manager 
410 Kinchant Street, Quesnel, B.C. V2J 7J5 
Telephone: 250-992-2111 • Fax: 250-992-2206 
Email: bjaskeb(~city.auesnel.bc,ca 
Operations Supervisor 
Responsible for supervising all aspects of the day-to-day 
operations, including: staff development and supervision, 
cost effective fleet utilization, and regulator}, compliance, 
while providing high standards of customer service. 
This position requires ateam player with a solid background 
in transportation services, hauling of hazardous goods, 
training and supervisory experience, and a willingness to 
comm t to qual ty and safety 
i ::'"'"~'".'~'i. 'i!:i'12~" Pleasesubmit Y.0ur es.ume~o:, " ....... i'/'~ ~"7'I!'i 
Team Leader, Wells Cargo 011field Serv!ce i
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~ 5keena Sawmills 
A O,v*$~on Of  
LU(~st ~'dsr, r 111111¢ L.td 
WOODS ACCOUNTANT 
Wesl Fraser Mills in Terrace, &C•,,is currently seeking an 
experience woods accountant for its Northwest Operations. 
Working closoly with fl'~e woods manager and the Division 
Accountant, you will be responsible for all lhe log sales and 
log cost statements in the monthly financial statements. Other 
duties will include, but not be limited to, reconciling accounts 
and preparing a detailed Woads Information Package. As 
well, analysis of financial information relatincl to market 
Ioqging and other woods costing information. ~)ther duties 
will include reconciling accounts and  review of log scale 
information. A compotifive salary will bo offered to lhe 
successful team oriented individual. Submit your resume to 
Rick McKinnon by May 10th at: 
Skeena Sawmills, a dMsion of West Fraser Mills 
5330 Hwy,, 16 W. P.O. Box 10 . . . . . .  
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A3 
Main (250) 635-6336 
Fax (250) 635-4335 
Email: rmcki@westfrasortlmber.ca 
Trades opportunities 
Drayton Valle); AB 
,yerh:leuser C(nnp;u~y IJmlted - a Fnrtune 200 conlpany - 
s a nlal~,r, dyuandc player in the Integrated fi~rest pmduck~ 
stxtor. Wllh aunlernus openlllnns acrnss Cmlatkt and the I.IS, 
'~'Ce)'erhaeuser is ()lie of tile largest org'.tnizallons of its kind 
wnrhhvide. Our Drab tn V;d ey Operatloas hldude a sawmill, 
whidl .penttes on a 4.tl.t}' work week, 'and an Ortented St~uld 
lh)ard (OSII) mUl, ~vl|lclt operatt.',; 7 da).'s av,'eek, 24 hours per day. 
As mendvers ofonr Drayton Valley 0perathl~ks leant, tile hflh)aing 
tnldespeople ,aill gain ex }osure to :t wide ~,~tdety of functions in 
onr sawmill ,and OSB nlill, whlcll are I~lth r~lgnlzed as Stnaeglc 
ventures In Weyerhaenser's wo¢~l pr(~lncts bashw.ss. For Imth roles, 
t~ialrenlents include a G~le 12 (or eqniv;dent) educatinn and a 
cnmpleted apprenticeship. 
Journeyperson 
Millwright 
Yon will perf,}rm abrnad nulge of nudnteu;mce duties, including 
tnmbleshuoting :u~tl repairs :ts well as gener.tl preventive 
maiutenance functh)ns. AJourneypersnn quallflcathul in the 
nlillv,'rlght trade ts required. 
Journeyperson 
Planerman (M/F) 
Based in tile sawudll, you will undertake tile full array of typ cal 
resp~ nsibilities i let lug maintenance.related activities. Yuu ; .  i*~ 
must ave a Journeypers m qt alif eat n in t e p anerman trade.i ii!~{~ 
The community ofDta)lon Val ey (www, dvchamber.com) I s  .... 
ocated ap )roxlmatel)' I hour and 15 minutes uuthwest of ' ': ~ 1  
Ethnonton aod has a current popul:Uton o1"6,O00, The tow. , ~  
offers modern healthcare as well e.s excellent educational nd ~:  
rerreaUonal fncilitk.'s, 
The current IWA (Lo~d 1-207) rate is $Z7,~6 per hour with 
comprehensive health and pension benefiL~. Some relocation 
assistance is also available. , 
• Interested in an opportunity owork with an organization that 
strongly believes in safety and employment equUy/advancement? 
Ph:ase fnrward yonr r6sum~, Indicating the appropriate 
position title, by May 10 2002 to: Mr. Attain B. Pyde, Manager, j : : :  
Ilumao Resources, Weyerhaeuser Company Limited, Drayton :~  
Valle); PO Box 7739, IIighway 22 South, Drayton Valley, All ~:~i~ 
T7A ISS. Fa~: 780.542.6981; email: armin.pyde@we)~-hacaser.com, t(~'~8~ 
We u,ould like to tlmnk all ap~Ollcants for their interest; ~'.~'.~ 
T . hoz4,ever oni); shortltsted candidates will be contacted, J 
I~ i .~ l /~O.3  , ( ICq i , : ( i~ i t .  i l " , ,  I ' . . .  ~ , ! ,~ . ~ , • ,  :~  , ' ~' - 
,., ,~,.3~'el,ff'~#uy~.,r lS nn'F.qttal Opportunity Employer building a .#X~ 
: ca#able, coi'k,nll'le~dl A,erse workforte representative of the 
Communflles we serve, 
P.O. Box310 RycroffAB ToH3Ao " i :. " . . . .  
j Fax (780),76S-2t66 i .................. ~.'"~ .... i A 
,,'- ::i Weye e_ r .N  !:&:Vi~ii'Us at~:e¢l~o~:Cg:m:=:=i::::::::::~:;::~::~!:!i;:;:l  rhaeus 
"%~WELLSCARGOOILFIELDSERVICESL:~?:~:~!! '~: ;'i' :. ,.?.:,.c~'~, ...... .- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  _ . ,  
pc__  
Gi tanmaax V i l l age  Counc i l  
Employment Opportunity 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
Reporting Ihe Gitanmaax Village Council, tho Gitanmaax Village Council 
Executive Director will take any lawlul action necessary to carry out the 
responsibilities delegated to him/her so long as such actions 
demonstrate sound ludgment and does not deviate procedure and does 
nol exceed the specific Iimilanons placed on his/her authority by the 
Gllanmaax Village Council. 
To support and assist in the development ol the depadmental 
operational plans that will meet Ihe goals and objectives et out by the 
Gitanmaax Village Council 
• To supervlso the depadment heads In a manner that develops team 
work and interdepadmental collaboration 
• To ensure that all activities make the most ralionel and economic us of 
Ihe Village Council resources 
• To develop and implement a professional development program for all 
staff and to provide approval for attendance at seminars, conlerences 
etc.., on operational considerations 
• To hire, plan. direct, co-ordinate, administer and supervise the day to 
day activities of slaff working directly under his/her Jurisdiction, and to 
take any disciplinary or terminalion, as appropriate 
• To develop and ensure that an evaluative process Is Implemented lor all 
stall under his/her ludsdicllon on an annual basis 
• Develop and ensure proper probaUonary procedures are conducted 
• To recommend to the Gitanmaax Village Council salary Increases for 
staff 
• To address public Inquiries as they relate to Ine Gitanmaax Village 
Council operalion 
• To develop and administer budgets and to support Departmonl Heads 
In lhe developmonl and administration ot their respective budgets 
• To consult with Department Heads and employees to ensure that the 
nersonnel policies of the Gilanmaax Village Council are thoroughly 
understood and fcllowod 
• To supervise the preparation and maintenance of accurate personnel 
li ltson all Village Council employees 
• Prepare proposals and application for fundtng from Federal, Provincial, 
end other granting agencies ' 
• Develop and implement a Communication strategy for public 
awareness of Ihe programs and services depadment 
• Work as a Team Member with Senior Management personnel 
• Develop and implement a technology strategy for all stall 
• To manage tho financial affairs of the organization In conjunction with 
Ihe Finance Minister, accountant and bookkeoplng staff and Gitxsan 
Government Commission 
• To manage lho capital projects/Public works dopartment in conjuncllon 
with the Public Works stall and others 
• To exercise such other powers and carry out additional related tasks 
ond funcllons as may bo asslgnoo from time to lime by thoGIlanmaax 
Village Council 
tatement of Qunllfleetlons: 
• Degree in Business Administration or a comblnalion of experience nd 
knowledge of sound Management practices • rain. two years 
Secondary School Graduation 
Knowledge of GIxsan culture, language, and tradlgons 
Good interpersonal skills 
Good organizational skills 
Demonstrated ability to supervise and develop human potential 
Demonstrated ability to represent tho Village Council In a poslUvo 
manner 
Good wrttten and oral communication skills 
Proficient knowledge and use of compuler to0hnology 
Deadline for application submission: May 3, 2002 
Submit your resume with cover letter and reference to: 
Gltanmaax Village Government 
Porsonnol Committee 
P.O. Box 440 
Haze,on, BC VOJ 2NO 
~' ;~ SCHOOL DISTRICT NO.  92 
(NISGA'A) 
COMPETIT ION • 02 .04  
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY  
District Technician 
School District No. 92 (Nisga'a) is accepting applications for 
the full time position of District Technician. Salary will be 
determined by education and experience. 
The following duties are to be carried out in accordance with 
policy: 
Maintenance of connectivity, workstations and 
networks. 
Implementation of District ICT Planning. 
Maintenance of Wireless Systems. 
Provisions of Technical Support. 
• Hardware repairs and installations. 
• Network Security and data routing. 
. Development of district data systems. 
• Assisting in administrative tasks and other duties as 
assigned. 
. Confidentiality. 
Minimum qualifications: 
• Microsoft certification orequivalent experience. 
. Grade 12Graduation 
. Evidence of excellent interpersonal and communication 
skills. 
• Evidence ofselfmotivational nd ability to work without 
supervision. 
. Drivers Licence and the ability and willingness to travel. 
• Ownership of a vehicle. 
The following skills would be considered assets: 
• Skills in Llnux/Samba networking. 
• Skills in mail and data routing. 
• Experience in or knowledge of School District processes 
and procedures. 
• Ability to repair oomputer hardware Including laptops, 
• Familiarity with mail and web servers. 
• Familiarity with web page constructions, possibly 
Dreamweaver/Fireworks, 
• Skills in setting up and running basic databases. 
This posting closes May 6, 2002. The posting will be 
extended if necessary. Employment scheduled to begin as 
soon as possible. Please send your resume by email attach- 
ment to Robert Wahl, District Technology Coordinator, at 
the email address below, in one of the following formats: 
MSWord, TRY, or HTML. Use the body of the message as a 
covering letter• Include the contact information of all previ- 
ous and current employers. 
For further information, or to send a resume, email 
rwahR~nlseaa.bc.ca For further information or to discuss 
the opportunity call 250.633-2228. 
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IDEAL EXPORT Log Homes/ 
Lake Country Log Homes re- 
quires: Log Home Builder. Min 
2 years experience required. 
Full time employment. Benefits 
package offered. Pay $16 - 
$24/hr. Log Home Stair & Rail- 
ing Builder. Min 2 years experi- 
ence required. Full time em- 
OWNER OPERATORS for su- 
per B hauls. BC, Alberta. Own 
trailers or rentals are available. 
Call 1.800-667-3944. 
PRO-TECH Forest Resources 
Ltd. Employment opportunity: 
Siviculture Coordinator. An ac- 
credited Silvicullure Surveyor. 2 
1, 2, 3, bdr apt. Avail immd. On 
site management. Ref reqd. 
250-635-6428 or 250-638-0015 
or 250-615-0345 
2 BEDROOM, 2nd floor apart- 
ment very large, 1200sqft, Ex- 
cellent condition, references re- 
quired. $750/mo. $375 damage 
ployment. Benefits package of- years experienced req. Knowl- deposit. 250-638-1584 
fered. Pay $14, $23/hr. Please edge of local ecosystem and 3 BEDROOM apartment. 
contact Rob Gervais by fax  current Silviculture survey stam 
250.836-3874 dards req. Ability to supervise Fridge/stove, washeddryer, dishwasher, walking distance 
. and train staff Valid BC Class 5 
INSIDE SALES Professona license Ern'lo or Pro Tech from downtown.Veryclean, Ref- 
Kaman ndustrlal Technologies, =...,.,.,,, ~,,~,P~Y ,:'rn Tekwa erences, $350 security deposit 
a large North American industri- ~("~°~act~'~er i~/or th in ,~ ' required. No Pets. $710/mo. 
al distr butor, seeks an Inside ~)~o',,e ~0 8~,5 2810 fax 25~ 250-635-5954 
Sales Professional at our Ter- ~' ~'~'~nn~ "~ ~; ,~r,~il-' HYPER~ 3 BEDROOM;1 1/2 bath above 
race, B.C. location, responsiblil- [~'l~K~ma'i to~l~oLisionoff 'ce@p~'o" ground suite at 4721 Loen. No 
ites include providing the best t,-,,-,hf,-,,,==t,'.~" houstionotf ce dogs. References required. 
' ake . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  possible solutions to help m (~,,,,', ~,=,'htforest ca Resumes $625/month. Call 250-638- 
our customers more profitable: ~"~'  . . . .  8639. 
Other duties include the distri- due by May 8, 2002. 
RESIDENCE APARTMENT 
Manager in Prince Rupert. Cou. 
p!e preferred with previous ex- 
perience. Reply, stating salary 
bution and inventory of pro- 
ducts. Qualifications: Experi- 
ence in industrial product sales, 
HS degree and a valid drivers li- 
cense. Knowledge of power 
transmission products is pre- 
lerred. Fax resume to 801-975- 
2039 or emial to: mark.ross-kit 
@kaman.com. Visit us on the 
web at www.kamandirect.com 
EEO. MIF IDN 
INTERNATIONAL COMPANY 
expanding. Work from home us- 
ing your pc. Earn extra money 
$500-$1500 p/t. Free into online 
go to www.truedreaming.com: 
Call toll free 1-888-267-6435. 
JOURNEYMAN AUTOMOTIVE 
technician, busy dealer- 
ship, Lake Auto Service, 
Invermere, B.C. wage TBD 
based on experience, email 
lakeauto @ rockies.net. 1-888- 
238-3999 
LOG HOUSE builders and CAD 
machine operator required for 
permanent full time work. Send 
resume to Dalzen log- tech, 
1285 Springhill Rd, Parksville, 
B.C, Vgp-2t2 (250)-248-0294 
LOSE WEIGHT naturally. One- 
on-one consultations, 30 day 
money back guarantee. Call 1- 
888-474-9043 or email Ivander 
@ uniserve.com 
M.G. LUND Trucking in Kam- 
loops is looking for experienced 
super train driver. Excellent 
compensation package. Fax re- 
sume and abstract to 250-828- 
1490. Inquiries toll free. 1-800- 
760-1420 
MOTHERS & others. Work at 
home, $500- $1500 part time, 
$2000 -$5000 full time ( part 
time work can pay a lot of bills) 
www.free2attain.com 
NIGHT BREAD and bun maker 
3-5 years experience, wee- 
kends off. Starts @ $15/hr. Fax 
resume 250.837-3552 or apply 
by phone 250-837-4556 
Dan/Mike. 
NO RECESSION or layoffs 
desired to 1-604-214-2917. 
SILVICULTURE SURVEYOR 
Job description: The Silviculture 
Surveyor is responsible for the 
performance of silviculture sur- 
veys (free growing, stocking, 
brushing, plantabititY,,)includ- 
ing stratification and plot 
design, field operations, write- 
ups and compilations. Require- 
ments: The~ Silviculture Sur- 
veyor should have experience 
in silviculture in general and 
surveys In specific. On e year of 
other silviculture experience is 
required. Computer skills are an 
asset. A valid BC class 5 driv- 
er's license is required. Send 
resume by May 8, 2002 to Pro- 
tech Forest Resources, Telkwa, 
B.C. Contact: Shed Worthing. 
Phone 250-845-2810 Fax: 250- 
846-5007. Email: houstonoffice 
@pro.techforest.ca, or drop 
resumes to 1158 Hwy 16, Telk- 
wa. 
WANTED EXPERIENCED fell- 
er buncher operator timbco, Ex- 
perience an asset, steady work. 
Camp job, starting July 2002. 
Phone (250)-698-7607 tax 
(250)-698-7902. 
FOR SALE Place your word ad 
in The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for 1 week 
and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & 3(WA) $26.75. Addi- 
tional words over 20 25C/word 
plus GST. Phone 638-7283, 
Fax 638-8432 or email to adver- 
tising @ terracestandard.com 
We accept VISA, Mastercard or 
cash. 
PARK MANOR APTS. 
2 Bedroom Apart., 
$600.00 month, includes 
heat. Close to swimming 
pool & downtown. 
No pets. 
References required. 
Phone 635-3475 
FURNISHED BACHELOR suite 
in Thornhill. Very private, no 
parties or pets. Older type per- 
son preferred. Utilities included, 
$400/mo. Call 250-635-6128. 
IN THORNHILL one bedroom 
furnished apartment, single oc- 
cupancy only. References re- 
quired. No pets. $360 + $180 
sec dep. Call 250-635-2065. 
ONE BEDROOM apt. Cable 
and laundry facilities. New man- 
agement on site. No pets WORK FROM home using your 
computer online. Earn $500- ' please. 250-615-5441 
$5000+/mo FT/PT. An exciting ONE BEDROOM furnished su- 
and established company, ite. Suitable for a single per- 
www.living-your-dream.com. 1- sons. Utilities included in renter 
888-213-1127 $475. No pets. Located behind 
Canadian Wholesale Club. 
Phone after 5 p.m. 250-635- 
2806 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER 
Richard Thornton Construction. 
Available for renovations, re- 
pairs or new construction. 25 
years experience.Call Richard 
250-638-8526. 
SMART PAINTING Experi- 
enced painting contractor will 
paint spring and summer interi- 
.HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for I & 2 
Bedroom suites 
here. Intetnational~ C0mpany. or, exterior resident a and corn- . ' ' Clean, quiet renovated suites 
Expan(Jing:;.Work~,oniineLirom, merc a pa nting, lO%.paint dis- " ~,'Ample"parklhg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
home $500/S5000/mo p/t ,. f/t. count from supplier. Seniors 
Web www.dreams4urworld.com 
Toll free 1-888-373-4597 
PART-TIME sales/Merchandis- 
er. Independent contract posi- 
tion servicing a range of clients 
in a variety of retailers. If you 
love challenge and self direct- 
ed, possess strong interperson- 
al skills, organizational ability 
and a willingness to manage an 
ever changing set of objectives 
on an ongoing basis you will be 
a strong candidate. Competitive 
hourly rate and km allowance. 
You must have a vehicle. 
Please submit resume to Armid 
Marketing by fax: 1-905-671- 
0017 or mail to 2355 Derry, unit 
21, Mississacla,Ont. LhS-IV6. 
PLUMBING OPPORTUNITIES. 
We need motivated plumbers 
that want full time work in a 
great environment. Call Steven 
or Catherine. Email: catharine 
@resscan.com. Fax. 604-730- 
5710. Phone: 604-730-5776. 
Register online:www.rsscan.- 
corn 
15% labour discount. Profes- 
sional quality work. Reasonable 
rates. Free estimates. Refer- 
ences available. Call Karl 250- 
615-0199 
THYME OUT GARDENING. 
Experienced and licensed gar- 
dener, designing, pruning, In- 
stallation and restoration of resi- 
dential gardens. Call Maureen. 
250-635-7101 
1 BEDROOM CABIN $375/mo 
includes utilities. Two bedroom 
duplex $400/mo. Two bedroom 
triplex $475/mo on site landlord 
in quiet neighbourhood main- 
tained yards plus extras. 
Phone 250-635-3492 
1 AND 2 bedroom apartments 
available immediately. On site 
management.250-635-1373, 
250-635-5136 or 250-635-6428. 
Tl orntii££  Tvfotors 
We are currently seeking a full time 
SALES 
CONSULTANT 
Experience an asset but not necessary 
: Professional Appearance & Attitude 
• Self Confident, Energetic & Motivated 
Exceptional at communicating with people of all ages 
: Computer conversant, with exceptional phone skills 
• Long term financial goals 
We offer: 
• Full benefits & compensation package for the 
successful applicant 
• On-going in-house sales training 
DROP OFF RESUME IN PERSON 
ATTENTION: BRENT - SALES MANAGER 
3026 Highway 16 - Terrace, B.C. 
IlicEwan ll 
SALES CONSULTANT 
We require an additional sales consultant, 
• Excellent pay plan 
• Training 
• Vehicle allowance 
Apply to: General Manager 
Phone: 250-635-4941 
Email: jimmcewanm°t°rs@gmcanada'c°m 
, Laundry facilities 
. Close to schools & downtown 
, On bus route 
. On site management 
, No pets 
, References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
I 
COACHMAN 
APARTMENTS 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. 
On Site Management 
Security Entrance with 
Undercover Parking 
& Elevator. 
Laundry facilities on 
each floor 
On Bus Route 
No Pets 
To View a Clean & Quiet 
Building on Ihe Bench 
638-8554 
REFERENCES REQUIRED 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
• 24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monlca Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
2 Bedroom 
Apartments 
L.615"7665. 
LARGE TWO bedroom suite in 
a quiet, clean four plex. Near 
hospital and bus routes. Onsite 
caretakers, 5 appliances, ng 
fireplace, mini storage, No pets 
please, $750/month. Call Betty 
250-635-6248 
NEW APARTMENTS, One and 
two bedroom apartments, close 
to town, 2 bedrooms and 4 ap- 
pliances. N/g fireplace, and 
storage room. Non smokers, no 
pets. $650/mo. Call 250-635- 
2250 or 250-635-1622. 
1 " 
CLINTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING APPLICATIONS 
FOR A BACHELOR SUITE 
$420.00 month. 
AND ONE BEDROOM APT, 
$500.00 month. 
One block from swimming pool. 
No Pets; references required. 
Phone 635-3475 
1 BEDROOM basement suite. 
$350/mo includes cable and 
heat. Available June 1st. No 
smokinq. 250-635-4515 
1 BEDROOM BASEMENT su- 
ite. All utilities included, laundry 
facilities. No pets. $550/mo. 
Damage deposit required. 
Close to tow~ Call 250-635- 
2921. 
2 BEDROOM basement suite 
available immediately. Couple 
preferred. No pets, no smoking, 
big backyard. Separate en- 
trance. $450/m0 + deposit. Call 
250-635-6824 
2 BEDROOM basement suite. 
Fridge/stove, washer/dryer, ref- 
erences. $450/mo plus damage 
deposit. 2 bedroom upper suite 
in 4 plex. $625/mo plus dd. 
Laundry facilities available. In- 
cludes utilities. 250-635-5992 
AVAILABLE April 20 2002. 
large recently renovated base- 
ment suite in town. Includes 
fridge/stove, washer/dryer. 
$425/month plus utilities. Call 
250-635-0604. 
FOR RENT 2 bedroom base- 
ment suite, washer/dryer, 
fridge/stove. Free satellite, elec- 
tric heat. Available May 1/01. 
$630/mo. 250-638-8089 
FOR SINGLE person one bed- 
room basement suite. Close to 
town, no pets, no smokers. 
250-635-5893. 
NICE BRIGHT 2 bedroom non- 
smoking basement suite in the 
horseshoe. Available imme- 
diatety. $ 400/month. Good ref- 
erences required. Call 250-638- 
8639. 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
te fum shed ;for quiet working/ 
n~n:sm6ki6g p~Ys'on.:" : :D'e~b~lt 
requlred,..$525./mo.Phone 250- 
635-7554 leave messaqe. 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite. Close to downtown, cable & 
utilities included. Suitable for 
one person, no pets please. 
Call after 6pro. 250-638-8010 
SPACIOUS ATTRACTIVE 1 
bedroom suite available to non- 
smoker now. Quiet location, pri- 
vate entrance, Fridge/stove, 
waher/dryer. Partial gas heat, 
hot water. Parking and cable in- 
cluded. $600/mo. References. 
Call Erica 250-635-2404 or col- 
lect Mary 250-446-6809 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite in thornhill. Close to schools, 
laundry facilities on premises, 
no pets. Recently painted and 
with new appliances. $475/mo. 
Phone Rob 250-638-7290. 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite. Washer/dryer, fridge/stove. 
No pets, smoking or parties. 
Close to downtown. Available 
immediately. Call 250-635- 
9684. 
2000 SQ FT office space. 4391 
Keith avenue. Call 1-250-635- 
7171. 
OFFICE OR retail space for 
rent or lease. Excellent down- 
town location 1800 sq ft. Ready 
to move in. Call 250-635-1753 
or email at elmo2 @telus.net. 
RENT TO own $600/month. 
W/d, f/s, 2 bedroom in Sunny 
Hill. Call 250-615-0116 even- 
incls 
2 - bedroom house central lo- 
cation, fenced yard. 5 newer 
appliances. S650/month. plus 
utilities. Kids and pets welcome. 
Available May 1/2002. Refer- 
ences and damage deposit re- 
quired. Please call collect 1. 
250-695-6766. 
2 BEDROOM bright, clean up- 
per duplex. F/S, W/D. Bright 
and clean. Small pots okay, 
Close to pool. $550 month. 
Available Sept. 1 250-635- 
6352 
2 BEDROOM double wide on 
large lot at 4651 Beaver. 
Fridge/Stove, washer/dryer. 
$500.00 per month. Good 
references. Call 250-638-8639, 
2 BEDROOM furnished house. 
great for young couple or single 
person. Washer/dryer, fridge/- 
stove, satellite TV, utilites 
included, 5rain from NWCC, ref- 
erences required. No smoking, 
no pets, no children. Phone 
250-635-5859 or 250-638-8857 
3 bdrm very clean 14 x 70 mo- 
bile home or1 private lot in 
Thornhill. Close 1o school, low 
heating costs, references re- 
quired. $650/mo. Available May 
1st. Call 250-635-6128. 
3 BEDROOM 1 1/2 bath condo. 
Near schools and downtown. 
Paved parking Fenced yard on 
quite street. Gas fireplace. 4 ap- 
pliances. No pets. Damage de- 
posit and references required. 
Call 250-635-3766. 
3 BEDROOM large main floor 
home. No pets/parties. Refer- 
ences and deposit required. In 
Thornhill. $610/mo. 250-635- 
6128 
3 BEDROOM townhouse. 
Fridge and stove, 1 1/2 bath. 
Close to hospital and down- 
town. Call 250-638-7633. 
3 BEDROOM upper house. In- 
cludes natural gas, hydro, dish- 
washer, washer/dryer and park- 
ing. No pets, parties or smok- 
inq. Call 250-615-3263 to view. 
3BEDROOM House at 4509 
Greig Ave. $650/mo. Good ref- 
erences required. 250-636- 
8639 
3BEDROOM, fridge/etove, 
washer/dryer, near hospital, 
schools, park and mall. Avail- 
able immediately. 2811 Molitor 
Ave. Asking $700/ month. Call 
250-635-2509 and leave mes- 
sage. 
4 BEDROOM lower/upper unit 
of duplex in Terrace. N/g heat, 
w/d.]nc uded.. No parties, ;no~ 
sm'oklng. Written references 
and-deposit req. Phone 250- 
798-9554. 
5 BEDROOM house at 3508 
King in thornhill. Fridge/stove, 
washer/dryer, deep freeze. 
Large yard. Good references 
required. $650/mo. 250-638- 
8639 
5 BEDROOM HOUSE available 
May 1st. 5 appliances. Large 
fenced yard, near Thornhill 
Schools. $850/mo. 250-638- 
8605 
5 BEDROOM house, 4 baths, 
good famly or in-law home. Car- 
port and large lot available im- 
mediately, References required. 
12 month lease minimum. 
$1100/me Call 250-615-2777 
6 BEDROOM, 2 bathroom 
house. F/s. Newly renovated in- 
terior. $750/month. Available 
June 1 2002. Call 250-635- 
9446 alter 5:00 pm. 
A - 1 sultest We treat our ten- 
ants as valued customersl 
Available April 1/02, pleasant 1 
bedroom suite in bright and 
modern 4- duplex. , Washer/ 
dryer. Beautiful yard with trees 
and garden. $525/month. Call 
250-635-4261. 
CLEAN AND bright, 3 bed- 
room one bath duplex for rent. 5 
appliances, fenced back yard, 
Horseshoe area, $750 + dd. 
Call after 6:00pro 250-635- 
3555. 
RENT/LEASE OR purchase: CLEAN, NEWLY RENOVATED 
2400 sqtt commercial space in 2 bedroom mobile home 
prime location on Ninth Street in located in quiet trailer 
downtown Houston. Newly ren- park, within walking distance to 
ovated. Call 1-250-638-0555 or town. Funished or unfurnished. 
fax 1-250-638-1119 Fridge/stove, window coverings 
and joey shack. Available im- 
mediately. 250-638-1885 
14 X 70 3 bedroom trailer. 
Washer/dryer, fridge/stove, lo- 
cated off Dover road. 
$60O/month + $300 damage 
deposit. Call 250-635-8224. 
2 + BEDROOM duplex, 3307 
Kenny st. Close to schools + 
shopping. Fridge/stove, wash- 
or/dryer, full basement, rec 
room, fireplace. Phone 250- 
798.2039. 
CLEAN, QUIET, adult oriented 
1 bedroom condo in Woodgre- 
en condominiums, Terrace. 
Natual gas fireplace, oak kitch- 
en cabinets, ceramic tile and 
carpeting. Appliances included. 
Laundry facilities and covered 
patio, no dogs. $625/m0. Call 
250-632-6726 
DUPLEX IN Thornhill 3 bdrm, 1 
1/2 baths. $750/m0 References 
required. Security deposit. 
Phone 250-638-1394 after 5pro 
BRIGHT 2 BEDROOM home, 
laundry, large yard, recent up- 
grades, clean and bright. Prefer 
non.smoking, pets considered. 
$575/month. Phone 604-466- 
6015 or 604-841-2695 
FOR RENT 2 bedroom duplex 
in Thornhilt. Fridge,stove. Avail- 
able May 1/2002. $ 550 month. 
Call 250-635-9459. 
FOR RENT July 1/2002, 3 bed- 
room home with heated garage 
all appliances, pets negotiable. 
Copper River Estates. Call 250- 
638-1707. 
LARGE 3 bedroom duplex. 
Fridge/stove, blinds, finished at- 
tic, garden level basement, 
lenced yard, pets negotiable. 
Non-smokers only. In Thornhill. 
$750/mo-  damage deposit. 
Available June 1st for appli- 
cation CAll 250-635-4368 
LITTLE GEM, 3 bedroom , 1 
bathroom house. N/g (brand 
new furnace) electric back-up. 
Fully fence(~ yard. 4 appliances, 
garage and shed. Pets negoti- 
able, no smoking. $725/month 
neqotiable. Call 250-635-2483. 
NEWER WELL maintained re- 
cently painted Thornhill duplex. 
Available to non-smokers now. 
3 bedrooms. 1. 1/2 baths. 
fridge/stove, washer/dryer 
hookup, storage, amole park- 
ing. $700/mo. Rers. Call Erica 
250-635-2404 or collect to Mary 
250-446-6809 
NICE 5 bedroom 3 bath house 
in Thornhill. Available July 1/02. 
Fridge/stove dishwasher, was- 
her/dryer and garden shed. No 
pets or smoking. $800/mo. Call 
250-638-8639. 
NICELY KEPT 3 bedroom side 
by side duplex. Available May 
1/02. No pets, parties, smok- 
ing.$730/mo. For more informa- 
tion call 250-635-8650 or 250- 
631-9067. 
ONE BEDROOM + laundry 
room. Fridge/stove, washer/dry- 
er. In quite area in Thornhill on 
bus route. Call 250-638.8503. 
$450/month, plus damage de- 
posit. 
ONE BEDROOM suite in du- 
plex downtown. Fridge/stove, 
$400/mo. Available May 1/ 02. 
Call 250-798-2000 References 
required. 
RENT TO OWN. $830 X 18 
months is $15,000 down on a 
'97 mobile at #57 Boulderwood 
M.H.P. Phone Gordon 260-638- 
1182 for details. 
SIDE BY side duplex. $80O/mo. 
Plus half damage deposit. No 
pets, no parties. Call 250-638- 
1094 after 4:00 pm. 
SMALL 3 bedroom house in 
Thornhill. Available mid May 
totally renovated inside and out, 
IN THORNHILL looking for 1 
non.smoker to share fullhouse 
w/large yard. Pets OK. $350/mo 
includes utilities. 250-615-0010 
ROOM MATE wanted to share 
large house on the bench. 
Student prefered. $350/month 
utilities included. Call 250-635- 
8832. 
FIND B&B's online Visit 
www.mondaytourism.com. All E 
&B's in BC and Alberta listed 
geographically. For information 
on advertising, send an email to 
tourism @ mondav.com 
STARRESORT, INT. We buy & 
sell timeshares, www.starre- 
sort.net. 1-800-985-4395. 
HOBBY farm with trout stocked 
lake bordering nert.hside. 1000 
acres el cu,nmunity pasture 
bordering east side. 320 acres 
el agricultural lease with stand- 
ing timber bordering west side. 
Very modern newer 14X75 mo- 
bile home with 12X30 addition. 
Comes with 5 appliances, pellet 
heater and star choice sattelite 
dish Guest cabin, shop and 
barn located in Fort Fraser 
area. $165,000. obo. 250-690- 
7576 
2 ACRE lots with trees. 
$45,000. Jackpine Flats on 
Woeste Road. Phone 250-638- 
8940 
LOT FOR sale 5721- Richfield 
place, Vernon, 5 year old subdi- 
vision. $40,000 obo. Call 1-604- 
463-5477. 
1200 SQFT rancher 7 years 
old. ground level entry complete 
with carport and covered south 
facing veranda. 2 bedrooms en- 
suite and full bathrooem, elec- 
tric forced air heating and wood 
fireplace. Located on 2 acres, 
just minutes from town. Near 
Woodland Park subdivision. 
Asking $165,000. Call 250-638- 
8320 or 250-638-7664 
3 BEDROOM home on 1/3 acre 
in Thornhill. F/s, w/d included. 
3.3% assumable mortgage. 
Asking $85,000. Call 250-635- 
7157. 
ACREAGE FOR sale: 25 miles 
$E of Swift Current Saskatche- 
wan. 40 acres outbuildings, 
good well, 3 bedroom home 
built in 1980, 1232 sqft, new 
shingles and exterior paint in 
2001. Price negotiable for more 
large yard one block from info call 1-306-627-3508 after 
schools Washer/dryer freezer,. - 
dishwasher, fridge/stove.. Q 
pets. $650/mo + utilities .:call BEAI~TIFUL~Y UPDATED 4 
250-635-4709 evenings or 250" '" b'edroom, 2 bathroom home in : 
638-2410days. the horseshoe. Includes 4 ap- 
SPACIOUS 3 bedroom 1 1/2 
baths doublewide on private 
property. Good condition. Large 
treed fenced yard. 4 appliances. 
$685/mo. 250-635-5510 
THREE BEDROOM upper suite 
in Thornhill. Close to schools, 
laundry facilities on premises, 
no pets. New appliances. 
$575/mo. Phone Rob 250-638- 
7290 
BEAT TOUGH times with low 
rents. Clean 1 and 2 bedroom 
mobiles available. Starting at 
$320/month, w/d available. Call 
250-635-4452. 
COMING TO Prince George? 1 
bedroom furnished and unfur- 
nished apartments. Lakewooa 
area. Call 250-565-1183 
FURNISHED ROOM for rent in 
a 3 bedroom home. ~hare rest 
of home. Working'~rnan pre- 
ferred. $ 260/month ~ includes 
utilities. Phone 250-6~5-3126. 
HALL RENTALS. Te~i'ace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, Kitchen 
and Bar. Ideal for Weddings, 
Anniversaries, Reunions, Day 
and Evening rates. 250-635- 
7777 e-mail kinsmen@osg.net. 
Bartending Services Available. 
2 BEDROOM MOBILE home 
peaceful, quiet country, 15 
minutes from town on Kalum Lk 
Road. $550/mo. Call 250-638- 
8772 
pliances; new flooring through; 
out; recently remodeled base, 
ment. Call 250-638-6380. 
Courtesy to realtors. 
C O N D O  FOR sale. Exceptional 
condition! Must see to believel 
Downtown location, asking 
$63,000 willing to pay 1st $ 500 
mortgage payment or in legal 
fees. Call 260-635-7476. 
FOR SALE: OCCUPY July 
1/2002. 3 bedroom home with 
heated garage, fenced,' all ap- 
pliances. Negotiable. Copper 
River Estates. Call 250-638- 
1707. 
HOUSE FOR sale at Lakelse 
Lake, 1.7 acres, on Kreston 
Drive. 4 bedrooms, 3/4 finished 
basement, 2 full bathrooms, 
large dock with hot tub. Hard- 
wood laminate floors throughout 
upstairs. Garage w/backshop, 
40 x 20 cement foundation, 15 x 
15 ft dog pen. All new applianc- 
es, negotiable. $150,000 firm. 
Call 250-798-2027. 
NEW HOUSE on 10 acres, 
totally fenced, riding rink 
2000sqft home. Free barrier 
(Wheelchair accessible) Histori- 
cally constructed, well, spetic. 
At lock up stage. $150,000 to 
complete . negotiable. 250- 
615-2135 or 250.635-6501 
Herb. Eveninqs. 
SUPERB WORKMANSHIP , 
superior quality throughout. 
Luxury semi-detached town- 
house has top line appliances 
and many nice touches. Attrac- 
tive well-designed kitchen. Both I 
bedrooms have w/w carpeting, 
and deluxe ensuite with jacuzzi 
is one of two bathrooms. Natu- 
ral gas fireplace mantle and 
hardwood floors are solid oak, 
French doors to yard, good use 
of wlndows, and excellent light. 
Ing make this full basement 
house bright. $178,000, 250-i 
635-2441 
~c~%sW, e;Ivln%al~o~omD, efncnil;°r~r~[~v~rt~ ;as fi~fepl%%~, aalnc~rg~e ;a~n~ 
try and o utiiily/laundry room. Many recent improvements, A
large, deck steps down to a fenced backyard with shed, green. 
h(;use and garden area . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . .   Asking price $125,000 " 
Call 250-635-1450 for appointment 
i j 
': 810 CARSFORI ;: 
~::: : SALE ;: )i:: 
.", 862 BoATs/i:--+ 
MARINE. .+"  
. '745• MOBILES  `• 
• 878 RV'S . .  :.! 
MOTORHOMES. ~ 
~HRYSLEF 
FORD 
TWO BEDROOM mobile home 
on private lot. Asking $72,000. 
Call 250-635-4378. 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE com- 
pletely renovated interior and 
exterior. New roof, windows, 
siding, ltoofing, kitchen cabinets 
and much more, N/g heat close 
to school, hospital, town, view. 
4632 Weber Ave. Selling for 
$99,500. Phone 250-638-0050 
12X68 NEWLY renovated trail- 
er with 12x28 addition. Must be 
moved. Phone 250-635-4202 
alter 6 pm. 
4625 GRAHAM Trailer Court. 
appraised at $12,000 asking 
$10,000. Just renovated. Call 
Dayle or George 250-638-0787 
After 6:00pro. 
I Own this 1997 Single Wide 
at #57 Boulderwood M.H.P. 
Phone Gordon 
250-638-1182 
to ask how 
1992 PLYMOUTH Acclaim 
auto, 3.L, V-6, new alternator, 
motor completely rebuilt in 
January 02. Good condition, 
good mileage. Great student 
car. $4500. Call 1-250-692- 
1819 
1989 CHRYSLER Dynasty 
3.0L, V6 engine, In good run- 
ning condition. Well maintained, 
Call for more info. $3500. obo. 
250-635-4379 or 250-615-2643 
1990 NISSAN Maxima full load 
auto 190hp, V6, very sporty, 
sunroof, red, good condition, 
$5,300, Tel: 250-635-9121 
1991 LINCOLN Towncar. 
130,000 km. Excellent condi- 
tion. Asking $7000. Call 250- 
615-0333 after 6:00 pm. 
1996 TOYOTA Avalon. Fully 
loaded, New winter tires, low 
miles, CD, cassette. Leather top 
model. Excellent condition. 
$18,800. Telephone 250-635- 
9121 
1996 VW jetta 4 - door, 5 spd. 
Loaded. well maintained, good 
condition. $10,500 obo. Call 
250-635-7771. 
1997 GRAND Am air condition- 
ing, cruise, low mileage, great 
highway, around town car. 
$8,800. Call Greg or Shells. 
250-638-8169 
Bank says. NO? 
• say 
Ye5. 
• All Credit Applications Accepted. 
• Easy, Fast and Confidential 
• No Hassles ~lil~, 
or Embarrassment ~.~ ]~ 
" YES tO poor credit ,I ~il~.i-~ 
or no credit, '-~ ~+,7]  .~++ 
• , :, ~::+~+.+ltt~ you ~o,k you drive. ~-.-%+.p,......~ o, 
2000 Honda Odyssey EX; 
$30,995 
2000 Ford Focus ZTS 
WAS S16.995 NOW $15,995 
1999 Yolks Golf 
Wolfsburg 
WAS S19,995 NOW $17,995 
1999 Chev Astro AWD 
NOW $19,995 
1997 Chev 3/4 Ton 4x4 
WAS S22.995 NOW $19,995 
1997 Volks Jetta 
WASS16,995 NOW $14,995 
~! iL. :ii: .: ~i:: 
~ 8  
1996 Honda Accord 
$14,995 
1995 Honda Accord EX-R 
$15,995 
1995 Honda Accord EX-R 
NOW $15,995 
1995 Ford 4WD Ext 
Cab w/Plow 
WAS $16,995 N0W $14,995 
1994 Chev Cavalier 
$5,995 
1994 Ford Probe GT 
$7,995 
.1993 Buick Century 
Custom 
WAS $10.995 NOW $8,995 
1993 Honda Civic Hatch 
WAS $9,995 NOW $8,995 
1992 Mazda MX3 Precedia 
WAS s8,gg5 NOW $6,~5 
1992 Toyota Camry 
WAS Sl0,9gS NOW $7,995 
1992 Ford Explorer 
NOW $8,995 
1991 Ford E-Cab XLT 
$8,995 
1991 Honda Accord LX 
NOW $5,995 
1990 Ford Econoline 
Can Am Cruiser 
$9,995 
1990 Dodge Caravan SE 
NOW $4,995 
1990 GMC Jimmy 
WAS s8,ggs NOW $5,~5 
1981 Chev (For Parts) 
NOW $995 
H Onda ...... 
4838 Hwy 16 W --/j~ (250}638-8171 
D# 9662 / 1-800-665-1990 
. . . .  wv,~v.bchonda.com 
1986 F150 2wd 300 ci. Auto 
sunroof. Headache and boat 
rack. Little rusty but runs well. 
Asking $2250 obo. Call 250- 
635-8783. 
1987 CHEV, heavy 3/4 ton, 350 
automatic with 4x4 chassis. 
$2500.00 obo. 11' camper, 
cleanl $1800.00 obo. 250-635- 
2124. 
1993 FORD 3/4 ton 4X4 Super- 
cab. 7.31 diesel, a/c, c/c, tilt, au- 
tomatic w/overdrive, am/fro cas- 
sette radio, cb. Custom running 
boards, canopy. $13,500. 
97,000kin. Trailer 1993 Kustom 
Roach 25' 5th wheel; Awning, 
skylight, 2 showers, 2 door 
fridge, 4 burner stove w/oven, 
microwave~ furnace, hot water, 
a/c. $14,000. 250-635-2047 
1994 FREIGHLINER FL70, 5 
ton 230hp Cummins, 25' van 
body, power lift gate, trailer 
brake and hitch, jakebrake, 
100,000kms. on rebait, $33,000 
obo. 250-546-8969 or 403-616- 
8422 
1995 FORD F150, XLT 4X4 ex- 
tended cab. short box, off road 
package, 5L, VS, auto, etc. Ca- 
nopy, running boards, 120,000 
kms on the motor. $9500. 250- 
638-0460 
2 OLDER Chev p/u's + 1 
Plymouth mini van + misc 
chev parts +2 motors 1 die- 
sel, 1 6 cylinder chev, Call 
for into 250-615-7978. 
i 
MUST SELL 
1988 Ford F-350 Welding 
Truck fully outfitted and 
ready to be put to work. 
Complete with Lincoln 400 
amp Diesel Welder, com- 
pressor, Oxy Acelylene 
tanks and much, much 
more. Do not miss out. 
Call Wade @ (250) 
635-5449 
16' LUND aluminum boat, 20 
hp evenrude, steering, controls, 
trailer, extras. Lake used. Will 
consider canoe as partial trade. 
$1800 obo. Call 250-635-1558. 
1975 FIBERGLASS runabout 
with 65 hp. Mere and trailer. 
Asking $500 obo. Call 250-635- 
5719 after 6:00 pm. 
25' CABIN Cruiser. Newly reno- 
vated, many upgrades. 1996 
survey $24,000. Clean, mint 
condition and fully loaded. Ask- 
in.q $14,500 call 250-635-5745, 
FOR SALE 12' Valco aluminum 
boat. 58" beam, good safe lake 
boat in excellent condition. 
Phone 250-635-5493 evenings 
only;':" ....... ' ~:.,.':, ,~ ....... l,~+; 
FOR SALE: 15 1/2ff Zodiac• 
75hp w/jet. Center control steer- 
ing, aluminum floor, Inflatable 
keel and dry bag. Used only 
one season, Excellent condi- 
tion. Call 250-638-0021 or 250- 
635-5005 Asking $13,995 obo. 
10' ALASKAN camper. 3 -  
burner stove, 3 way fridge, pro- 
pane healer. New upholstery, 
upgrades, very good condition. 
$3000.00 call 250-638-8960. 
CAMPER TO fit small or Import 
pickup. Good condition. $2,200 
obo. Call 250-638-1245. 
CASH FOR your R.VJ Fraser- 
way R.V, Abbotsford, needs 
clean, late model RV's, Take 
advantage of our high traffic 
sales location and expert sales 
staff. Fraserway...The place for 
everything RV. Toll free 1-800- 
806-1976. 
1990 - 24ft Classic Chev Motor- 
home. Open layout back bed- 
room. Lots of windows. Awning. 
$21,500. Call Houston 1-250- 
845-2069 
NORTH CENTRAL Bailiffs Ltd. 
FOR SALE BY BID - Terrace, 
B,C. 1982 25' Coachman Sport 
Classic Motorhome Diesel 
56,O00 miles. 1979 20' Itasca 
Motorhome, low miles, needs 
TLC. Call Gary @ 250-635- 
0115 for Bid form or www.north- 
centralbailiffs.bc.ca 
LISLE RUGRATS DAYCARE 
wants to take care of your childt 
Children 3 and over welcome. 
Located on Halliwell close to 
playgrounds. Please call Robin 
to register or inquiries 250-635- 
4947 
r Lookingfor-- '~ 
• Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information  
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113. 
Skeena CCRR is a program of the 
Terrace Woman's Resource Centre 
and is funded by the Ministry of Social 
~velopment and Economic 6ecud~,~ 
ME-AN POPPINS Practically 
Perfect, wonderful, friendly 
caregivers, companions, nan- 
nies for elders and children. 
, Bigger savings. Long-term rela- 
tionship. F/'r live-in only. For 
more info 1-604.986-6268 pop- 
pins@telus.net 
PROFESSIONAL SEWING- 
Dresses, jackets, etc. Mending, 
al!e,r,a, Up.ns.,.~a!), Oe.bb e: 2597, 
63~5,1~266".: i' i " ' , , '  i' :i 
TRUTH & Clarity. Vision psy- 
chic answers. 1-900-830-0888 
18 years+.$2.99/min 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, May I, 2002 - 89 
Last year, a llC~V 
pacemakcr  itnplant 
saved Max's life. 
.\'e.' hr ,'ml Sl~i'.d .wt¢ lime with hi~ ,t, nln+!~+tlht1: 
[+lease we totho Hu,lrt and Strokt, Foundation. ~r~} 
STA fi R  J 
THE CARRIER OF I 
The Terrace Standard solutes 
Drew Atri l l  
asMarch's 
Carrier of the Month. 
Drew has been delivering the 
Terrace Standard and Weekend 
Advertiser for 
Would you like to nominate your carrier as "Carrier of the Monlh?" 
If sot call our Circulation Depurlment a 638-7283. 
Sponsored by: 
D r y ~  
SERVICES LTD. 
SPECIALISTS IN  CLEANING 
*CHIMNEYS & FURNACES *SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
*AIR DUCTS -SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
• BOILERS =CATCH BASIN & SUMP PITS 
*FIREPLACES =REST. GREASE TRAPS 
=ATrlC INSULATION REMOVAL =ELECTRIC SNAKE 
*AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS °FLOOD CLEAN UPS 
*PAINT BOOTHS =VACUUM EXCAVATION 
" induswi,',l Vacuum Trucks 635-1  132  
SEAPORT L IMOUSINE LTD 
I PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
I Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
I Terrace and return, and all points in be~een. Pick- 
I up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
| courier service. . . . . . . . .  
'~ P.O., Box 2,1Z,  Stewart, B,C. " 
" Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
NCES FE • ~B ,~,.' Your Moving Professionals Since 1997 
Industrial RegldentiaiComniei~dal JB,I~ Tmck&New32&~_.~#aile,satYourSenfice! 
" ' LL~,~ , * Across town or the country 
~,+ * Will assist or load for you 
• Reasonable Rates : ~ ~ !  -250-638-8048 1-866.616-ooo2 
I ' ~  I '  !ALL BICI PRODUCTS ~ 1  _ ~.,ov.~,vc~oeoo,,,,vaorscou,,m: 615-0002 mr: 638'6969 t-.,c, ponos96MW _ ~  W,', $33, 3,~ I 2002 SXTO Viper • Full Time AII Wheel Drive ~ l~,~]141=~j  IPha l  I 141"Track, 
Fully Loaded ~&~1i~ IIkl#~ ~ ~ qw/ '1  :w ~ I Pipes, Demo 
! ' ! o,'s.oo 
1'93 Plymouth Voyager A~lWheeIDrive,7Pmmnger $6,995 I ....... STARTING IMMEDIATELY/ 
1'94 Chev lxt Cab 4x4 Canopy, FullLo~J $16,995 I Long Shaft. FULL BUSINESS TRAINING. 
I,gS Dodge Ram 4x4 ,ut0+, i ,696,00 Working from Home 
1'+95 Subaru Legacy Wagon $9,995 www. l tca  nwo rkfo rye uto .~o~ 1-888-923-76 • 
1'97 Mazda "Pr°tege SE Aut°'A/C $~+~'J~ I Marc 25 Hp ~Wm]lorJanitaHal 
1'97 Ford W,ndstar 7Possenger, FullyEquiped $15,395 I Long Shaft ~ &~NOVAt ION$ by MIKJ~ ~ • ~ " " 
1'97 GMC Sonoma 4x4 3D00r $14,995 ~~' ,~ '  or ~ 4740 TuckA.. 
J ~ ~'{JU~ Terrace' B'C' vao 2G5 l'97 Mercury Sable GS V6 ,Fu"Ld~ $10,995 S "~:~:  .ma N|4~h=l~| ~[| l l t , l r lkO ZFioorMalntenanco ZWlndows&Awnlnge 
• : ,  ~ Homo [~ Office 1,98 Mazda B4000 4x4 Ex~n~C01),29,~+n$22,995 I 1999 Kawasaki  :~; @ I'm Baelfft 1'98 Ford EscorI~I~r, Au~,A/C $10,495 ii:[i~:, d~=. =t..~ Phone/fax:t250) ZJob-alte ZRentalUnits • We clean your place like it was our own," 
!:~ii~;i ~ 635-7366 Ph.l~,~'''7"O Fax.~3,,~-'~"' 1'98 Mazda B4.000 4x4 Exlended~b $19,995 
1'98 Chev Mal.bu ~ $9,649 ~;~!~ ,~ urn- Terrace, B.C ~, eONDEO & .NSURED • 
1'99 GMC 3/4 HD Ext Cab ~$26,995  ! ~  ~ I ~ 
• 4x4, 3 Door, SLE, Trim ~ * 
,'99HondaCRVEX4x4~$23,995 ] ~  "~ I Parking LetMaintent°ee/.~+'~  v" Power Vacuum Sweeper 
/ Automatic, CD29,000kms \'~ / ~/ \  I " Line & Curb Marking 
~ ['A._,~T'J I " Power Washing 
l LANDSCAPING l - ~"" -  I " ,.id,.tlo~,,i.way~li~ 
I + Terroce,"C-- I YOUP Pro'kin9 I o.,~,E~H.,, I:Ot Lma==a B4000 4X4 re  :--"~nmn (250) 635"2652 I LotKv,.r i Cell. (250)6t5-86,6 
1 ' ' ~ ~  ~ f : . :  I CALL FOR SPRING SPECIALS 
I ," t i ( NORDIC TREE SERVICE ' Books PLUS Business Services 
I / ; CERTIFIED UTIL!TV ARBORIST.S / \ ~  • • Bookkeeping $26,995 ~ | *Topping, Prunlng, ,h,pplng & Shaping | ~1.,~,  | • Buslness Plans 
l . . . .  , .  .Dangerous Tree Removal l ~ • Payroll, GST & PST 
I ~ ~ 'Stump Grinding l ~ - -  Income tax 
I ~ mA..UP smvic= AVAimL~/ f~7~.  • Resumes" 
I "~%;~ FULLY 'NSUREO / ~" . lS~. ,MCf , / "  T#n9 
I ~]  " FREE EST IMATES I ~ , Special Projects 
k ~ : /~IHE~I(2§0) 635-7400} Kelly Dobler 250-638-1982 kdmrOkermode.net 
i THINKING OP BUYING OR IIELLINO? i BEFORE YOU BUY: BEFORE YOU SELL: 
I HAW~NiNm'eC'nON J~__~_~E_02 ..... F~re+=oUon,  p~ooe I I  ~~, , ' ,~ ,~%o; ,~%~ 
, 1 635.4936 I I 
I Pt.IoNFd_F~ 6D -8890..C~Z~O) 6 t 5-9D~ ( A I I ~ .  ( syc~o l~:  C.P.C.A.} I I mAIL ,k [m~r .qw@~r~";k~ ' 
TE 
Otmmm 
4916 IN3:16 West 635.7187 
1-800-313-7187 DLR, 5958 
www.terraceautomall.com 
2000 Chrysler Intrepid 
VG, Auto, Air, Cruise,Tilt, Pwr 
Windows & Locks, Cassette 
NOW ONLY $15,995 
2000 Jeep TJ Sport 
6 cyl., 5 Spd, Hardtop & Solttop, 
0nly 15,000 km. 
NOW ONLY $22,995 
2000 Chrysler Neon 
Now ONLY $13,995 
'98 Dodge Ram 
Qt~ad Cob, 4x4, SLT, VS, Auto, Air, 
Cruise, Tilt, Windows, Locks, Canopy 
NOW ONLY $25,995 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
NC, Auto, Tilt, Cruise 
NOW ONLY $12,995 
'96 Jeep Grand 
Cherokee 
Auto, 4 Dr., 4x4, Air, Tilt, Cruise 
Windows & Locks 
Was $21.995 
NOW ONLY $19,995 
'96 Dodge Club Cab SLT 
VS, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Locks 
NOW ONLY $14,995 
'96 Dodge 2500 
Club Cab 
4x4, VS, Auto, Air Conditioning 
$19,995 
'94 Chrysler Intrepid ES 
V6. Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Power 
Windows, Power Locks & More 
NOW ONLY $10,995 
2000 Ford Taurus 
V6, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt Windows, 
Locks, Aluminum Wheels 
NOW ONLY $18,995 
'99 Ford F150 XLT 
4x4, XCab, VS, Auto, 4 Door, NC, 
Power Windows & Locks, Tilt, Cruise 
NOW ONLY $26,995 
'99 Ford Mustang GT 
VS, Loaded 
NOW ONLY $18,995 
'97 Ford F150 Xcab 
4x4, VS, Auto, 4x4, NC 
NOW ONLY $17,995 
'96 ReD Cab Ford XL 
4x4, 6 Cyl,, Auto, Cruise, Tilt, 
He, AM/FM Cassette 
NOW O~LY $12,995 
'96 Ford Crown Victoria 
4 Dr,, VS, Auto, Loaded 
NOW ONLY $14,995 
'93 Ford Escort wagon 
Automatic 
$5,995 
2000 GMC XCab 4x4 2500 
Air, Tilt, Cruise, Locks 
$31,995 
2000 Pontiac GL Pdx 
Air, Tilt, Cruise, Windows, Locks, 
ca, Keyless & More 
$20,995 
2000 Poatiac Grand Am 
NC, Tilt,Automalic, Cruise, 
Pwr, Windows/Locks and More 
$18,995 
'98 Chev Sonoma 
XCab, 4x4, Air Conditioning, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows & 
Locks, AM/FM, Cassette 
Now ONLY $19,995 
'95 GMC 4x4 EX Cab 
Auto, MC, Tilt, Cruise 
NOW ONLY $18,995 
'95 Pontiac Grand AM 
Air, Pwr. Windows/Locks, Tilt, 
Cruise, Cassette & More 
NOW ONLY $10,995 
'9"2 Chev Pickup 4x4 
with canopy, Automatic 
NOW ONLY $8,995 
'91 Chevrolet Cavalier 
4 Cyl., Auto, Air Conditioning 
NOW ONLY $5,995 
I IMPORTS I 
2001 Subaru Impreza 
AIIWheel Drive, Air, Cruise 
Tilt, Windows, Locks 
$24,995 
2001 Mazda Tribute ES 
VG, Awe, Leather, Air, Cruise, 
Tilt, Windows, Locks & more 
$24,495 
2001 Subaru Legacy 
4 Door, Auto, Air, Tilt Cruise, 
Windows, Locks & More 
$24,495 
2000 Toyota Corolla 
4 Cyl, Auto, Air 
NOW ONLY $16,995 
'99 Mazda Mia~ 
Convertible 
Only 16,800 KM 
, $20,995 
98 Toyota Tacoma, 
Xl~ab 4x4 
VG, Auto, Air, TRD Package 
NOW ONLY $23,995 
'94 Volkswagen Jetta 
4 door, 4 CyI,, 5 Spd, 
, $8,995 
91 Toyota XCab 4x4 
Pick Up, V6, 5 Speed 
$11,995 
rER cE 
4916 Hg 16 West 635-7187 
1-800-313-7187 Din, 5958 
www.terraceaut0mall.com 
) 
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Sports 
menu 
To get your game, event 
or meeting added to the 
Terrace Standard Sports 
Menu or Sports Scooe, 
fax us at 638-8432. or 
you can e-marl us at 
standard@kermode, net 
May 2 
• B.C. Cup: Team North 
takes on Vancouver Is- 
Northst   's take third spot 
for second year in a row 
two, Lee Muir and Kory 
Movold. Kyle McAlonan 
was named game star. 
While the Northstars 
are a good skating team 
they don't have the exper- 
ience some of their lower 
mainland riwtls do. 
"'Fhe teams at this tour- 
aament are going to three 
FOR THE second straight 
year the Terrace North 
Stars took third place at 
Kamloops' Duel in the De- 
sert AAA hockey tourna- 
ment for 10-11 year olds. 
The North Stars team 
consists of players who 
play minor hockey in Ter- 
race and who are looking 
land 7:30 p.m. for more exposure to the or four tournaments, but 
game and time on the ice. this is our only one," said 
May 3 Many players on this 
• B.C. Cup: Team North 
vs Vancouver 9:45 a,m, 
Team North faces off 
against Fraser Valley end visit to the Kamloops d i s c i p I i n e d 
6:30 p.m. 
May 4 
• Terrace Ultimate Club 
hosts season registra- 
tion and information soir- 
ee at Beasley's mix in 
the Terrace Inn. 8 p.m, 
Call 635-6636 for de- 
tails. 
May 4 
• Terrace Totem Saddle 
Club hosts a Poker Ride 
at the Alwyn Creek 
Ranch, Call 1-866-222- 
7063 for details. 
May 4 
• B.C, Cup: Team North 
vs Kootenay 12:15 p,m. 
year's team have been 
playing together for four 
years. This was their sec- 
tournament, said coach 
Darcy Mallet. 
The North Stars opened 
the tourney playing the 
Prince George Devils. 
The North Stars trailed 
3-1 with 10 minutes remai- 
nining but were able to 
come back scoring two to 
tie up the game. 
Terrace's Ryan Holtom, 
Daniel Correale and Kory 
Movold each picked up a 
goal in the tie. Garret 
Muir's goaltending earned 
him the game star. 
Terrace's second game 
was against the Kelowna 
Jr. Rockets. 
The North Stars lost a 
3-0 lead to fall 6-4 to their 
opponents. 
Goal scorers for Terrace 
were Kyle McAlonan with 
"They play very 
hockey." 
Mallett. 
Terrace faced the Fra- 
ser Valley Hawks in their 
third game and needed to 
win by 6 to advance to 
championship play, 
Despite gtving up the 
first goal 13 seconds into 
the game, the North Stars 
easily took this one win- 
ning 9-1. 
Lee Muir, Ryan Holtom 
and Eric McColl each 
picked up two goals with 
singles from Kory Movold, 
Scott Simpson and game 
star Daniel Correale. 
The semi final game 
saw the North Stars play 
the Abbotsford Snipers. 
Terrace ran into a hot 
May 5 
• B.C. Cup: Team North 
vs Okanagan 12:30 p.m. 
From page B4 
Rugby 
set to go 
Williams Lake Stampede '~ ._ .  
Tournament on the July 
long weekend and the ..,,(=,~ 
North American Challenge 
Cup in Vancouver in Sep . . . . .  
tember. ~ 
The Northmen Old Boys 
(NOBs) hope to travel to 
events including the Old 
Boys side of the N.A. ,¢,-~.i,~:~ 
Challenge Cup in Vancou- ~._ .  
vet and the Prince George 
Gnats 25th atmiversary ce- .~,~, 
lebration. 
The Northmen practise 
Tuesdays and Thursdays ~¢ 
from 6:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. ~i~'x~'~, 
atNWCC. The focus is on ~. . _  
fun and team development. 
The Northmen are look- ~.,,'x~L~ 
ing for more players - any 
men 16 years and older are 
invited to come out and .~_ , ,  
participate. All are wel- 
come and no experience is 
necessary. 
For more information 
contact David D. Hull @ 
638-1327. 
goalie and missed two 
open-net chances. They 
were shut out 4-0. Lee 
Muir was named game 
star.  
The Terrace squad 
found itself in the same si- 
tuation as last year phtying 
for third or fourth spot. 
The first goal of the 
game against the Koote- 
nay Avalanche came at 
the half way mark of the 
second period with a shot 
from Taylor Mallet. 
The Avalanched tied it 
up at 1 in the third. 
With just 2.07 remain- 
ing in the game Terrace's 
Taylor Mallet scored once 
more to earn himself the 
game star and win the 
game for his team. 
The North Stars benefit- 
ted from strong defensive 
play by AIcxa Grant and 
Spencer Bell. 
David Tooms and Kevin 
McColl contributed in both 
forward and defense situa- 
tions and Kevin Holtom 
worked hard on the ice 
playing excellent wo-way 
hockey, said Mallett. 
The North Stars once 
again had the lowest 
amount of penalties in the 
tournament. 
"They play very disci- 
plined hockey," said Mal- 
letl 
=~='~'~ Legends Of The Northwest SIolUo~ Auction ~-" 
To Raise Funds For The Construction OF The Skeena Valley Exhibition Arena 
THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS 
Mar-Jon Auctioneers Superior Propane Save-On Foods 
Aunt/~artha's B&B c I Web Design EJ Farm & Feed 
Northern Horse Supply The Tack Store-Telkwa 
On Sight Embroidery Dan Muller 
THANKS TO OUR STALLION OWNERS 
Horse 
Czorrs Candidate 
Sergeant's Desert Spirit 
Sai Carbonado 
NegajetBar 
Promise o~ Fun 
Young's Neet N' Natural 
Adios Peppy 
Ralph & George 
Direct Kirk 
Cowboy Bandit 
Wild at Heart 
• Watch Rodeo Joe Reed 
Fernando 
Rafter Mac Copy 
THANKS FROM THE TOTEM SADDLE CLUB 
Breeder 
Hidden Valley Arabians 
Riverbank Arabians ~.~_9" 
Gina DeHoog . . . . . . .  . . . .  
Jerry & Donna Cummings ~.~.  
Dean & "Irish Sturko 
Northern Twilight Farm 
Flying WM Ranch ,~ 
Daddy,s Headache-Daughter's Pride 
Nash Stables 
Ridennoure Paint Horses 
AJS Morgans ~.~ 
Remy Pauze 
Gerri Saunders 
Judy & Irv Eisner .~  
q" ) ) ." q',= . , , , , , , , . , , . ,  635.TIPS 
THE TERRACE SKATING CLUB 
ANNUAL GENERAL 
MEETING 
MAY 15, 2002 at 7:00 P.M. 
TERRACE FIRE HALL 
All members encouraged to attend. 
5662 Fernlane 
WE MOVED  
we've  saddled up 
and headed north! ,'~ f~_ . . . .~  ~ / ; 
A big  "Thank  
You"  to  a l l  our  
customers who 
supported us in 
the last years,,.  
Open by appo intment  - we still do 
Mall  Orders/Special  Orders 
PH: 250-638-7252 • FAX: 638-7253 
Webs i te :  www.h iway16.com/nhs /  
(~m:, 
2002 Civic Sedan DX 
With Group Option Package. 
Captivate your common sense with a car that nourishes your desire 
for the open road. Commuting to work or Idr the family, show your ~ ~.=A. =° :s "N °'a "l'e 
intelligence and y°ur I°ve of driving with the 2002 Civic Sedan OX= / . th  ~W~% 
,4  Speaker AM/FM CD Stereo - LATCH Child Safety Seat ~ Straight Yea rl ~ - ~  
Anchor System - Incredible fuel efficiency 
• Strong rigid safety cage, Five.star safety rating - -  C ~ V ~ C - ~ ¢  -~ 
• Maximum safety for your dollar 
B-Star Sef~y Rating 
i" 
, ~: i! ~ 
f , -  
Why do we get 
involved in 
our  community? 
Because 
we care .  
On April 27 °', your neighbourhood Safeway will be 
announcing the local cause it will be supporting this year. 
Join us as we launch, a new year of giving.., and ma!dng a differenc e. 
• .... 
Since 1998, Safeway and its employees have . . . .  
raised over $5 million and counting. : ~:~~ 
, 
-To r ra  c H o n d a 
4838 Hwy 16  W - - -~ '  (250)638-8171 
D~' ooo2 ~ 1-aoo-eos-looo 
ivic Coupe LX 
ligree, renowned design and Honda's 
Ineerln8 make Civic Coupe LX a blast 
be not ted. Make a statement about 
: and where you want to go, Coupe LX 
... for a 
me, astoundingly at $218 per month. 
nnd the core Civic features and value, 
the sexyCoupe LX comes with 
• . Power Windows, Side Mirrors 
~" 6 Speaker AM/FM C D Stereo System 
Ise Control .. ! 5" Wheels ,- Tachometer 
PII(|$ Ik([UO[ fqlJGHl I PO I  tAK[5 []ttl lA 
Lease end finance offers are from tl0ndn Canada finance Inc. t teased on e 2002 Civpc Sedan DX.G. model ESt542PX (t2002 Civic Coupe LX, mooel EM2152PI tease for 48 monlhs at $~18 ts2tn per month wilh 96.000 km allowance r2c/km exceed n~ a 0wance. $2.04624 
(t$2.408.6g down paymen orequlvaenr rodeocceptoblelodealer(SOdownonapprovedc edit em Honda Canada Fmancotnc)0ownnaymenlmayvaryloreleot ~uc~uatm~APRa~e~Ap"~22~2~2~n=tIati~npaymen~f$2~7~L46(~3~1~246)mdurJesdown~ymen~'~r~m~nmiy 
paymem.aecutdydepOSitof $0(tS0l.freightand PDI015950 and I~es Tolal easn l~aymenhs $14,509 12(f$14.924.131.0pbont0putch~e atlease nd ~r$&~5~(t$9~5~`~)t~e~endApr~3~2~2~rep~dedbyC~na~la~ma~ufa~ture~lnc~endaryear2~ VCras  
IOSU based on 2001 Civic Sedan DX for fmnl impact. F0r details VrSll www. ohtsa gw See dealer Iol details, " -  
( 
t 
